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LECTURES
ON

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING

APPLICABLE TO

CONDITIONS EXISTING IN BENGAL.

Gentlemen,

In this series of special lectures which the Government of Bengal

has honoured me in asking to deliver, I propose to deal, as far as time

will permit, with some of the suhjeots that are included in Municipal

accounts under the head of Puhlic Health and Convenience, namely—

(1) Water-supply,

(2) Drainage,

(3) Conservancy,

(4) Eoads,

because, during my tours in the last five years amongst the Munici-

palities of Bengal, I have found that the Engineers and Overseers,

who are more often than not former students of this College, have

received hut little detailed instruction in these most necessary subjects

;

and any information that I may now lay before you will, I trust, be

found useful, not only by those who leave this College to enter the

service of Municipal Commissioners, but by all of you, whether you
become Eailway Engineers or are engaged in irrigation or road-

making, or in any other walks of life, because, after all is said and
done, no man can do good and useful work unless he enjoys good
health. By being able to design and carry out small works under the

first three heads that I have mentioned, each one of you will confer

inestimable benefits upon the people amongst whom your lot is cast

;

you will help them to the enjoyment of better health and thus enable

them, not only to ward off attacks of disease, but, what is so important,

you will be the indirect cause of their being able to earn larger

incomes, and thus live in greater comfort. It is an accepted axiom
amongst political economists that the better the health of a community,
the greater is the wage-earning capacity.

When I was a student at the Koyal Indian Engineering College,

Cooper's Hill, I must admit that the subjects that I have mentioned
above were given but passing attention and the instruction provided was
of the most superficial character, for the reason, first of all, that the

B
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Dr Simpson the late Health Officer of Calcutta, informed me that this

was havino- 'a very material effect on the fever death-rate of that

notoriously sickly suburhan area ; it remains to be seen whether the

system of sewers which the Corporation of Calcutta are now construct-

ii in that quarter will have a still further beneficial efiect; personally

I have very little doubt that it will. I have therefore given drainage the

second place on the little list of subjects with which I propose to deal

in these lectures. Now as regards the third item, Conservancy
:
m rural

areas and small villages the excreta of the population are voided on

the open fields surrounding the areas and villages, and are disposed ot in

a perfectly natural and innocuous manner ; but m areas and towns which

a good and pure water-supply and efficient drainage have rendered

attractive as places of residence or trade, this system is not possible, and

so we have to arrange for the removal of the waste matters of the

inhabitants as soon as possible after they are produced, and we have to

devise means for their destruction or conversion into innocuous forms.

We can now picture to ourselves a town in which the water-supply

is wholesome, the drainage good and the conservancy arrangements

efficient, but you will at once see that although we have made all these

arrangements for the welfare of the inhabitants our model town is

not likely to prove attractive as a place of residence or as a business

centre unless there are roads which are kept in a good state of repair,

and these form the subject of the fourth item on my list.

It must not be supposed that the four subjects that I have given

above constitute the whole work of a municipal engineer
;
they are the

four most important subjects, and did time permit, I should have some

remarks to make on the other subjects included in Municipal accounts

under the head of Publio Health and Convenience, namely :—

{a) Hospitals and dispensaries.

{!)) Markets and slaughter-houses.

(c) Pounds.
(d) Dak bungalows and serais.

(e) Arboriculture.

But you will find all these subjects very fully dealt with in that

excellent Manual by Mr. J. A. Jones, the Sanitary Engineer to the

Madras Government, on Hygiene, Sanitation and Sanitary Engineering

with special reference to Indian conditions. As far as I know, it is the

only work of its kind that has been published within recent years
;
and

although it has been written rather with reference to the conditions

that prevail in the Madras Presidency, still there is much information

in it which is applicable to other parts of India, You should also study

^ery carefully the lectures on Hygiene which Major H. J
.
Dyson,

IMS, i<'.R.c.s., delivered at this College last year.

And now having pointed out to you how really useful a know-

ledge of sanitary and municipal engineering can be to all classes of

engineers, and what benefits can be conferred on the community at

large by putting this knowledge into practice on every possible occa-

Bion, I will now proceed to take up the different branches of these

lectui-es in the order that I have already given.
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WATER-SUPPLY.

The Sources of Water.

The rainfall is the source of all water-supplies, hut it is not called

rain-water in connection with water-supply unless it is collected from

roofs or other artificially-prepared surfaces. The rain which falls upon

rocky mountains that are either hare or have hut scant vegetation

when collected is called "upland surface water;" that which runs off

fields and cultivated lands is called " surface water from cultivated

ground;" that which soaks through the surface soil into a pervious

suhsoil is known as " suhsoil water ;" whilst that which travels through

a pervious stratum which underlies an impervious stratum, so that it can

only he reached by boring through the latter, is called " subterranean

or deep-well water." Where an impervious stratum comes to the sur-

face and throws out the subsoil water from the pervious stratum above

it, a "land spring" is formed, whilst subterranean water thrown to the

surface in any way forms a "deep spring." The water in streams

may be derived from any one or more of these sources ; but river water

is usually a mixture of all. Speaking generally, deep springs yield the

purest waters and rivers the most impure unless they are of large

volume such as we get in this country. The different classes of

water that I have mentioned may generally be arranged in order of

purity as follows :

—

(1) Deep-spring water.

(2) Subterranean or deep-well water.

(3) Upland surface water.

(4) Subsoil water (if distant from any collection of houses).

(5) Land springs.

(6) Eiver water.

(7) Surface water from cultivated ground.

(8) Subsoil water under villages and towns.

In England the above order has to be slightly altered, and river

water is put after surface water from cultivated ground, the reason of

this being that the rivers in this country are enormously large compared
to those in England, and consequently they are more easily capable

of purifying any sewage that may be discharged into them, and,

further, the quantities of sewage and waste matters per mile of course

that are discharged into Indian rivers are comparatively trifling to what
they are in England.

As far as possible I have adhered to the classification of waters

that obtains in England, because, should you care to pursue the study

of water-supplies further, you will have to consult the text-books

published in England, and if I explain this classifi.cation as far as

I can with reference to waters in India, you will more readily under-

stand the subject.

Tou are of course aware that rainfall is the result of evaporation by
the heat of the sun from that poriion of the earth that is covered with

water, which amounts to something like 145,000,000 square miles.

It is not a quantity that will probably enter into your calculations,
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but incidentally I would moution that it is estimated that 186,240 cubic

miles of water are annually raised from the surface of the globe in

the form of vapour, chiefly from the tropical seas. The evaporationL

over the surface of the ocean is so great that were it not res ored, it

would depress its level about 5 feet annually. Another estimate is

that "about 7,000 lbs. weight of water are evaporated every minute,

on an average throughout the year from each square mile of ocean.

These are large quantities, and it might naturally be supposed that

there should be ample water for everybody m all parts of the world,

but we ODly have to open a book on meteorology to find that there

are many thousands of square miles on the face of the earth m which

water is practically unknown; in this country we have all heard ot

the " Sands of Scinde," a tract where the ramfall is practically ml.

Then at Aden, which is on the sea-coast, rainfall is an event that only

occurs once in four or five years; and then no doubt you have heard ot

the great waterless plains of Australia, in attemptmg to cross which

BO many travellers have simply died of thirst. The great desert of

Sahara in Africa and the rainless region in the United btates ot

America are other examples of the unequal distribution of ramlaU

over the globe. But the reasons for this do not come withm the scope

of these lectures ; we have only got to deal with the quahty and

quantity of water as we find it in the situations I have mentioned.

Deep-spring water I have defined as subterranean water thrown

to the surface in any way, whereas a " land spring ib the subsoil water

that is thrown out of the ground at points where an impervious stratum

comes to the surface. You will naturally ask how is subterranean water

to be distinffuished from subsoil water, and my answer is that unless you

know the geological structure of the country and can ascertain the

probable course of the water from its collecting ground on whicn it tell

as rain, you must depend on the temperature of the issuing water, lor

the temperature of the earth increases on an average 1 ±. tov every bU

feet below the surface. At great depths water probably meets with

carbonic acid gas under pressure, which it absorbs, and this combined

with the elevated temperature increases greatly the solvent powers o± tlie

water which possibly explains the greater richness of these springs m
mineral constituents. The only deep springs in these provinces with

which I am personaUy acquainted are the celebrated Sitakund springs

near Monghyr ; here the water comes bubbUng up through the rocky

bottom of the tank and is so hot that it is only just bearable to the hand.

During a visit I paid in October 1897 I took the opportunity of

roughly gauging the overflow from the tank, and found that it amounted

to 14,000 gallons per hour, or 0-61 cubic foot per second. The water

from this and neighbouring springs has the reputation of g'^eat purity

and wholesomeness, and in old days it was carried down the Ganges m
boats for the supply of shipping in the Hooghly ;

and for many years

past it has been used by Messrs. Kellner & Go. for the manufacture

of soda water. I find from Hunter's Gazetteer that there are numerous

other springs of this sort to be found practically all over India—in

Karachi on the west, in Burma on the east, and in
_
Kashmir m

the north, while nearer at home they are to be found in the ratna,

Singhbhum and Birbhum districts and the Sonthal Parganas.
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The next in the list is " subterranean or deep-mil ivater. " Here,

again, a knowledge of the geological structure of the country ia really

necessary to determine whether a certain well is a " deep" or "shallow"

one. The term "deep" in reference to wells is somewhat ambiguous,

since different writers attribute to it different meanings. By some, any

well over 50 feet in depth is called "deep" whatever the character of the

stratum in which it is sunk or the strata through which it passes. By
others, the term is used without any reference to actual depth, but

to imply that the well is sunk through some impervious stratum into

a water-bearing formation lying beneath. But we need not trouble

about the definition that may be given to this class of wells in other

countries because there can be no such thing as a deep well in the

alluvial plains that form the greater portion of these provinces. Land
that has been built up from the wash-down of rivers like the Granges,

the Brahmaputra, or the Mahanadi, is of such a heterogeneous character

that a true deep well is an impossibility ; there is absolutely no

imiformity about these deposits, for you may make a boring 60 or 60

feet deep in one spot and never come across a drop of water, whereas if

you make a second boring a hundred feet or so away you will come

across water a few feet below the surface and in comparatively large

quantities; this has been proved time after time in sinking what are

known as tube wells, which I shall describe later on.

In the valleys of the Himalayas or the hills of Chota Nagpur and

Assam it is possible that true deep wells might be constructed, but there

again they would rather partake of the nature of Artesian wells. Some
writers state that deep wells passing through impervious into pervious

and water-bearing strata are best designated as Artesian, but, on the

other hand, this name is generally reserved for those deep wells from

which water actually overflows. In my opinion the question of the

area of the impervious stratum must always be taken into consideration

in deciding whether a well is " deep " or "shallow"; if, for instance,

you have an area of some 15 or 20 square miles of clay some 8

or 10 feet thick overlying a pervious stratum of sand and a well is

sunk in the middle of this area, it is more than probable that the water

obtained from the well will be of very great purity provided that the

collecting ground, that is, the outcrop of the sandy stratum on the

edges of the clay, is free of all chances of pollution. However, this

is a state of affairs that you are never likely to meet in the plains of

these provinces.

I have referred to Artesian wells as being likely to be found, or being

possible of construction, in the hilly districts of Chota Nagpur, the

Himalayas and Assam. The theory of the supply to these wells

is this—Suppose we have a permeable stratum descending from

the sides or top of a range of hills down into the valley and probably

up the hiUs on the other side of the valley ; and suppose tliat this

permeable stratum is covered by an impervious stratum ; then if we
sink a well in the valley through the impervious stratum into the per-

vious stratum, the water will rise up through the well_ considerably

above the level of the bottom of the impervious stratum—in fact it may
overflow from the mouth of the well. In temperate climates, where the

rainfall is spread over the whole year, the level of water in these wells
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and the disobarge from them will be fairly continuous the whole year

;

but in tbis country, wbere the rainfall is confined to tbreo or four niontha

of the year, the discharge must vary considerably ;
during the rains it will

be laro-e but will gradually decrease from the close of one rainy season

until "the commencement of the next. The waters from deep wells,

which as you see include Artesian wells, have been given a high place

in the scale of purity, but they are not always fit for potable purposes

because they may hold mineral matters in solution which may render

them not only unpalatable, but even dangerous to health.

" Upland surface water" is water that is collected from rocky moun-

tains which are" bare or have but scant vegetation, and mountains and

hills that are not only bare of vegetation, but also of dwellings, and this

is a most important point. This is a condition of things which is not met

with in Bengal, for all the hills are covered with very thick jungle, or if

they are not, they are inhabited and cultivated. Even the water flow-

ing from the inhospitable, sparsely-populated, rocky mountains across

the North-West Frontier is of a very dangerous character, as has

been proved by the very large number of cases of enteric fever that

occurred amongst the troops during the recent expedition against the

Afridis. I am rather doubtful whether I ought to have included this

class of water in my list, but my reason for doing so is to impress upon

you the necessity of having collecting grounds free from habitations

and vegetation if a very pure natural water is wanted.

We now come to aubsoil water in wells that are distant from any

collection of houses. In this definition the word " distant " may, I con-

sider, be understood to mean nothing under to 2 miles. This is the

source of supply of water to hundreds and thousands of wells that

are sunk by District Boards along roads in this country. Fortunately

little or no manure is used in cultivation in India : even that^ which

is used consists of cow-dung ashes, and so contains no matter liable to

putrefaction, and any disease germs that may have originally been

in the cow-dung will have been destroyed in the process of burning.

The water as it flows into wells of this class should be of a high

standrad of purity because it has passed through a large natural filter,

but it is liable to pollution from dirty lotahs being dipped into it, but

this subject of outside pollution will be dealt with later on.

Land springs are found where an impervious stratum comes to the

surface and throws out the water which has passed through the pervious

stratum lying above it. Consequently great care must be taken to

see that the collecting ground is not "liable to pollution. This source

of water-supply is mostly met with in the Himalayas and the hills of

Chota Nagpar and Assam. As long as the collecting ground is above

suspicion, the water obtained from this source must be of a very high

standard of purity, but it is a source which should only be brought

into use after a most careful examination of the collecting ground by

experts in hygiene and sanitary engineering. A portion, and I am glad

to say a very small portion, of the water-supply of a well-known

hill station is derived from some small land springs and the water is

discharged into the distribution pipes without filtration. Now the

collecting ground for these springs is largely used for grazing, and a

considerable quantity of the droppings from the cattle must be washed
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into the springs, especially when rain falls after a long period of dry
weather which has oaused small cracks possibly to open in the soil

;

then there is a much-frequented public road passing right through the
collecting ground, and the droppings of horses, dogs and cattle
passing along the road are liable to be washed into tlie springs

;
lastly,

there is a public latrine on the collecting area. In spite of all the
chemical and bacteriological analyses that may be produced to show
that the water from these springs is wholesome, I have no hesitation in
condemning it as an unsuitable, and further as an absolutely dangerous
source of supply for drinking water.

In all hilly tracts and mountainous regions the only sources
of water are land-springs during the dry weatber, and land-springs
mixed with surface water during the rainy season. ]f the collecting
grounds of these springs are reserved forests, as tbey are in Darjeeling,
the water-supply will be very much purer during the dry season
than during the rainy, for during the latter season the water must
necessarily contain a large amount of decaying vegetable matter both
in solution and in suspension ; in fact, I have heard tbe water which
is supplied to Darjeeling described as " a strong infusion of jungle
tea." It is quite probable, though, that slow filtration of this water
through sand would yield a water of a very bigh standard of purity.
If any one of you during his career is called on to devise a means
of supplying water from a source such as I have just now described,
above all things bear in mind the question of the possible pollution,
not only of the collecting ground of the spring, but also of the stream
formed by the spring along its course; it is of vital importance.
Upon this point only depends whether you will have a fairly pure
supply

_
of water or an absolutely impure supply of the worst class.A terrible example of the result of supplying water from springs

liable to pollution occurred towards the end of the year 1897 in the
town of Maidstone in England. The following description of the
springs is taken from the Local Government Board E,eport :

The FarUigh Ragstone Springs.—These lie to the south-west
of the town,

^
rise from the subsoil skirting the two banks of the

Medway, and include the following :

—

Gallons per week.

Ewell spring ... ... 1,-540,000
Tutsham-in-Orchard ... ... 105,000
Tutsham-in-Field ... ... 35,000
Big Church, South-Eastern Railway ... 106,000
Other South-Eastern Eailway springs . . . 1,050^000

Total ... 3,080,000

_
"All the springs are derived from more or less shalloiw sourcesm theHythe beds of the lower greensajxd, known locally as 'ragstone '

which is very liable to be fissured. The springs are not pi-oteotedm any way, and the gathering grounds of Bome of them are covered
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with heavily manured hop or fruit-gardens on whic^b many persons

Tre at ain seasons employed. The water collected hy open-

t'A ;.,ISLfrround field-pipes, the situations of some of which are

Saccurat^^^^^^^^^
to bricked catchpits with iron

covers which are beneath or a little above the ground level.
,

The state of affairs which an inspection of the above springs

^"tlt &"n^^^^^ (the Deputy Medical Officei^ found two

rabbitt in one of the catchpits, and human foeces pear he cover of

two of them About 60 yards from the Tutsham-in-Orchard spring

wa. a v^Y in a disgraceful condition, a large deposit of fcBces

rcompo?£g^ and floodfng the ground with its constxtuents The

clSt of the Tutsham-in-Pield spring about 50 yards from a

Sed occupied by hop-pickers from August the 26th to Septenaber

13th and close to a hedge separating, the field from a hop-garden,

fader which thfopen-joilted M^^ catchpit ran for

^ome diltance In the field, and especially near the hedge, were many

deposits o^^^^^ excrem'ent. o'n September 21st Dr Washbourn

saw foecal matter in dangerous proximity to the South-Eastem

^^^tWp^^^^^^ - less than 1,908 cases of typhoid

fever repo ted^etween the 1st September and the 20 h January or

on an average of 13 cases a day ; in the 25 days between the 10th

Ltember fnd 4th October there were no less than 1 2r0 cases, or

an^avSage of nearly 51 cases per day. Epidemics of this sort occur

nearly efery year somewhere or other, but they_seem to have but httle

effect in causing the local authorities of non-mfected places to put

theTr houses in order; nothing is done until disaster overtakes them.

next lowest water fa the scale of purity that I have given

YOU is that derived from rivers. I have pointed out that the water

of rivers in this country is probably not quite so impure as of those

t Zopean couBtries,%rincipally by reason of the greater vo ume

of the former. As far as possible the discharge mto rivers of the night-

soil LdlTquid wastes of towns in this country is prevented, but m
spite of every care large quantities of polluting matter must find its

way into the rivers; and although the volume of water is generally very

TaSe still under no circumstances could I approve of ^ver water

bSg used as drinking water unless it had been carefully filtered,

is far as I am aware, Calcutta is the only town, on this side of India

at any rate, which has an unfiltered and filtered water-supply of water

derived frok a river, but cases of cholera have been traced to the use

of unfiltered water laid on to private houses for washing carriages, etc
,

and the Corporation have within the past year or two replaced unfiltered

water at the bathing-platforms by filtered water, so as to prevent, as

far as possible, the users of the platforms takmg cholera germs into

their systems. If for pecuniary reasons it is necessary
_
to supply

xmfiltered water to ,a town for rcad-watering, flushing drains, Eewers

etc., the greatest possible precautions must be observed to prevent

its being used for domestic purposes. In each class of water that i

have brought to your notice I have directed your attention to at least

on^ point which demands your careful enquiry and study before you
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can decide whether the water derived from that soui'ce would be a safe

water for potable purposes, and in the case of river water the point or

locality at which the water is abstracted from the river must be carefully

thought out. First and foremost, tlie intaliie, as it is usually called by
water-works engineers, must never be on the down stream side of the
town for which the water is required, neither should it be in the middle
of the river face of the town, although this is the most economical posi-

tion, the reason for these prohibitions being that it is not desirable to

have the surface drainage from the crowded parts of the town mixed with
tlie water that is to be afterwards drunk. Speaking generally, the slope

of the land is away from the river, that is to say, the highest land is to
be found on the banks of the river, but actually there is always a strip

or fringe of the river bank of varying widths, but never very wide, which
slopes towards the river, and it is the drainage of this portion of a town,
winch is usually the most thickly populated, that has its outfall

in the river. Another reason why the intake should be above the
town is that the subsoil water under a town is always of a highly
polluted character, and the river is the natural outlet of such subsoil
water

;
you will remember perhaps that subsoil water under villages

and towns occupies the lowest position as regards purity in the list

I have given you. Then, again, care must be taken to see that there
are no burning or bathing ghats on the upstream side of the intake; or
that there are no ghat& at which country boats are allowed to moor for
purposes of taking in or discharging cargo, for all the waste products,
including the nightsoil and urine of the crews, are simply thrown
overboard. It is an extremely difficult thing to disestablish ghats of
this character, which have perhaps been in use for generations, and so
the better plan is to try and place the intake of any water-supply on
their upstream side.

A very large quantity of the drinking and washing water of this

country is derived from excavations and ponds that are known generically
as tanks, and the source of this water is mostly surface ioater from
cultivated areas, although more often than not the water comes from
semi-rural areas. The former source of supply is less dangerous than the
latter, but the rush of water from either area into tanks after a fall of
rain succeeding a prolonged period of dry and rainless weather is of a
very impure character, and this is one of the reasons that surface water
from cultivated and semi- rural areas is given such a low place in the
scale of purity. Another reason is that the surface water when collected
is so liable to contamination from bathing and the washing of clothes.
Surface toater from cultivated areas is also obtainable from the drainage
channels with which the country is intersected; the main rivers flow
on the high lands, and, as I have pointed out before, the general slope
of the country is away from these rivers : consequently there must be
drainage channels at the bottoms of these slopes into which the surface
water eventually falls. The fields surrounding villages and on the
edges of big towns are used, as you are all aware, for purposes of
defcecation ; and although during the dry weather all this foecal matter
may be, and probably is, rendered innocuous by the combined action of
the sun and earth, still during the rainy season it must nearly all be
washed off by the surface water into the nearest drainage channel ; the
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foooal matter is deposited daily at all times of the year, and consequently

the surface water that flows off the land during the rains receives a

dalwose of sewage. I am boand to admit, however, that water is

purified to a certain extent both by sedimentation m tanks and by

flowin- over the surface of land, but at the same time water that has

recentfy been polluted by night-soil or sewage can never be safe for

drinking purposes. Drainage channels are therefore ^ot desirabk

sources of supply of drinking water. Not much choice is allowed m
trselectioTof the site of a tank, because as a rule they are constructed

for the convenience of the users, whether tlie tank has to be used for

drinking purposes or only for irrigation and, I,am afraid, quality has

very ofteii to give way to utility. Then again tanks are more often

than not made in order that the earth obtained from them may be

used for raising the level of the surrounding ground, and so that

houses may be erected in comparatively dry situations. However, if any

choice is given you in the matter, you should endeavour to locate tanks

on the upstream side of the village whea referred to subsoil water;

this will to a certain extent prevent the subsoil water from the village

getting into the tank. The direction of flow of the subsoil water can

generally be ascertained by observing by means of a_ level the heights

tbove datum of the water in wells or tanks m the vicinity of the site o±

the proposed tank during the hours of least draught on the well;

rouahlv speaking, the direction of flow is towards the nearest river

that is not merely a drainage channel. You shou d f
^.^^^^e the ta^^^^

to the very lowest level that you can get down to durmg the dues,

season of the year ; this will ensure a greater proportion of compara-

tively pure subsoil water coming into the tank to dilute the impure

surface water. And finally, if funds are available, I would recommend

vou to sink one or more wells, as deep as possible, in the bed ot tne

tank which may have the efiect of creating a flow of subterranean or

deep'-well water into the tank by reason of its higher temperature; but,

in spite of all these precautions and expedients, I am afraid that surface

ioater from cultivated areas as collected in tanks m Bengal must always

be of a very low standard of purity.

We have now reached the least pure of all the sources of supply,

namely suUoil water under totvns and villages, and it is from this source,

I regret to say, that at least three-quarters of the population of these

provinces obtain their drinking water. In villages perhaps the subsoil

water which passes under them is not of quite as impure a character as

that which passes under towns, because in the former all fcecal matter

is voided over the surrounding fields, where the beneficient heat ot the

sun, the fresh air, and the upper layers of the soil quickly render

it comparatively innocuous, and it is only the cooking water and

liquid wastes of a household which soak into the ground
;
in towns,

however, the night-soil, urine and liquid wastes are more often than not

run into wells or cesspools excavated for the purpose in the court-

yards of houses, and these most objectionable matters are thus thrown

into direct contact with the subsoil water without having been

subiected to any purifying process whatever. I am fully aware that

in all municipal towns every endeavour is made by the Commissioners to

convey the night-soil and liquid wastes as far away as possible ±rom tne
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inuabited portions of the towns, but I regret to say that in many
cases much opposition is shown to these good endeavours by the inhabi-
tants themselves, and I do not think that I shall be exaggerating when
I say that in most towns only about one-half of the night-soil and one-
quarter of the liquid wastes are ever properly removed ; the balance
must go somewhere, and it goes to pollute the subsoil water. The
germs of cholera and typhoid will lie dormant in the soil for years

;

end when once the soil has been infected with these germs, it is

hopeless to try and get pure water from wells whose source of supply is

the subsoil water
;
nothing short of the absolute removal of the town

would accomplish so desirable an end, and this we know is beyond the
bounds of possibility, and so we must devote our energies to mitigating
the evil as far as possible by not adding fuel to the flame ; that is to
say, we must endeavour by all the means in our power to stop the
further pollution of the subsoil water in town areas by closing all these
cesspools, and providing means for purifying the liquid wastes and
removing them from the houses in carefully constructed surface drains.
The method of doing this will be dealt with in the section of these
lectures which deals with conservancy.

The Quality of Water.

So far we have only discussed the various sources of water, but
before we can make use of the water we must make enquiries as to
its quality and quantity. The actual examination of a water as to
quality and suitability for potable purposes should always be carried
out by a medical officer, and his advice alone should be relied on.
Here in Bengal the matter may also be referred to the Sanitary Board'
which has as members the highest experts in hygiene and sanitary
engineering at the disposal of Government. But you may be called
upon to take samples of water for the medical officer to analyse,
although as a rule it is more desirable that the person who makes the
examination should also take the samples, and instructions as to how
these samples should be taken will not, therefore, be out of place in
these lectures. The leading text-book on the theory and practice
of hygiene is that by Notter and Firth, and I think I cannot do better
than quote what is said on the subject of collection of samples by such
high authorities :

—

" Great care must be taken that a fair sample of the water is collected
in perfectly clean glass vessels (not in earthenware jars). Winchester
quarts, which hold about half a gallon, and can be obtained of most
chemists, are most convenient; they should be repeatedly washed out
with some of the water to be examined. In taking water from a
stream or lake the bottle ought to be plunged below the surface before
it is filled. In drawing from a pipe a portion ought to be allowed to
run away first, to get rid of any impurity in the pipe. In judging
of a town-supply, samples should be obtained direct from the mains,
as well as from the houses. The bottle should be stoppered ; a cork
shoiald be avoided,^ except in great emergency, but if used it should be
quite new, well tied down, and sealed. No luting of any kind (such
as linseed meal and the like) should be used."
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"For a complete sanitary investigation lialf a gallon is necessary,

but with a litre or a couple of pints a pretty good examination can be

madr if more cannot be obtained. If a detailed mineral analysis is

^nuired (which will only be seldom), a gallon ought to be provided. It

is always advisable to have a good supply m case of breakage or

accident ; two Winchester Quarts of each sample will genera ly be found

sufficient. The examination ought to be undertaken immediately after

collection, if possible. If this cannot be done, then as short a time as

inay be should be allowed to elapse, for changes in the most important

constituents take place with great rapidity. Pending examination it

oue-ht to be kept in a dark cool place."
, - Lit.

And now we come to the most important part of the extract, to

which you must pay the greatest attention—
•

i, a -^v.
«' The fullest information ought always to be furnished with the

sample, the following being the most important particulars:—

(a) Source of the water, viz., from tanks or cisterns, main or

house pipe, spring, river, stream, lake or well.

(b) Position of source, strata so far as they are known.
^

(c) If a well, depth, diameter, strata through which sunk,

whether imperviously steined in the upper part, and how

far down. Total depth of well and depth of water to be

both given. If the well be open, furnished with cover, or

with a pump attached.

(d) Possibility of impurities reaching the water; distance of well

from cesspools, drains, middens, manure heaps, stables,

etc., if drains or sewers discharge into streams or lakes ;

proximity of cultivated land.
^

(e) If a surface-water or rain-water, nature of collecting surface

and conditions of storage.

(/) Meteorological conditions with reference to recent drought

or excessive rainfall.

(g) A statement of the existence of any disease supposed to be

connected with the water-supply, or any other special

reason for requiring analysis.

Any further information that can be obtained will always be useful.

Each bottle should also be distinctly labelled, so as to correspond with

the official letter or invoice.
, .

-,. • ^
When it is possible, it is most desirable that the medical othcer or

analyst should visit the locality itself whence the water is obtained ;
m

this way he may obtain information which might otherwise escape him.

If the analysis can be made immediately on the spot, it will be all

the more valuable."
, . , ... , ^ l t

You cannot be too careful or too accurate m describing to tlie best oi

your ability the sources of supply of any samples that you may be called

upon to collect, because water that is collected from a polluted area or

one that is liable to contamination must always be classed as dangerous,

even although analyses, both chemical and biological, may show that the

sample is one of potable water. You will remember my description ot

the collecting ground of some springs in a hill station, how it was used

for grazing, and had a much-ueed public road passing through it, and
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that, worst of all, there was a ptiblio latrine on it ; the Municipal
Commissioners forwarded a sample of the water issuing from this
spring to the Chemical Examiner, but it was not accompanied by a
description of the collecting ground. The analysis showed that the
water contained in the sample was potable; but, gentlemen, the analysis
of one sample of a water collected from an area that is manifestly liable
to pollution proves nothing, and is not worth the paper that it is written
on; all that the analysis in such a case would prove would be that the
particular sample was potable and not the whole water-supply. An
analysis of a sample of water such as I have described is not only useless,
but it is worse than useless, because it leads people who do not understand
anything about water analyses—and they form the majority of the
consumers—into a false sense of security. In the case of the Farleigh
springs at Maidstone, which I have already described to you, the
Corporation of that town were quite satisfied with the results of analyses
of samples taken four times a year, and yet we have seen what were the
terrible results of the false sense of security brought about by these
analyses ; the springs were liable to pollution, and the disastrous
epidemic of typhoid was not stopped until the water from the springs
was cut off. The following extract is taken from the Local Grovern-
ment Board report on the Maidstone epidemic :

—

" The specific pollution of typhoid fever, which is certainly beyond
the reach of chemistry and also of bacteriology, to detect, may escape
detection in a water in which it is nevertheless present. Further, it has
to be borne in mind that detection of a specific pollution of a supply
may come too late to prevent the consumption of the contaminated
water. Clearly chemical analyses and bacteriological examinations should
be supplemented by skilled inspectiom of the actual conditions, geological^
topographical, and sanitary, of the surroundings of the sources of supply.''

The italics are mine.

_
Mr. Hughes in the course of the lectures which he delivered in

this College quoted the case of a similar epidemic at Worthing in
1893. Seventeen hundred cases of typhoid occurred in this town,
which is a favourite seaside place of residence, with very healthy
surroundings

; the water was carefully analysed both chemically and
biologically, and the analyses gave most satisfactory results ; it was
eventually found that the wells from which a portion of the water-
supply was derived was being polluted with surface drainage and
leakage from a defective sewer. The cases of Maidstone and Worthing
are by no means exceptional, for in nine cases out of ten the history of
typhoid epidemics shows that the outbreaks have been due to a polluted
water-supply; in this country, however, not only is a polluted water-supply
responsible for typhoid, but to it can generally be traced the terrible
epidemics of cholera that are the scourge of the hard-working and
poverty-stricken inhabitant of this country. It therefore behoves us to
be doubly careful out in India of our sources of water-supply, and if
I weary you by my repeated warnings against the pollution of sources
oi water-supply, it is because I am satisfied that three-quarters of the
sickness and misery that we see around us on all sides is due to this
cause.

_
Once more let me repeat that the report on the chemical or

biological analysis of a sample of water is useless unless the sample has
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W accompamed, at the time of despatch to tlie analyst, by a minute

a^d correoTd^^^^^^ of the surroundings and present condition of the

source of supply of the water from it was taken.

The duANTiry or Watee.

We must now take up the question of gauging the quantity of

E™X ™° ilm or e.en 'be average, disotage, but « must flnd

atalutely tuiBimum discharge ^^-^^^^^^^^^''^^^.^'^r
lon'^ed drought or ahsence of rainfall, ihe consuuipuon ui

• iii

^v^n any one town or village is a constant quantity, but the raintail

S snrineror the Sve o the subsoil water ; in the case of springs a short

S aWall has been helow the normal as after 0- mjh.A au

tanks and wells that they will never run dry, or m o^l^^r words that he

variation of the minimum levels of Bubsoii waters cannot be measured

In feet Consequently I am of opinion that the minimum flow of a deep

BprS ia thS conntry^s not likely to vary much from f o
year-

In conducting all enquiries as to minimum flows and levels you should

LwZ refer^^^ the inhabitants of the villages in wbch jo^r enquir e

frlbW made because 1 have found in course of my inspections bat

Zch xStformation in this respect is handed down from generation

'^^fhr'ir of deep springs is generally found just jemng-up

through a hole in the ground, aud the most convenient way of gauging
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the outflow will be by arranging that it shall be disobarged througb a
small masonry or otner impervious channel, and then observing by
means of floats the maximum surface velocity from vpbich it will be
easy to deduce the mean velocity. The method of calculating the
discharge of channels has been explained to you in the lectures on
hydraulics, but it will not be out of place to reproduce the leading
equations here

—

Let Vm = the mean velocity.

Vo = the greatest surface velocity.

C = a co-efficient depending on the roughness and form
of the channel (Darcy and Bazin's co-efficient)

.

The following table of the values of tho co-efficient —- in
U-i-25-4

the above formula, taken from Professor W. C. Unwin's article on
hydromechanics, will probably be of use :

—

Hydraulic
mean depth.

Very smooth
channels with
cement plaster.

Smooth
channels in

brick work.

Eough
channels in

rubble masonry.

Very rough
channels in

earth.

0-25 0-83 0-79 069 0-51
0-50 0-84 0-81 0-74 0-58
075 0-84 0-82 0-76 0-63
1-00 0-85 • • « 0-77 0-65

From the values given in the table you will see that for the first two
classes of channel—and these are probably the channels that you will
have most to do with—the value of the co-efficient is about 0-80, while
for a rougher channel in rubble masonry the value is about 0'70,
while for a very rough channel in earth it is about 0'60. ' If you desire
very great accuracy, you may work out the value of the co-efficient

for other values of the hydraulic mean depth, but for all practical
puirposes the mean velocity of a stream flowing in a masonry channel
may be taken as 0*8 times the surface velocity, and in an earthen
channel as 0*7. The channel in which the gauging is carried should
be 30 or 40 feet long, so that the stream of water may be as steady and
free from eddies as possible'. As regards floats, you will probably
find that flat discs of wood will be as useful as anything

;
you require

a pattern of float that will not bo caught by the wind, and for rough
purposes a chip of wood or cork will be quite good enough.

If the source of supply is a deep or shalloio ivell, the water, except
in the case of true Artesian wells, has to be raised to the surface by
mechanical means. The flow from Artesian wells can be measured in
the manner I have just described for deep springs, but that from

c
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Other wells is more conveniently measured hy causing the water to

pass over a notch or weir. I have frequen ly seen it stated that the

easiest way to measure the yield of a well is to reduce the level of the
easiest way tu

. otherw se, and then observe how long it

7f fl «waterV?S itrnormal level This may be an easy way,

St^ivrvery iS^^ results ; at least, I found it so when test ng

le ild 0 a well at Patia ; in that case I found that lo-nng

f*^ t ^13Q^|. four f^et i could get a

SXe of 5 400 gSlons per tour for as long as I liied, Wt that the
aiscnarge "^/^'^ , manner I have referred to above worked out
discharge calcu a^^^^^^^^

hour You have been told elsewhere that motion
to only 800 gallons per nour^

difierences of level in the free surface;

s;?hlrr'en"e b gLSlytowfas the "head " and that water

^se'Sr-^^^ allays flow from a luglaer leve to ^ ;
^^^^^^^^^^^

a tbfi level of the water in a well is below that oi tne sudsou waier

Iwde moto must take place aud so the water m the weU «

rflT^lpnished and brought up to the same level as that ot tHe sudsou

wall the ^?eater the difierence in level the greater the pressure and

Therefore tk velocity of the water ; so that the water will flow into the

well at a^R^^^^^^ diminishing rate, and all that we should get by noting

The ?h^eTreplenishment would be an average rate, and not an actual

t.ossiSrdischarge. The correct method of ascertaining the yield of

^
wil In ^rranse either by pumping or bailing, to keep the water m
L : 11 ^somS^^^^^ belL tLt^at which | normally stands ;

the

'ifieTences in level should be small at first,

f.f ^d ^htt t^^e

inrreased from dky to day or week to week until it is iound that tne

S of wat?r iifto the well is strong enough to bring m sand and so

Sse the Tevel of the bottom of the well; ^^ile, therefore, pumpmg or

raZriB going on constant soundings must be taken to see that there
pamng is g ^ ^^^^ ^^^^

ouaX'otwa^^^^^^^^ I^^t^tH^ continuously without disturbing

tCn 1 or s^ndTn which the well is sunk. In addition to measunng the

auaSfty orwater which can be got out of the well you must also

rerveVe effect that this continuous -^^^raction of water
^

ne shbouring wells within radii, increasing, say, by 250 or ^^et ^neignDOuring
^^^^ ^^^^ ^o the

Sing w^ ald mrlri^^^^^^ thefevel of the water in them

but if yur enquiries are being conducted with a view to a possible

suppfy for a whole town, you can sink these o^^^^f,7J^f/
Slar intervals. In either case, however, .f^o^lj, ^^^^^/^SI plan showing the positions of

^^l
.t^^,

^^e

the main well the yield of which you wish to ascertain. -Lt

instrS I think, if I give you an account of an experiment on the

vield o a wS at Patna^hich was can-ied out under my direction

durL May 1897; the results were so satisfactory that I am now

pZaring a Bcbeme of water-supply for the city of Patna m which it is

proposed to obtain the whole of the water entirely ^^0°^.™-
,

The exneriment was made ^ith a view to ascertainmg whether it

would be poSTe to obtain a supply of drinking water from wells sunk

Tn he old\)ed of the river Sone, which,
,
if tradit^^^ and ancient i^^^^^

are to be beheved, used to flow at one time much more to the east o±
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its present position, and actually joined tlie Ganges close to what is now
known as the civil station of Bankipore. You will better understand
the advantages of such a source of supply when I have spoken to you
about the various works connected with schemes of water-supply for

large towns, and so I shall refer to this well again later on ; at present
we are only considering the question of gauging the yield of wells.

A little while ago I spoke to you of the value of local traditions in the
matter of the supply of springs and wells, and I found these very useful
when I was called in to select the site for the experimental well.

Before my arrival on the spot several borings had been sunk with the
most unsuccessful and hopeless results, as the boring tool had simply
gone through 50 or 60 feet of stiff clay, and' in several places without
reaching a drop of water, and this in the month of April, when the
subsoil water was by no means at its lowest level. As soon as I was
informed of this, I asked to be shown some of the wells in the
locality which were used for irrigation purposes, and the very first one
that I examined was found to have its bottom in what was undoubtedly
river sand, and the water was standing a few feet below the surface

;

and it was the same with several others. This, to me, was conclusive
evidence that these wells were obtaining their supply of water from the
old bed of a river, and the inhabitants all stated that the water was
that of the Sone. I therefore ordered a boring to be made in the
neighbourhood of one of these existing wells on a spot of high ground
which would be suitable for a pumping station, and the result was that
fine sand was found at 6 feet, water at 12 feet, and coarse sand with
pebbles at 20 feet below ground level, the pebbles showing unmistakable
signs of having been worn by water. Several other borings were sunk,
and all with the same results. Plate No. 1 shows in diagrammatic
form the strata through which the boring-tool passed, and the sites of

the borings. From this plate you will see how the main experimental
or pumping well was surrounded by a series of observation wells for

ascertaining the effect of lowering the water in the main pumping
well.

The main pump-well was four feet four inches internal diameter,
and was sunk to a depth of thirty-one feet ten inches below ground level

;

it was lined throughout with brick set in lime mortar, so that water
should, as far as possible, only enter the well through the bottom, the
area of which was a known quantity ; this will enable me to say with a
fair degree of accuracy what area of wells will be required for the larger

supply of water that will be required for the city of Patna. At the sites

of all the other borings wells with ordinary country-made earthenware
rings were constructed and used as observation wells. Now these obser-

vation wells serve two purposes : they indicate the direction of the flow

of the underground or siib-soil water, and they also show whether water is

being abstracted from the well more quickly than it can flow through the

sub-soil. From the diagram you will be easily able to see that the flow

of sub-soil water is from south to north because the level of water in the
wells to the south of the main pump-well is higher than that in those
to the north. If \s'ater had been abstracted from the pump-well more
quickly than it could flow through the soil, the levels of the water in the
wells on all sides would have been depressed while pumping was going

c 2
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on In some similar experiments that were carried out at Gaya somo

vekrs mevSusly tlie observation wells consisted simply of a series of

two LrXes snnk vertically into the ground but m my opinion

these were mucb too small, because the mere skin-frict.on would be

snffieient to hold tip the water in the pipe, and so prevent its true

I v® big aece taine^d. All the wells were fitt.d with floating gauge.

60 that the levels of the water could be read olf easdy at any hour of

For lifting the water out of the pump-well one
P^l^^^^^^^^^^^tdTn

dunlex pump were provided; the pumping machinery was provided m
du&e, s?tbat tbe?e might be noUorruption of the operat.o"

to the breakdown of a pump. The wa er was delivered }^to a br^ck

masonry tank measuring 5' x 2' x 3' built at the side of the ^'ell. the

Sea bJng that any intermittent delivery of water by he pumps shou d

be steadfed down before the water reached the pomt where its quantity

ts tote measured, and also that the tank should aot as ac« for

sand that might be brought up by the pumps. The ^^t^r ^^wed
1^^^^^

this tank over a broad notch or weir mto a masonry trough twenty

S long and two feet broad and two feet deep. At intervals along tins

t ough baffle-boards were built into the masonry, over and ;^nder

which the water flowed so as to- ensure having a smooth water surface,

Inl oZg io the height of the weir in the delivery tank above thetagh

evenThes? were not found sufficient, and one end of the trough had to

bl part 'ally filled with broken bricks. In any future experiments of this

W iThould feel inclined to connect the tank and the trough by an

Sce cutln trtankatthel^^^^ of the bottom of the trough
;
this

a angement would probably give a much steadier flow into the trough

as thf^ater would iot come out of the tank m waves Near the end

of the trough a wrought-iron plate was fixed m which a "g^^t-ang ed

triangularS six ilches deep, and therefore twelve inches wide at the

top was cut, and over this all the water had to pass, as it left the trough

F?r' Imall streams a triangular notch is much to
.^^^.Pf^^^^^^

rectangular pattern, because in the latter the relation ot the breadtn oi

?re stream passing over the notch to its height is never a constant

auaX and consL^ently the co-efficient of discharge would never be

rc^BstakrqVantU^^ The experiments of Professor James Thompson

have shown^hat aiiangular iotch gives much more acciirate results

?han a rectangular one. ^The formula which gives the discharge over a

right-angled triangular notch is

Q = 2-o4

where Q is the discharge in cubic feet per second ;
if the discharge is to

be given in gallons per hour (G), then the formula will be

G = 57059 H-'.

^vhere H is the height in feet of the free water surface above the notch

It Hoint where it is not affected by the fall due to the notch; with

a Sotoh slh as I have described the gauge should be fixed abou

three feet above the notch on the upstream with its zero on a level

with the lowest point of the notch.
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The following table giving the discharges of a right-angled triangu-

lar notch in gallons per hour will probably be found useful :

—

Discharge of a righUangled triangular notch.

C3

0-01

•02

03
•04

•05

•06

"07

•08

•(i9

•10

S. 3

0^1

3
9

18
33
50
74

103
189
180

C5

0-11
•12

•13

•14

•15

•16

•17

•18

•19

•20

C5 O

9
3 S 3

229
285
3iS
418
497
584
680
784
898

1,021

0^21
•22

•2S
•24

•25

•26

•27
28
•29

30

1,154
1,295
1,448
1,610
1,784
1,967
2,161
2,368
2,645
2,813

0-31
32
•33

•34

•35

•86

•37
•38

•39

•40

3,053
3,382
8,510
8,846
4,136
4,43S
4,752
6,080
5,421
5,775

60
3

a

°. a
c3

0^41
•42

•43

•44
•45

•46
•47

•48

•49

•50

6,138
6,522
6,918
7,326
7,752
8,190
8,640
9,lii8

9,594
10,086

0^51
52
•53

•54

•55
•56
•57

•58

•59

•60

S. 3

10,596
11,130
11,670
12,228
12,798
13,392
13,998
14,616
15,258
15,918

From this table you will see that a &' notch is capable of discharg-
ing a very large quantity of water, and it is hardly likely that you will
ever be called on to gauge the yield of a well giving the maximum
discharge shown in these tables. For a discharge of i 0,000 gallons an
hour, a notch 5" deep would be quite big enough.

The water that was discharged over the notch wafe carried far away
in an earthen channel carefully made of pugged clay so as to prevent
the water soaking back into the pump-well.

I have already explained that the motion of water entering a well
is due to the " head" or difference of level between the subsoil water
and that in the well, and the following table shows the different
" heads" on the water in the well, the number of hours during which
euch "head" was maintained, and the discharge per hour while pump-
ing was continued. As a rule, the pumps were at work from 10 to lOy
hours daily ; but when the number of hours during which the fixed
head was maintained was less than 10 hours, the balance of the time
was taken up in lowering the surface of the water so as to obtain the
requir.ed " head" on the well :

—
Statement of daily average discharge.

Date.

May Ist 1897

„ 2iid „
3rd „

., 4th ,.

51,

1-50

1-67

1-67

1^50

a
O) ._

liseharge hour.

13
a

Number

of

hours

a-\

age

head

was

mi

tained.

a
a

a

ue.vAoe

daily

c

,n

gallons

pej

?^eraee

head

lumbers.

<

'

10

lOf
10
104

2,842

2,65a

2,475

2,439
1

1^50

' a

to 03

2,602

Eemakks.
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Statement of daily average f/2sc/2C(r^e—concluded.

Date.

June

May 5fclil897

„ 6th „
„ 7th „
„ &th „

„ 9tli „
„ lOtli „
„ nth „
„ latii „

13th „
14th „
15th „
16lTi „
17tli „
18tli „
19tli „
20th „
21st

22nd „
22ad „
23rd „
24tli „
25tli ,,

26th „
27tli „

28 til „

29th
30th
31st ,

1st ,

»»

»»

»
M
><

»

n
»

2nd
3rd
4th
Bth
6lh

a
o

ill
25

bD

o o
.2 A

u

rs a

13
a
O

03

a> .

to u

I'M
OJ c3
> bC

7 03
7-02
805
8-03

7-98

7"94

7-94

3,000
2,800

2,871

2,953

3,044
3,354
3,435

3,397
3,366
3,456
3,423

5,510

5,292
5,423
5,601
4,338

4,139
5,106

5,723
5,504

5,338

5,508

5,460

5,795
5,288

4,878
5,247

6,036
5,524

5,413
6,185

6,546

6,355

2-00

2-50

4-00

5-00

6-00

7-00

8-00

2,906

3,354

5,408

4,796

5,531

5,355

5,758

Eemaeks.

Well sank. 2' 0"

8 t 0 n e-m e t a 1

thrown in.

WeU sank, 6"

s t 0 n e-m e t a 1

thrown in.

Well sank.

The bottom of the well was not weigMed wten pnmpmg was first

«farted and it was not until the 13th May, while the well was be ng

wSked with a head of 2-50 feet, that the sand began to rise; on the

IsTh May the sand has risen 8" only, but on increasing the head from

4 0 to 5 0 on the 19th May the well sank 2^" and the sand rose 3 feet

,

ft therefore became necessaJy to weight the bottom of the ^^'ell with

lu ^metal, with the result that, although the head .'as
^^^^

vield was loss, as may be seen from the above statement. On the ^8tn

"Say 7he well sank T, and more stone-metal had to be Bpread over^the

Tottom, with the result that the yield was reduced f^om 6 288 gaUors

per hour on the 28th May to 4,878 gallons per hour on 29tb. Un the
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3rd June an attempt was made to work the well at a 10 feet head, but

after two houra' pumping with this head the well sank. It would

therefore appear that the most suitable head on the well was 4-00 feet,

which gave a discharge of 5,400 gallons per houi', or '016 cubic feet

per second per square foot of area of the well.

The time taken for the water surface to rise in the well after pump-

ing had been stopped was observed daily, and the following table has

been abstracted from the daily reports :

—

Times in MINUTES.

6" depths
rising from
lowest level

of water.

Head,
1-5

Head,
2-OJ

Head,
2'50

Head,
400

Head,
5 00

Head,
6-00

Head,
7-00

Head,
8-00

Date,
8-5-97.

Date,
7-5-97.

Date,
14-5-97.

Date,
16-5-97.

Date,
19-5-97.

Date,
24-5-97.

Date,
29-5-97.

Date,
2-6-97.

1st

2nd
Srd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th . ...

6'

W
2'

n'

• • •

• • •

r
1'

H'

• • •

1/
2

1'

1'

1'

2
2'

5'

15'

• • •

• • •

• • •

V
r
1'

1'

1'

"2
91/

g 1/
*a
5'

2U'

• • >

1'

1'

]'

1'

1'

1'

a
2'

2'

sr
5'

20'

• • 1

1'

1
1'

1'

1'

1'

2'

2'

2'

2i'

4'

4'

20'

1'

L

V
v
]'

1'

v
1'

v
2'

2'

3'

3'

4"

8'

29'

Totals ... 10' m' 49'(?) 27' 40' 45' 60'

Average rate of replenishment in cubic feet per minute = 2"13

Ditto ditto in gallons per hour = 798

In this table the time taken for the replenishment of the last six

inches on the 14th May is evidently wrong, and the mistake was

probably due to the floating gauge having got stuck.

The gauges of the observation wells were read three times a day

—

the first time just before the ptimps were started, the second time about

the middle of the period of pumping, and the third time just before

pumping was stopped, but on no occasion did the lowering of the level

of the water surface in the pump-well have any effect on the water

surface in the auxiliary wells. Towards the end of May four more

wells were sunk within a radius of 50 feet of the pump-well, and the
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average of observations extending over the last eleven days of tho

^vneriment when heads of 7 and 8 feet were being used, shows a

lowering of the water surface in them, while pumping was going on,

of 0-10 foot only.
. ^ n^^.

.

The total cost of the experiment was as follows .—

Borings
Wells
Tools and plant

Coals, oil, aud stores

Labour

Es.

600
1,500

1,800
400
300

Total 4,500

I have now placed before you the details of an experiment m ascer-

taining the yield of a well as actually carried out, and if you are ever

cS upon to make a similar experiment I think you pannot do better

?han car?y it out on these lines. As regards small Municipal or District

BoTrd wells, it is not probable that you will ever find it necessary to

gauge their yields, because they are as a ru e only used by a few persons

fr a time and the water that is drawn out is replaced before the next

draw kmade. In deciding what size of well to construct, you cannot

go Into ^ny question of yield, of course until after he we i has been

?l«H.;ofed and so you should just sink a well of the smallest practi-

S dt" Is to say, of\he size of the ordinary baked earthen

nn7 aid then if the yield from this is not sufficient, a second, or even

^Mrd well should be sunk, or if the original well can be thrown out o

use, a masonry well of large diameter might be sunk round the original

^^\e now come to the consideration of the measurement of the

Quantity of water yielded by land springs, such as may be found in the

Seeling or Chota Nagpur Hills. The measurements would of course

he made at the driest season of the year, that is, ]ust bebre the setting m
of the rains, and consequently in most cases the quantity of water to be

gauged would be small ; for instance I had occasion m May 1897 to

laule the springs ovjhoras from which the water-supply of Darjeelmg

f« obtained and I found that the maximum discharge from any one

me?e only such small discharges have to be dealt wi h, the easiest

method of measurement is to observe the time taken to fill a vessel of

known capacity; for very small springs a kerosine oil tin will be found

as useful and handy as anything else, because its exact cubical contents

can be calculated; for larger springs, such as theDarjeeling ones, speoia -

ly-Gonstructed rectangular tius of two cubic feet capacity were used,

in makinp these observations care must be taken to arrange that there

Bhouldbeas little leakage as possible in the sides of the channel in

which tho spring runs, and also that the water should be delivered with
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a free overfall iuto the measuring- box, so as to prevent any water
escaping down the sides of the tank and the box. In Darjeeling the
springs are made to discharge into artificial reservoirs formed by build-
ing a masonry dam across the bed of the stream or jhora; closing the
outlet pipe through which the water is conveyed to the town causes the
water to flow out of the overflow pipe or over the overflow weir, from
both of which it was a very easy matter to get the water to fall freely
into the measuring boxes.

For springs or streams the flow of which is too large to be measured
by the method I have just described, the notch-gauge method must be
resorted to, and the following description taken from Tudsbery and
Brightmore's work on Water-works Engineering will show how it

should be carried out :

—

" The dry-weather flow of small streams and those of larger size,

wh3n a suitable fall exists in their beds, may be accurately measured
by causing the water to pass over a notch-gauge. This apparatus
consists essentially of a wide slot or depression in the upper edge of a
vertical plate or board, placed across the stream, normally to its axis.
The maximum quantity that can be measured by a notch depends upon
its length and the fall that can be obtained for the water from its up-
stream to its downstream side. On the upstream side, to prevent thg
water from approaching the notch with sensible velocity, it is desirable
that the channel should be wider and deeper than the notch ; so that
the body of water above it may be practically quiescent. If the area of
the water, as it passes through the notch, be more than one-fifth part
of the area of the channel of approach, the velocity of approach must
be taken into account in calculating the discharge over the notch. To
avoid sensible velocity of approach, the depth of water below the sill

of the notch on the upstream side should be at least three times the
depth of water flowing over the notch, and the sides of the approach
channel should be distant a like amount from the ends of the notch.
By a notch 20 feet long, when a fall of one foot in the bed of the
stream can be secured, a flow of 20,000,000 gallons per day may be
conveniently measured. Larger quantities than this may be gauged by
notches

;
though for such considerable flows it is generally desirable to

resort to current-meter observations, or to the method of gauging by
float measurements.

" To construct a notch-gauge a water tight weir is first made across
the stream, and in this is set a frame of wood or metal, on the upstream
side of which are attached thin metal plates, forming the edges of the
gauge. The latter need not be bevelled on the downstream side, if

they present a square ^-inch edge on the vertical plane. In the
common rectangular notch-gauge, three plates are used—one of them
forming the sill and the others the vertical ends of the notch. The
sill is fixed level, and its length must be accurately known. The
notch may be provided with moveable sides, in order that its width may
be reduced when the flow is small, as it is undesirable that the height
of water over it should be less than about 4 inches. The level of the
water on the downstream side must be sufficiently below the sill not
less than one-half the maximum depth of water flowing over it to
allow for access of atmospheric air under the discharging stream."
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Numerous experiments have been made to ascertain a correct

,,.1,^ nTthe co-efficient of discharge, and probably the most accurate

..'I^T !.in nWhatj?ivenby Mr J. B. Francis, but even this is

or'n^^^^^^^^^^ 2 feet long and for depths of water

varying Stween 1'6 foot and 0-6 foot. Francis's foimula is-

Q = 3-33(^—0-1 n H)

where n is the number of end contractions, i.e.^ in an ordinary rectan^-

nlnrnotch n= 2, Q= cubic feet per second, ^^length of weir m
l^t and iriheight in feet of the free-level of the water, above the

bott'omidfe of the notch, at a point far enough away to be unaffected

F^rTo^Xco"^
'

overfall notch may be put m the form—

the svmbols being the same as in the Francis' formula. If the dis-

ctrgHs required in gallons per hour, the formula becomes-

Q = 74,880 / 5^.

The following table gives the discharges in cubic feet P^r second

and gallons per hour forgiven depths over each lineal foot of notcn

Table of Discharges of a thin-edged rectangular notch per lineal foot.

Head.

004
•05

•06

•07

•08

•09

0-10
•11

•12

•13

•14

•15

•16

•17

•18

DiSCHAEGE.

Cubic
feet per

second.

Gallons
per

hour.

Head.

DiSCHAEGE.

Cubic
feet per
second.

Gallons
per
hour.

•027

•037

•049

•062

•075

090
•105

•122

•138

•156

•175

•194

•213
•234

•255

599
839

1,101
3,385

1,692

2,022

2,368

2,733

3,116

8,513

3,923

4,351

4,793
6,249

5,722

•19

0-20

•22

•24

•26
•28

0-30
•32

34
•36

•38

0-40
42
•44

0-46

•276

•298

•344

•393

•442

•494

•548

597
•661

•720

781
•843

•907

•973

ro40

6,200

6,694

7,729
8,806

9,928
11,029

12,303
13,403

14,850
16,178
17,539

18,946

20,385
21,868

23,362

DiSCHAEGE.

Head. Cubic Gallons

feet per per
second. hour.

•48 1-109 24,906

0^60 ri79 26,479
•52 1-250 28,081
•54 1-323 29,717

•56 1397 31,384
•68 1-472 33,076

0-60 1-549 34,810

•62 1-627 36.660

64 1-707 38,345

•66 1-787 40,15a

•68 1-869 41,986

©70 1-952 43.864

•72

•74

2036 45.751
2-122 47,677

•76 2-209 49,614
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Table of Bhcharges of a thin-edged rectangular notch per lineal

foot—concluded.

DiaCHAEGE.

Cubic
feet per
second.

Gallons
per

hour.

Head.

DiSCHAEGE.

Cubic
feet per
second.

Gallons
per
hour.

Head.

DiSCHAEGE.

Cubic
feet per
second.

Gallons
per
hour.

•?8 2-296 51,683 •3 4-941 11 1,000 •7 14-789 332,210
0-80 2-385 53,580 •4 5-522 123,410 •8 15-618 350,840
•82 2-475 55,604 5 6-124 137,560 •9 16-46-2 369,830
•84 2-566 57,651 •6 6-746 151,920 3-0 17-321 389,140
•86 2-658 59,718 •7 7-388 166,000 •1 18-194 408,700
•88 2-762 61,816 •8 8-060 180,850 •2 19081 428,650

0-90 2-846 63,930 9 8-730 196,120 •3 19-983 448,960
•92 2-941 66,085 2-0 9-428 211,790 •4 20-898 469,470
•94 8-038 68,250 -1 10-144 227,880 •6 21-826 490,350
•96 3-135 70,437 •2 10-877 244,800 •6 22-768 511,450
•98 3-234 72,661 •3 11-627 261,220 •7 23-724, 532,970

1^00 3-333 74,880 -4 12-394 278,420 -8 24-692 554,760
•1 3-846 86,398 •6 J3-176 296,010 -9 25-673 576,770

1-2 4-383 98,447 •6 13*975 313,980 4-0 26-667 599,110

From this table you -will see that a rectangular -weir only one foot

"wide can pass a great deal of water, and it is hardly likely that you
will ever be called upon to gauge such a large discharge as 599,110
gallons per hour for water-supply purposes, but these tables may also

be used by those employed in irrigation or drainage works.

It may so happen that you may have to gauge the water flowing

over a notch in a masonry wall to which the above table would be
inapplicable, as it only gives discharges over sharp-edged weirs; in

that case the discharge in cubic feet per second would be given by the
formula :

—

Q = 3-09 I R
See Article 40 of Unwin's Hydraulics,

or if end contractions are to be taken into account, as would be
necessary in the case of a narrow notch

—

Q' = 3-09 0-1 n K) R\

I have already described to you the various methods of gauging the
quantity of water yielded by wells and springs and, as a matter of

fact, I have given you, in the table of the discharge from a rectangular
weir, sufficient information to enable you to gauge quite a large stream,
and from large streams it is very easy to carry our thoughts on to small
rivers, and then on to large ones. By rivers, as I have explained before,
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T do not refer to those draioage channels which run along the low

land betwLTtwo large rivers, but to the channels which carry large

bodts ofTater^^^^^ which run along the high land between two drainage

channels The rivers of this country may be divided into two classes--

ferenniai or those that have water flowing in them all the year round

Td annukl, or those in which water only flows during a certain period

of the year, the beds at other times being nearly, if e^^^irely dry.
ot tne

y^;' '7. n I mav quote the Ganges and the Brahma-

t:::::^ Sone, the M^hanadi in Orissa and

the Phalgu in Gaya may be mentioned. Now m the case of large

peren^Dial riverB it^would never be necessary to ascertain the quantity

of water brought down by them even in the driest season; m the

case 0 a perennial ' river of small dimensions it mighty be necessary

to do so and in that case the discharge might be ascertained by means

of a rectangular notch or by a series of triangular notches m cases

where i is a broad river with a flat slope. But with the annua

rivers the circumstances are somewhat different: towards the ends of

E courses there are generally quite large streams of water flowing

over theS sandy beds, which would afiord more than ample supplies

fox the TarSst towns, but there are cases in which the water disappears

entirely Sg the hot weather from the bed of the river, and then

the only method of making use of the river as a soui-ce of B^PPlj «

by Sng wells in the bed; for, although the water may have dis-

ant,ea?ed completely from the surface, it will generally be found a

foTor two bebw. \he river Phalgu at Gaya is an example of this

^nl^p of Iffairs - during the hot weather the inhabitants on its banks

have to proc re'watei by excavat.ng small holes in the sandy bed. In

^8^4 anTxperimental well was sunk in the bed m order to ascertain

whether it would be possible to obtain sufficient water for the supply

the town of Gaya; the experiment was carried out nearly on the same

Unes I hive ali-^ady described to you as having been done at Patna and

•flA fnn^d that a well only 3' 3" diameter yielded over 6,000 gallons
it was found that a weu oniy

together. Under these circum-

£c'rittnfL "e'^U:aV '^^^ - to detail to you the various
Btances It wm

divers, such as by means of current-meters or

ve? ofy iodf an^^^^^^
^--^^^ -

llv standard work on hydraulics or water-works engineering.

As resardl the measurement of surface irafcr from cultivaied areas,

this is quite unnecessary if the water is only m drainage channels,

because They are not perennial streams, and are only available fur pur-

posrof wJer-supply during the rainy reason. If, however, the wa er

rollected in taiks, it may be necessary for you to ascertain what

quantHy of tl^e water collected would be available for drinking or other

donS purposes. You all, of course, understand how to find the

cub ca oEt of a figure ^hose length, breadth and depth are known,

but Tn the matter of water in a tank whose sides are not watertight the

depth ie at, everchanging quantity, gettmg loss during the dry weather

nnd increasing during the rains. Although large quantities of surface

waLray fall into t.nks, the depths of water in them are not affected

In a vSy groat degree by this surface water, at least not permanently,

iecaule theivel of water in a tank is generally the same as that of the
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surrounding subsoil water ; and if the level of water in a tank is tem-

porarily raised by an inrush of surface water, it will subside to its normal

level as soon as the water can pass off into the subsoil
;
conversely when

water is abstracted from a tank for drinking purposes or by evaporation,

it is replenished from the subsoil water as in the case of a well. It is

not therefore possible to say with any accuracy what quantity of water

a tank will yield, but a calculation of its contents when the water is at

its highest level, reduced by the quantity of water in the tank at its

lowest level, will give the minimum yield, and this will probably be

sufficient for your purposes.

If the tank that receives the surface water is watertight, that is to

say, one that has masonry sides and floor, we shall have, in calculating

its available contents, to make some allowance for evaporation. No
formula, as far as I know, has been devised which will give accurately

the amount of evaporation that may be expected at difierent tempera-

tures with varying degrees of humidity and constantly changing velo-

cities of the wind. We must therefore depend rather ou actual

observations, and in India even those are not as plentiful as they might
be, or if they are, they have not been published, as far as I know.

The following table taken from Molesworth's Pocket Book may be
useful :

—

Loss oy Evaporation only in feet.

u
CO ra

ctober. ovemb
ecembi

s
u
.n
o

[arch. pril.

Total
of

montbs.

O ^ R f» < a

Rajputana •49 •35 •29 •39 •35 •55 •73 •81 3-80

Bombay •65 •49 •37 •44 •34 •44 69 •99 4^41

Nagpur •50 •42 •37 •33 •32 •48 •76 •59 S'77

or an average of '0165 foot=*198 inch per day. No doubt you may
come across small masonry tanks from which the water disappears at

a much greater rate than this, although no water is being removed by
means of pumps, etc. ; the loss in this case will be due to percolation as

well as evaporation, but the former is quite a preventible defect, and there

should, in a well-constructed masonry tank, never be any loss from this

cause.

The siihsoil icater under toions and villages can only be obtained

from wells, and I have already explained to you how the yield of wells

can be ascertained with a fair degree of accuracy.

Having discussed the sources of water-supply and the methods of

ascertaining the quantity of water obtainable, we must now take up the

question of the quantity of water required by human beings. I cannot

do better, I think, than read you what Drs. Notter and Firth say on the

subject in their work on The Theory and Practice of Hygiene :

—

"For drinking purposes the amount varies with age, sex, weight,

climate, and occupation, but it may be laid down as a rule that the total

daily amount necessary is equal to about half an ounce for each pound
weight of the body, or in other words, an adult takes in daily about 70
to 1,000 ounces (3J to 5 pints) of water for nutrition. Now, of this

water, about one-fourth to one-third exists in the so-called solid food,
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that is, in the meat, bread, etc., and the remainder is taken in some form

of liauid. There are, however, wide ranges from the average. Women

drink less than men; children drink, of course, absolutely less, but more

in proportion to their bulk than adults.
• , i - 4:

" For the cooking of food a certain amount is required, only part o±

which is actually consumed with the food. This will generally not

be less in the case of adults than three-quarters of a gallon daily.

Taking all sexes and all ages together, we may lay down the minimum

necessary for drinking and cooking purposes as 1 gallon per head per

^^^^'Parkes measured the water expended in several cases :
the following

was the amount used by a man in the middle class who may be taken as

a fair type of a cleanly man belonging to a fairly clean household

Gallons daily

per one person.

CooMng ... — „ ••• n-^„o
Eluids as drink (water, tea, coEtee) ...

"

Ablntion, including a daily sponge-bath, wJucli

took2| to 3 gallons ...

gliare of utensil and house-waslung
. ••• %

Do. of clothes (laundry) washing, estimated £UU

Total ... 12^

" These results are tolerably accordant with actual experiments, if we

remember that with a large household there is economy of water in

wShing utensils and clothes, and that the number of wives and children

Ta xelimentis not great. In poor famiUes who draw water from

weUs the amount has been found to vary from 2 to 4 gallons per head,

but then there was certainly not perfect cleanhness.

From the above extracts it will be seen that the quantity of water

. required for cooking and fluids as drink amounts to only 1 gallon.

In Indian towns, where a filtered water-supply is not available, all

personal ablution is done in the nearest river or tank, as is also the

washing of clothes ; a certain amount of water is required for utensil

and hoSse-washing, but probably not more than two gaUons when the

water has to be drawn from a well so that the consumption of water

per head in a town, that is not provided with a system of filtered water-

supply, does not probably exceed three gallons. The number of towns

in wHoli a system of water-supply has been introduced is yearly

increasing, and I am able to place before you the following table of

the actual quantity of water supplied per head per day during tue past

three years :—
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The average daily supply in 31 towns scattered over India is thus

7-4 gallons per head, that is to say, taking only the ordinary mufassal

towns When, however, we come to the Presidency towns of Calcutta

Say, and Madras, we find that the total quantity of water supplied

i^ Som SO to 50 gallons per head per day, but it is notorious that m
these towns the waste of water is excessive - and, moreover they are

sewered towns, and water is required for flushing drains and priy^

The quantity of water consumed m such towns, therefore, is no guide

to the requirements of small towns and communities such as you may

be called ipon to deal with. The following statement gives the con-

sumption in some of the principal towns m England :—

Town. 5

1

Gallons
)er head
:er day.

Town J

Sallons
)er head
)er day.

T J fr^fcinr\ TnnpfioTi "W^atcr- 55| Liverpool t.< 3H
works Company).

31

London (Chelsea Water-works 47
Croydon ...

Company).
Manchester ... ••• 30

London (Soutliwark and Vaux- 45
29hall Water-works Company). Halifax ••• ••'

Brighton 43
Swansea .•• ••• 28

Plymouth. 43

Blackburn 25

Hull 43

London (average) ... 41 Bristol 23^

London (Lambeth Water-works 40 Bolton ••• ••• 23^

Company).
Birmingham ...

23

London (West Middlesex Water-

works Company).

39
Huddersfield 23

London (New Eirer Water- 351 Burnley ...
23

works Company).
Oldham ...

22

Bradford 35
CardifE 22

Leeds 36
Sheffield'

London (East London Water-
Nottingham 19

works Company).

Preston 31 Birkenhead 18

London (Kent Water-works 33| Leicester 18

Company).

" Eni?ineoring " of IGth September 189S.
^

The average consumption in the above towns works out to 27-92,

and although these are all sewered towns and nearly all of them have

water-olosets, this is a very much smaller quantity than is used in
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Calcutta, wMcli although sewered has but few water-olosets, there being
only about 2,000 privies connected with the sewers.

I have now described to you, gentlemen, the sources from which
water is obtainable, the steps to be taken to ascertain its quality, and
the methods of finding out the quantity of water yielded from each
of these sources.

_
There still remains for consideration the questions

of collection, purification, and distribution, and this part of my lectures
I shall endeavour to make more interesting by laying before you and
explaining designs of works that have been actually constructed.

Thb Collection of Water.

It will be more convenient if we do not adhere any further to the
list of waters classified according to their order of purity, because
waters of varying degrees of purity may have to be collected in the
same manner ; for instance, subterranean or deep-well water, a very
pure water, has to be collected in a well in the same way as a very
impure subsoil water. I shall discuss the collection of water in the
following order: (1) from springs, (2) from wells, (3) from tanks, and
(4) from rivers.

Ordinarily speaking, when the water from springs, whether deep or
shallow, is to be used as a source of drinking-water, all that is required
to be done is to build a small covered masonry well or vat round it,

and then if a pipe with a tap at the end of it is built through the
wall, the water from the spring can be drawn off before it can get
polluted by the dipping into it of dirty pots and pans. This
arrangement will do as long as the spring delivers enough water to
supply all wants during the hours of biggest demand, but it may
so happen that although the total yield of the spring during the 24
hours may be even more than the day's demand, the rate per hour
at which the water is discharged falls much below the maximum
rate of demand,^ which is generally assumed to be half the daily
supply deKvered in four hours. It will then become necessary to build
a somewhat larger reservoir round the spring and impound in it a
whole day's supply of water; with this arrangement all the water
that is not actually drawn off by the consumers will accumulate in
the reservoir against the time of greatest demand. The figure below
will give you an idea of the arrangement :—

D
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The walls of the—
.^^^^^^^^^

in the best hyd^anlio mort^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^ stability

ness of these wa Is ^
^^'^

J^^^^^^^^^ be of hydraulic concrete at least

^eSf" 'SwEow and wast-out
Xf^.^y^S^^^^ aJ™

whole reservoir should be
<">^^'%"'''^^f B will add greyly to the

„fi from it hy taps fi-f^-j^^^f^t'keVtrTced' floorj is laid

of supply of the buft of

due care is exercised, an exceedingly dangerous ^^^^
^«

latter the very reverse i^^he case for deep weUs^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^

bearing strata are
^^ff.^^S^^ fJP^l" it ?s o great purity, has

their great depth, and the water, .fy^^^S^.^^^ machxlery. We need

^« o« W.1 of^s^— ^ sStC^s?tJ;^
liSfmt^'^a^ r^erihfXT

given to the site that is chosen
^^^^^^^ ^ot below it ; the earthen

down to dry-weather water-level, ^^.P^J^^ farlh round the

rinRS are then lowered into position,^ the eji^?,7f^^JJ'n
^ keeping

backs of then., but no mortar or ^--^^-'^S^^^:^ (S^STs
the rings together. In some cases JBa thenwai^^ top

^
;

fixed in position, but more often than ^o^J^he t^^P

f utterW condemn
flush with the-ground so^face .^ow, I am not gomg to^^^^^^^^^^

a well that is constructed m this way, for
f^^^/^^^'f^^, ^ ^^it

amount of disapproval wall ever fP,
tl;<^^r,

J>.7g ^^^^^ t7y and
the needs and pockets of the people,

Jj^^^^^X render the
suggest someinexpensive improvements which would pos^^^^^^^

wato in the well much safer
^V^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^

supposing that a well of this description is
^

indFvidual, for I trust and hope that no
^^^.f^^Pf^^J^^^^Xen nags,

body would ever be guilty of constructing a well with only earmen ^
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The choice of site therefore is limited ; in fact, I might almost say there

is no choice in the matter at all; we must therefore endeavour to

improve the site we have. The first thing to do is to completely fill

up any cesspool that is on the premises, and you must try and persuade
your neighbours to do the same, so that the percolation of offensive

matter from their cesspools may not pollute your well. Good materials
for this purpose are cinders or broken brick, or the remains of masonry
buildings, both of which are often procurable for the mere cost of cartage.

You must then see that proper arrangements are made for prevent-
ing the urine and cook-room water soaking into the ground anywhere
near the well. They must be removed to a distance, preferably in open
masonry drains. If the ordinary black earthenware rings are used,
they should be carefully plastered with lime mortar all round the back,

so as to prevent the water percolating through the open joints; if

burnt clay segments such as are found in Bihar are iised,they should be
set in lime mortar, and all the joints carefully filled and pointed. The
top ten feet of the well should be lined with brick masonry in lime
mortar, one brick (10'^) thick. The object of all this careful lining

of the well is to get all the water to come through the bottom,
as it will be much purer, having had to pass through a greater depth
of straining or filtering material. Every attempt should be made to

prevent water coming through the lining or steining. The well above
ground level should be finished o£E with a raised wall, about 2' 6*

above ground level, and a sloping masonry platform all round the well,

so that any water that may be spilt may be quickly carried away from
the neighbourhood of the well. If the level of the water in the
well never falls more than 20 feet below ground level during the
driest months of the year, a small hand rotary pump might be added,
and then the well could be entirely covered in by a brick dome.

Now, as regards wells constructed by public bodies, such as Municipal
Commissioners or District Boards, these in my opinion should invariably
be lined with masonry in lime mortar from top to bottom. They should
be sunk at least five feet below the lowest known water level, and from
water level to ground level the brickwork should be surrounded by
about 12* of carefully puddled clay. The well, of course, from
water level downwards will be sunk by excavating the interior with an iron
excavator, but from water level upwards it can be built. The well should
be finished off with a circular wall about 2' 6" high, round which should
be constructed a good sloping concrete platform about 10 feet wide.
This concrete platform should be constructed on a layer of carefully

pugged clay not less than 12" thick. If the water level is less than
20 feet below the ground level during the driest season of the year, a small
rotary pump should be fixed on the top of the well, which could then be
entirely covered in by a brick dome. Should the water be deeper than
20 feet, arrangements should be provided for obtaining water from the
well, so as to prevent the indiscriminate dipping of lotahs, buckets, etc.,

which may be very much polluted, and any of which might destroy the
purity of the well. It is customary in this country to leave the tops of

wells entirely uncovered, but I think the water would be much improved
if light corrugated-iron, or even thatched, roof's were provided ; such an
arrangement would give shade to the users, and it would to a certain

D 2
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extent prevent leaves and dirt dropping into the well. The sUetoh

below will explain my ideas—

CORRUGATED IRON

10-0——^ ,OINDERSOR BR0KENBBICK5

CLAY 12

^/CLAY PUDDLE

LOWEST WATER LEVEL

-WOODEN OR IRON CURB

The Bite of a pubHo well such as I have described requires the most

careful consideration. I have already described to you the various ways

in which the subsoil water can be polluted, but the subject is such an

important one that I think I ought to give you a few simple rules to

guide you in the selection of the site of a well:—

iJt^?e /.—Always endeavour to have the well on the upstream

side of villages when referred to the flow of the

subsoil water. 1 have already explained how the

direction of flow of subsoil water can be roughly

ascertained.

Rule //.—The well should be on as high ground as possible, so

that surface drainage shall not flow towards the well.

link ///—The site must be eulirely separated from the drainage

of stable yards, cow-sheds, house-dramage, and

highly fertilized gardens or fields.
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These simple rules will, I hope, be sufficient to guide you in selecting

proper sites for wells, but it will be as well if you can obtain the advice

and opinion of the local medical officer on the subject.

When the level of the sub-soil water is never more than 20 or 22

feet below ground level at the driest season of the year, a very con-

venient method of obtaining water is by wbat are known as tube-wells,

and the water obtained from them is less liable to contamination than

that from an ordinary open well. Wrought-iron tubes (the point being

steel pointed and drilled with holes for a few inches) are driven into

the earth by means of an annular weight, falling upon a clamp,

which grips the tube near the ground, the tube itself forming the guide.

The driving weight is raised by pulleys attached to a tripod and allow-

ed to fall on the clamp until the tube penetrates the earth and the

clamp reaches the ground. The clamp is then shifted, and the process

repeated until the whole length is driven. Fresh tubes are connected

and driven in this manner until water is reached, when a pump is

screwed on to the tubes, and after a short pumping clear water is

obtained. When tube-weUs were first introduced it was supposed that

any kind of common gas or other pipe would answer the purpose, but

experience has shown that inferior tubing is very apt to crack during

driving, or that the screw threads, by which the tubes are joined, strip

and consequently prevent the tube being quite airtight. It is almost

as easy to lift a tube-well out of the ground as to drive it by
simply reversing the process of driving, and in the conglomerate

soil of the plains this is of special use, for if water is not found

in one place, it vpill often be found in another only a few feet oS.

After the tube has been driven and it has been ascertained that a

plentiful supply of water is available, the soil round the tube should

be removed, say, to a depth of a foot and a concrete platform

constructed. This keeps the pump firm, and also prevents any dirty

water from percolating down the sides of the tube. If the tube-well

is for public use, a masonry reservoir to hold about 300 gallons

should be constructed in front of the pump. It should be provided

with a heavy sheet or cast-iron cover, which can be padlocked if

necessary. At the opposite end to the pump there should be, close

to the bottom of the reservoir, a tube with a plug, and above that a

brass tap. The base of the reservoir should slope slightly towards

the lower tube. The spout of the pump opens inside the reservoir,

60 that during pumping the water cannot be contaminated. The
sloping bottom and lower tube permit the reservoir being cleared of

any deposit. When water is required it is withdrawn by the tap. I

will leave the question of the class of pump to be used for later consid-

eration. In 1896 the Sanitary Board asked Municipalities and District

Boards to report any experiences they may have had with tube-wells,

and from the replies received it appeared that tube-wells had been tried

by 16 out of 38 District Boards, and by 19 out of the 146 Munici-

palities in Bengal. In the Districts 78 wells had been sunk, of which

58 sunk in 10 districts were successful, and in the Municipalities only

13 were successful out of 40 sunk. In many cases the failures were

due, not to the absence of water, but to the tubes cracking during
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drivin£r. and so ceasiBg to bo airtight. I haye already explained to ym

how v£y inferior in the scale of pnrity the ^snbsoal wa er near o™
andS villages is, and consequently I consider that tuhe-wells should

only be use 1 4 Distnct Boards and in places remote from lar^e conec-S of honses and hnts; they are, however, very useful m small

^""Tl^Z^l^i^ery often used for the—n of

i™haM^^^^^^^ inspecting P—y^b^^
otber towns which have this system .^oll^^'^X ,^.5^.' a^^^^
described to you the experiment that has been made at iatna, ana x

hop KiU n^ot be vexy'many years before this ^o^^-^/
^^^^^^^

is taken up in earnest; Gaya also will eventually get its supp|y ot

waterlS a^similar manner/ Water-supplies obtained from
j^^^^^^^

very economical, because the water is so pure that it

directly into the supply mains, and has not got to be hfted t into

Sng anks, purified by passing through filters ^^^^hen pumped

a second time into the distributing mains; the cost of one pair o± engines

and pSmps the settling tanks, filter ^e^s, and clear-water xese oi^^^^

thereby avoided, and with only one set of P^^^P^/^^ ^^"^ ^Xtf
maintenance charges are very materially reduced. I

^^^^^^^^VrccS^
that the system of wells at Delhi has not been an

^^^^^^^f/^"
and I think the reason is not far to seek. The hne of ^^lls

Bunk parallel to, and on the edge of, the
JF'^

Bhows the general arrangement and construction of the ^^ 's Now as

they are parallel to the river, they
^'^r^^'''^ U L the weUa

water on its way to the liver, and when the draught on the wells

becomeB?duringL hours of pumping, greater than hesuW water can

sunnlv the river has to be indented on; during the rains i^^^e river

contafns a lige amount of silt, and it is believed that this silt must liaj«

been drawn against and into the bank of the river between J^ieriver and

the wells, and so has clogged it so heavily , that no water can pa s

th^oS it, or, at any rate, ig such small quantities that it does not make

uD for the deficiencies of the subsoil water. At Lahore and Um-

balla tie wells have been sunk in the old beds of
-^f^^^.f^SecS

waB taken to lay out the lines of wells at right ^^S^^^^^
J^^^^^^^^^^

nf flow of the subsoil water. The yield of these wells has at all times

feenTatisfactory Plate No. 2 shows the design and general arrange-

tnt oT heS at Umballa, and I do not thi.k they oan be x^^^^^^^^^

unon The following description is taken from the Completion Eeport

by Mr. 0. E. GoumLt, Assoc.M.iNst.c.E., the Executive Engineer in

^'^''^ThT site of the wells is a tract of sandy waste about three-

quarters of a mile from the Tangri nala and a
^^^^^f ^^^.^ ^ ^^^^

the Tangra, a flood-spill channel of the Tangri. It is on the Um-

balla-Naha; Eoad, about half a mile from the village of Handera and

eight miles from Umballa city, in a north-easteidy direction. The

sSeof supply is a subsoil water basin betw^een the two na/.saW
mentioned, which have a large discharge of water m the monsoon
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months, but are dry the rest of the year. An area of land 2,000 feet by

1,000 feet has been taken up all round the wells, and is strictly

preserved. The wells are constructed of bricks in lime mortar and

covered with concrete domes, which project 2' 3" above mean

ground level. They are 7 feet internal diameter and pitched 60 feet

apart centre to centre. This spacing was determined by the following

considerations: First, the length of suction-pipe which could be

effectively worked by the pumping engines. Second, the cono of

exhaustion observed at water surface in an experimental well when it

had been pumped down to the maximum depth fixed for pumping. As
regards the latter, it might be noted that this cone, as observed in tests

made about five months after the wells had been in continuous use,

was found to be very much larger and more depressed under the

same head than that observed in the preliminary experiments, which

lasted a few days only. The estimate of the yield of the wells had

been based on extensive experiments on trial wells by Mr. Campion,

Executive Engineer, and Mr. Yeoman, Assistant Engineer. Both

these sets of experiments were printed and are on record. It was

assumed in the original project, from Mr. Campion's experiments, that

20 wells would give 300 gallons a minute under a pumping head

of 7 feet below spring level. The actual yield of all 20 wells working

together under this head has been found to be 195 gallons per minute.

"The wells are connected by a line of 9* cast-iron pipes laid

parallel to the line of wells with 4" pipe connections to each well.

These pipes are laid 34 feet below normal spring level, and act as

suction pipes for the pumps when these are at work, and collecting

pipes for the gravitation main when the pumps are not working. As
these pipes are laid under water in a treacherous sandy soil, they are

provided with flexible joints. The main 9" pipes have Maclaren's

rubber joints, and the joints of the 4" branches are ball and socket."

I have recently been informed by Mr. Campion that this system^ of

obtaining water has worked perfectly in all its mechanical and physical

arrangements, but owing to a severe fall in the spring level at the wells,

due to the drought during the past two monsoons, there has been a

deficiency in the supply of water.

We have now to consider the question of the collection of water in

tanks. In England and America the word " tank " is understood to mean

an artificial cistern or reservou^used for holding water or other liquids, and

such cistern or reservoir is generally made of such materials as wood or

iron, and its size is therefore to a certain extent limited. In India, how-

ever, the word "tank" includes not only the artificial cisterns made of

wood or iron, but also excavations in the ground containing water, such

as you may see in any town or village in these provinces, and the large

lakes formed by throwing embankments across the mouths of valleys,

a class of tank very common in the Madras Presidency, there being no less

than 42,000 on the Grovernment list alone. The majority of the tanks

in Bengal have been excavated for the purpose of obtaining earth

wherewith to raise the neighbouring ground for building sites
;

in

the suburbs of Calcutta it is estimated that at least 20 per cent,

of the whole area is occupied by tanks ; in very low-ljing places

like Ohittagong with its large Muhammadan population the earth
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excavated from tanks is also used for making burial-grounds. In

both these cases the subsoil and surface water flowing into the tanks

is of a very foul description, but I regret to say that this does

not prevent' the tanks being used for the collection of water for

drinking and washing purposes. Small tanks, I am afraid, are

evils which we must put up with for many years to come, but

their further construction should be discouraged m every possible

manner, because I feel quite sure that they merely act as centres for the

dissemination of water-borne diseases, such as cholera and typhoid, it is

supposed by many that the construction of a tank confers a great bene-

fit on the community, but in my opinion much more good would be

done if the money that is now spent in excavating tanks were devoted

either to completely fiUing up existing insanitary tanks or to improv-

ing those that are at present necessary for the water-supply ot the

locality The improvements might consist of so raising the banks ot the

tank as to prevent the access of all surface water, or of providmg small

pumps and iron or masonry raised reservoirs in order that the

low level tank might be completely enclosed, so as to prevent all access

to it In the former case there would be no diminution in the supply ot

water in the tank, as is commonly supposed, because the level of water

in a tank is regulated entirely by that of the surrounding subsoil ;,water,

and unless the sides and bottom are made watertight by means of

masonry or pugged clay, it does not matter how inuch surface water is

discharged into the tank, for it will simply percolate out of the tank

until the level of the water is reduced to that of the surrounding subsoil

water After a prolonged period of rainless weather such as we are

subject to in this country, the first rush of surface water into a tank is

of an extremely foul description, and so, if we can keep this out of a

tank we shall have accomplished some little purification. As 1 have

already pointed out, the subsoil water near towns and villages occupies

the lowest place in the scale of purity, but this is no reason why we

should add to its impurity by allowing it to be further polluted and

contaminated by foul surface water ; and besides, if surface water is

kept out of the tank and the slopes are carefully turfed, the water ot the

tank will remain clear throughout the rains and therefore more pleasant

to look at and drink.
. -, p , n

A year or so ago a proposal was received from a town, whose name

I need not mention, to fill up some of the tanks, used for drinking pur-

poses, by passing water from the ri\er, while it was in flood, down the

open side-drains of the bazaars and streets and so into the tank. The

proposal could not be accepted for one minute because it simply meant

the washing into the tank of several days, possibly weeks', sweepings and

filth from the streets.

As regards the provision of a pump and small iron or masonry

reservoirs, all that has to be done is to ascertain roughly how many

people use the water from the tank, and then, allowing about two

gallons per bead, you will be able to calculate the size of the reser-

voir necessary to give, say, two or three days' supply in case the pump

requires to be repaired. It is better to divide your reservoir into

two compartments, so that one can be kept in use while the other

is being cleaned. The ordinary 400-gaUon iron tank has been tound
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very useful for this purpose, and one, you will see, will contain sufficient

water for 200 people for one day ; but it is better to provide them in

pairs for the same reason that a masonry reservoir should be built

with two compartments. The bottoms of these reservoirs need not be
more than one foot above the ground. The taps for drawing o& the

water should be fixed one foot above the bottoms of the reservoirs or
two feet above the ground ; this will give a foot depth of the reservoir

in which some of the impurities in the water may be deposited. Wash-
out taps should be fixed in the bottoms, so that all the water may be
drawn off and the inside of the reservoir cleaned and either painted with
a good silicate or oxide of iron paint at intervals, or even whitewashed.
The reservoir should be surrounded by a good sloping concrete platform
with a drain such as I have already described for welJs. The rest of the
installation consists of the pump and the iron suction pipe through,
which the water is drawn up from the tank and discharged into the
reservoir ; the points in these which require attention will be discussed
later on.

The larger tanks or lakes are, as I have said, formed by throwing
a dam of masonry or earth across a valley, and thereby impounding
the rainfall that flows oS the surrounding hills. The majoritv of
the tanks in Madras, and also in Mysore, are used for irrigation

purposes only, but there are several towns in India in which this

method of collection has been utilized, for instance, Bombay, Jubbulpore,
and Nagpore. Proposals have been submitted for supplying the
town of Chittagong in this manner, but funds are not forthcoming, and
so nothing is being done at present. The water is impounded at a very
high level, and consequently can be easily distributed by gravitation.

The water is withdrawn as a rule from the tank through a vertical pipe
enclosed in a large masonry tower built preferably at the side of the
tank, so that the discharge pipe may pass roiind the end of the dam
instead of underneath it ; where the dam is not very high (over 20
feet) and the discharge of water not great, a syphon laid over the top
of the dam is a very convenient method of drawing off the water. An
overflow weir must also be provided for the discharge of raia falling
when the tank is quite full.

The questions involved in the designing of projects for the collec-
tion of water in large tanks or lakes are too intricate and complicated
for me to describe to you in this short course of lectures, and all that
I can do is to give you a list of books in which you will find the subjects
of available rainfall and the construction of dams and their accessories
fully dealt with. Should you ever be called on to collect information
for or to design such works, you will find in the following books all

the latest information and the results of the most recent researches :

(1) A Practical Treatise on Water-supply Engineering, by J. T.
Fanning.

(2) The Principles of Water-works Engineering, by Tudsbery
and Brightmore.

(3) The Proceedings of the Institute of Civil Engineers, volumes
CIX,0XII1, CXY,CXIX, OXXVIII, OXXX, CXXXII.

(4) A Manual of Hygiene, Sanitation and Sanitary Engineering,
by J. A. Jones.
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From the perusal of these works you will learn that the following

iDoints rlquire the most careful attention in the preliminary mvestiga-

tioDS for selecting a suitable drainage area and reservoir site:-

(a) The annual rainfall over as long a series of years as possible.

(b) Careful and frequent measurements of the quantity of water

that flows during the rainy season down the streams at

the bottoms of the valleys. By comparing these_ with

the recorded rainfall an idea of the available rainfall

may be obtained.

(c) A careful survey of the proposed site with contours, at every

(d) Bor1ng?and trial pits, not only over the site of the proposed

dam, but also in the hills forming the sides of the pro-

posed reservoir or tank.

WflTiow come to the collection oE water from rivers; and as the

1 1 ^fi rw^ iu themis normally below that of the surrounding

^'^'\j/ sor riean must ?e ado/ted for raising the water up to

country, some ^^ans muso u i
^ manner to be

TLLlltLZ i^^^^^ s water' iHo be obtained from a river

Z^ZlZZfiZZtl^^^ i^to, provided, as I have said there is

m the liver ii^ea nuu u« » r
may have to deal with

flowing water in the n^^^^ J -.^

r'-l tt hottest mo? hs of the year, but I have explained to you how

S wat may b^ made use ofV water-supply purposes by sinking

i.».rlv laid before vou the considerations that must guide

^^t^eSn if the poirat^^ the water is to be withdrawn

Z^^T; down by the riL wate d.rmg the flood season wdl be
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Burdwan, and I believe it haa never given tlie slightest trouble as far as

the supply of water is concerned. The cutting ii 75 feet long at water

surface, and at the end of it a horse-shoe well has been provided, into

which the water passes over weir boards, so that only the surface water

ia taken. The suction pipe from the pumps dips into this well.
^
In

spite of these precautions, however, the filtered water contains an im-

palpable silt which gives it rather an unpleasant milky appearance

during the rains ; during the past two or three flood seasons a " bund"
made of broken bricks and cinders has been thrown across the mouth
of the cutting, and all the water has to pass through what is

practically a very coarse vertical filter, and this has had the effect of

considerably improving its appearance. With a river that has a great

range between high flood and lowest water level this system is not

quite so suitable on account of the great depth, and therefore the great

width of the cutting, and the horse-shoe well would have to be a some-

what massive structure in order to withstand the pressure of earth on the

back. A modification of this system has been adopted at Lucknow
and Oawnpore, where a structure corresponding to the horse-shoe well

has been built on the river face
;
being on the river face the foundations

had to be built on wells, so as to prevent the structure being undermined
by the current, and wing walls, also founded on wells, had to be provided.

These structures, therefore, are very massive, and consequently very

expensive. At Allahabad and Bhagalpur the water gravitates from the

river through an iron pipe laid in a tunnel, or culvert, into a well under
the engine-house. As long as there is deep water at the mouth of the-

supply pipe this system works well, but at Bhagalpur we are now
having considerable trouble, because a large char has formed over

the mouth of the pipe, and it has now become necessary to redesign

the whole intake. "While mentioning Bhagalpur I must bring to your
notice that this is a case in which the intake has been located in what I

consider to be an insanitary position ; it is just below the town, and
flowing past it is all the surface drainage water from the most thickly

populated localities ; and further "not 200 yards above the mouth of the

pipe there is a bathing ghat largely resorted to by pilgrims, and about

a quarter of a mile above it is a ghai much frequented by country boats.

There is no good site, certainly for an intake, on the upstream side of

the town, but in that ease I should have felt inclined to go at least a mile

below the present site, where the large body of water in the Granges would
have been able to purify the drainage water before it got to the intake.

At Arrah, Dacca, Howrah, and Mymensingh the pipe from the

pumps communicates direct with the river and is what is called a suction-

pipe, and this is the most satisfactory form of intake, provided the

length is not too great. At Arrah the pipe is simply laid up the face

and along the top of the river bank, but a traveller is provided, so that

the length of the pipe on the river face can be shortened or lengthened

according to the height of the water in the river. When the pipe reaches

the engine-house it dips down into a well in which the pumps are

situated ; this is an exceedingly bad arrangement, because if you have

once succeeded in raising your water no good can be done by letting it

fall down to a lower level; and, moreover, unless an air-valve is

provided and care taken to see that it is always kept in working order
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air will accumulate at the highest point of the pipe and interfere with

?he flow of water. At Dacca and Mymensmgh the suction pipes are

carried on wooden jetties, and they have never given any trouble.

Dacca is another instance of a had selection of site for t^ie intake;

U T« Inracticallv in the middle of the town, and crowds of boats are

aule^d to mo^^ 100 feet oE the pipe, and to make matters"
was not placed on the deep-water side of t^^^ ™; -^Tnlnt

has formed right across the intake, and money will have to be spent

£ ^emodemng it. At Howrah the suction pipe is carried on a screw-

nnr^etty and then passes into the engine-house in a brick masonry

tannel oT culvert, so that it is practicable to get at the Fpe at any

na?rof Tts length The total length of the suction pipe is 2/7 feet.

Tno^l Imrture has been mad? at Howrah, in that the suction pipe

^made of mild steel and rivetted like a boiler throughout its length

so That it is practically one long pipe with ^o^^^s to let n air

nrr^inarv suction pipes are usuaUy of cast-iron flanged pipes in

9' or 12' lenX and these pipes are liable to leak at the joints, .unless

the latter are^very carefully 'made. Plate No. 3 shows the design of

'^'STefhal'ore, the water-works of which town are now u.der

constuction,Thas' been found necessary, owing to the pu^ps having

trbrplaoed behind the flood embankment, to have a suction ppe,

nearly 900 feet long; but if the joints of the pipe are all carefully

made there is no reason, as far as I can see why this pipe should give

Tv trouble ; for the greater part of its length it is laid in a masonry

tiSnei or culvert, so that it will always be possible to examme the pipe

^^1^ tsT^oWa^ to you the principles on -^ch -tion ^

are deTiened It is usual to arrange the works on the basis that

^nmnSha 1 go on for 10 hours out of the 24, and you will therefore

?3e to calci^^^^^ quantity of water required in gallons per hour

r.1 tf/vl feet ner second. The velocity of water m the pipe should

never be less than Tfeet per second on account of the large quantity of

Sirand mudinThe wate? during the flood season, and on the other

Wd toThiih a velocity is objectionable on account of the momentum

of a compaXely long column of water. From these data you will

be abrto fix the diameter of the pipe. It is hardly necessary to

p ovTde a foot-valve to retain water in the pipe whde tj^e engin^ are

not working because a patent ejector has been invented which, by the

expenSture of a little steam, sooi charges the p pe AH Buction™
should be provided with a good-sized air-vessel, fixed as close to the

?nimBs as possible; the function of this air-vessel is o take up any

Erthatmay be duetothe reciprocating action of the V^-^rnvjl^^

nnd prevTnUh^^^ injured. The air-vessel obtains its supply of

Lr C^^e water passing through the suction pipe and to prevent

TooS an accumulation of air a snifting-valve should be provided^

I shS point out that the air-vessels on suction pipes are very often

Ltd vacuum-vessels, because they abstract the air from the water

qnrfion Pines should rise continuously from the water level to the

pum^va^ves^ reasons given in the previous page m the case

of the Arrah suction-pipe.
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The question of how high water can be raised in suction pipes

will be left, more appropriately I thiuk, to stand over until I come to

discuss the methods of raising water by means of pumps because on it

depends the disposition of the pump-valves.

The Purification of Water.

You will have gathered from these lectures that most of the

water tbat is available for water-supplies in India is more or less

impure, and steps have to be taken to free it of its objectionable

matter, whether in suspension or in solution. Impurities in suspen-

sion can mostly be seen with the naked eye, and they are by far

the easier to deal with ; those in solution, however, can only be dis-

covered by means of chemical and biological analyses, and they are not

nearly as difficult to find as they are to get rid of. However, Nature
comes to our aid, and we are able to clarify water by sedimentation, the

force of gravity coming into play and causing the particles whose
specific gravity is greater than that of the water to gradually settle down
to the lower depths; and by filtration through sand, which not only
strains out any grosser particles which are too light to be influenced

by gravity, but also acts to a certain extent chemically by bringing

films of air into contact with the noxious organic matters in the

water, and biologically by the filtering media becoming the breeding

ground of the beneficient micro-organisms which destroy the disease-

producing germs contained in the water. I do not propose ISi such
a short course of lectures to describe to you the various mechanical
and chemical devices that have been invented from time to time
for the purification of water, because as a rule their employment
means a heavy expenditure for machinery, apparatus, and chemicals,

which the incomes of local bodies even in Europe, and much less in

this country, cannot be burdened with ; all that I shall do will be to

bring to your notice the simplest and cheapest methods—those that you
may be called upon to devise and look after, whatever branch of the

profession you may take up. In my opinion such mechanical and
chemical processes are only suitable for dealing with the water-supplies

of large institutions, such as hospitals, jails, barracks, colleges, etc.,

where they can be carefully supervised and looked after daily and
hourly. The only exception that I am bound to make is in the matter
of the purification of water in wells, which is below the surface of

the ground and away from the influence of sun-light and air, although
there is no doubt that sedimentation has a great deal to do with the
purification of water even in wells. We all know that, as a rule, as

long as there is a good depth of water in a well the water drawn from
it will be suitable for drinking, and it is only during the hot, dry weather,
when the water in the wells is getting lower and lower every day and
very near to the bottom, that we hear of outbreaks of cholera. The

• reason of this, to my mind, is that the disease-producing germs have
gradually sunk by the action of gravity, and have all become collected in
the lower depths of the wells ; and it is the same thing to a certain

extent in tanks, the water at the bottom is always the most impure. I
dare say many of you have heard that lime is o good thing to use to

purify the water of wells : some of you perhaps have actually seen it
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used. If quick-lime is used it no doubt acts chemically on the water,

but in a manner that we do not exactly require for purification purposes,

because it actually takes up oxygen from the water in order to

become calcium hydrate, whereas for real purihcation oxygen should

be added to the water in order to oxidize the organic matter that may

be contained in it, and which is deleterious to health. When

quick-lime ia added to water it causes a great rise m temperature, and

the water often boils, which no doubt will destroy nearly all microbes

and germs, and thus, what is called, sterilize the water; but quick-

lime 1^ only obtainable where lime is being manufactured, and as you

know it slakes by exposure to air, consequently there aie very tew

towns or villages in Bengal where this method of purification couid be

used If slaked lime is used it simply clarifies the water by its particles

gradually sinking down through the water and dragging down with

them the filmy mass of bacteria. To my mmd clay_ or brick-dust

would have just as great a purifying power as slaked lime, and these

materials are of course much cheaper. By far the best thing to use

for wells, and probably every bit as cheap as lime, is permanganate

of potash (the principal ingredient of Condy's fluid), a substance

which, as you have learnt from your chemistry, is ever ready to part

with some of its oxygen ;
now, oxygen has the effect of rendering the

beneficent germs more active and more ready to attack and demoiisti

the disease-producing germs, and, combining with organic matter,

oxidizes it and renders it innocuous. We thus see, and know from actual

experiment, that permanganate of potash has a much greater purity-

ins effect on water than lime or any other substance. I therefore

commend it to your most careful consideration. As soon as a well m
vour charge ceases to have less than six feet of water m it calculate

out the quantity of water it contains and obtain permanganate at tJie

rate of 10 ozs. per 1,000 gallons ; the cost in Calcutta is about a rupee

per pound. If the water is very impure, you may require more. lUen

as to the method of applying-throw into the well about 3 or 4 ozs

per 1,000 gallons and then agitate the water by drawing up buckets ot

water and then pouring it back again; keep on domg this until the

water assumes a pink tint and then stop for five minutes

;

disappears, add an ounce or so more and then allow to rest for five oi six

hours. If the permanganate or Condy's flmd is added at night, tlie

water should be quite pmified, and ready for drmkmg by the following

™°Thfpermanganate cure can also be applied of course to tanks, but

I am afraid the cost in most oases will be prohibitive, and so we must

trust more to the action of the air on the exposed surface of the wato'.

Here again Nature steps in to our assistance, not only with the uncon-

nuerable force of gravity, but by causing the winds to blow and ruffle

the surface of the water, so that every little ripple enfolds in its clutch-

es a particle of air which is made to part wnth some of its oxygen tor

the purification of the water. If it were not for this action of the

wind on the surface of water, thus produc.ng waves and r.pples, there

is no doubt that every large body of water, and even the sea itse

^
would become so utterly obnoxious and impure that lite on this earth

would bo quite impossible, and if Nature assists us in this way it is mu

duty to try and help ourselves by not willingly or deliberately polluting
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the water provided for us so bountifully, I liave already explained to

you how every effort should be made to keep the foul surface water out

of tanks, but you must protect your tanks from individual pollution by
fencing them in and absolutely forbidding any human being to go

near them. It has always been the policy of the Sanitary Department

to endeavour to get municipalities and other local bodies to reserve tanks

for drinking purposes only, but it almost seems a hopeless endeavour

when people are so careless and thoughtless that even the very

custodian of a tank has been found washing his own clothes in it

!

But sanitary oflBcers must not be deterred by incidents of this nature

:

patience and perseverance must ever be their watchwords. Therefore,

I repeat, the best method which we can adopt for the pmifioation of the

water collected in tanks is to prevent all access from the outside and

obtain the water therefrom by raising it by means of a piimp into

small tanks or reservoirs accessible to the general public. At Faridpur

the Municipal Commissioners have not only done this, but they have

also constructed a small installation of sand-filters, which, I understand,

have been much appreciated.

"When a water-supply is derived from a river special arrangements

have to be made for ridding the water of the large amount of earthy

matter in suspension that is brought down in the flood season ; this is not

a state of affairs peculiar to India by any means, and large subsidence

reservoirs are provided in all European and American water-works

deriving their supplies of water from such a source, but these subsidence

reservoirs have, as a rule, an additional use, in that they also serve as

storage reservoirs against a time of drought, when the discharge of the

rivers becomes very small and hardly sufficient to keep up the supply of

"compensation water," which is due to riparian proprietors for any
possible damage to, or interference with, their interests caused by
the abstraction of water. In India, with its huge everflowing rivers,

the question of storage has seldom, if ever, to be considered, and
consequently we only have to construct subsidence reservoirs, or, as they

are called in this country, settling-tanks, of such a size as will give suffi-

cient time for the water to be cleared of its silt before it is drawn off

into the filter-beds. As a rule, a settlement of 24 hours is found quite

sufficient, although in the case of Burdwan, which draws its supply

from the Banka river, a settlement of even 24 days is insufficient to

clarify the water, but this is due to the fact that the Banka is rather

a drainage channel than a river. If arrangements can be made, as at

Cawnpore and Lucknow, whereby only the surface water of the river is

drawn upon, the time of settlement can be reduced to a minimum, but
usually the water is practically drawn from the bottom of a river,

and consequently it contains much more silt than if it had been
drawn from the surface. At the recently constructed works at

Howrah four settling-tanks have been provided for a daily supply
of 1,300,000 gallons. The effective contents of each tank is 1,578,(370

gallons, and consequently the water can be quiescent in them for at

least 48 hours. At Berhampore, where tho river water is less laden

with silt, and where the water will not bo taken from tho lowest

depths of the river, only 24 hours' settloment has been provided by
constructing three tanks, that is to say, one being filled, one quiescent,

and one discharging water on to the filter beds. Plate No. 4 shows
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the general arrangement of the settling-tanks, with the details of the

weir^ow which the water is discharged iato the tanks, and the outlet
weir OYei

suDPlv for Berhampore is 200,000
with Its fl°f

;°^f, ^Je^'tanks
^ 229,414 'gallons, so that

fttlT'nett ofi the bottom two feet of. water

whToh as I have shown in the case of tanks and wells, contains the
whicn, as x u^v« »

settling-tanks at Howrah were simply made

has tLiefore been laid over the floor, and the inner slopes of the
has theieiore ue

with 3 inches of brick ^Aoa rammed into clay

^^^^1 TtoT^XS hi^^^^^^ pointed with lime mortar was

tL'Sl"^^^^^ dry and only pointed
laid

,
me o"^^ J , settlement occurred m the banks, all

That WrbeTe'qu ed^^^^^^^^ fresh pointing This method

S linTnrtlie 5es of settlmg tanks has been found most efiectual

,°n the water-works of the North-Western Provinces.

Thrwater from the river is pumped up into a masonry trough,

hroad-crested weirs that I have already given you.
. „

The water is drawn ofi from the setthng-tanks on to the filters

ihe water IS ai
that it can revolve about its base, and by

Wdtg aTat theT^^^^^ of the pipe is always kept near the
proviaing a no^

clearest water is drawn off. A

lTl?tvts bee? p^^^^^^^^^^^ on the end of which a hand-winch is fixed

SsCnS drSg),'sothat the pipe may be d-wVP ahove

the surface if the water when no water is required to be taken from

tt sSTng°tank. The outlet pipe is also prodded with a sluice but
the settling muK. x

open and onlv used in case the floatmg-

Sne Z^ut oforde . A seS outlet pipe should always be provided

thlt the bottom two feet of water in the tank may be periodically

drawn off
' this is generally called the sludge-outlet pipe.

.

Thave Serto only desciibed to you as the inter-

M ^ T«pH1i-tip- tank which, as you all have seen, is alternately

duet the peSJdof 'absX^^ rest when there is neither inflow nor outflow,

in alternSe form is the constant settling-tank, m which water is

f^nstaSrCing in and out of the tank, the sedimentation being due
conBtantiy nowixi

., .^^ ^lich the water passes through the

P^^'never bfany g^^^^^^^ above the full supply level in the filter-

fia nTthatToLeruently the uufiltered water pumps wiU

'^^^.'tX^^uA t?;i the—

«

Z tanks must either cover a very largo area of fomi.d ttj are to

te kept above the influence o£ the subsoil water, or they must do
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practically low-level tanks with a considerable portion of their depth below
ground level. As regards the less cost of construction, I am very doubt-
ful, for I find that at Meerut the cost of three constant system settling-

tanks has been Es. 25,000, or Es. 8,333 per tank, whereas at Howrah,
where the quantity of water to be clarified is about the same, four tanks
have cost E,s. 30,000, or Rs. 7,600 each. I must admit, however, that
the Howrah tanks are not lined with masonry as those at Meerut are.

Again, the water-supply of Meerut is obtained from the Ganges canal,

and I can hardly believe that the quantitJ^ of silt in a canal at a point
80 miles from its head works can compare with the quantity in the
river Hooghly or any of the other rivers of Bengal. I have therefore
very great doubt whether, for water that is very heavily laden
with silt, the constant system of settling- tanks is suitable or even more
economical. Plate No. 5 shows the design of the settling-tanks recently
constructed at Meerut.

To give you some idea of the effect of storage or settlement on
water, I have compiled the following table from Appendix B of the
QVenty-sixth Annual Report of the Local Government Board, this

appendix being Sir E. Frankland's repoit on his bacterioscopic
examination of the London water-supplies during the year 1896-97 :

—

Microbe determinations in East London Company's icatei

Month:.

River
water
before

Btoruge.

River
water
after

storage
for

15 days.

Month,
River
water
before
siornge.

River
water
after

storase
for

15 days.

January
February
March
April ..

May
June

6,720
7,880

20,640
Lost
8,180

11,720

3,140
1,600

1,460

Lost
1,180

2,340

July
August
September ...

October
November
December

2,680
6,020

32,000
12,200
10,880
13.420

1,520
2,140

2,160

1,460
3,200
3,056

The average reduction in the number of microbes was therefore
83 per cent. ; but although there had been this great reduction, the
water after storage was by no means considered fit to drink' and
was submitted, as usual, to filtration through sand. "When I come to
explain to you what the standard of potable water from a bac eria
point of view is, you will understand better why it is that water ''even
after 15 days' storage is by no means a pure water.

I now come to what I regard as one of the most important duiies-
of engineers and others in charge of water-supplies—I mean the purifica-
tion of water by means of filtration. Before, however, describing to
you the means by which filtration is carried out, I think it will impress
the matter more on your minds if I explain to you why it is so neces-
sary. The following extract is taken from the Appendix to the Armv
Medical Report for 1892 :— ^

Filtration of Potable TFa/m.—In connection with an enquiry into
the causes of cholera at Uamburg, Professor R. Koch has {ublished
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v.„r,or nn Water Filtration and Cholera, wHch. is, perhaps, one of the

^^trLtere^fnT monographs that has appeared during the Jear.

?l?lr„ hroke o?t in the three towns of Hamburg, Al ona and Wands-

V J w^Sh are contiguous to each other, and really form a smg e

beet, which
g^^ept in so far as each has a separate

'^TTSJr^S w^ter sup^^^^^^ Wandsleck obtains filtered water from
and a difi^F^^^^.^f^X

at all exposed to contamination with fcEcal

"Itto ootSBS^of SOU. Wldings sewerage, Pop^^^-Xr^

after it has reeeived all the ^-^'^
the Jenh&e

'StS&t»ri^h Sor^^^^^^^^^^ the cholera on these

thinker but that tne aiiiei«u^«
rqiffprences in the water-supply,

Th^"as^^^^^^^^^^^^^

as to the probable causes of the outbreak enters 4
^^^^^

of filtration. The problem, he says, £ t;;Xch\J° ^
from ?L Mtei'w^^^^^^

'^^^^s'^^X^^^^oa^^al examW as this inquiry

deals only with the dissolved impurities.
^^^^

c^The real filtration,
, t^^f ^^^^^^^

unpurified

not take place in the sand, but by a deposit trojnj^^ ^ ^^^^^3 ^

sMi^j)^:'/ as follows:-- , , ^^gto be partly mechanical, partly

"The action of a^filter-bed appears to 1 ^ ^ con6ned,

vital; but the ^^^f tt'° comparat^ v^^^^
^us-

to the holding back of
^^^ppose^^^^^ to be the

ponded in the wo^er and wLi ch wa^ ^-ppos^ed unt^
^J .^^^^^^^^^

only operation m a nitor, ib u'J"
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than the vital action, which depends on the activities of the gelatinous

layer of living matter gradually deposited on its surface. A new filter,

composed of perfectly purified sand, has little or no effect in producing
either chemical or bacteriological purification, but in the course of use
a layer charged with living microbes is deposited upon the surface, and
it is by these organisms, which constantly increase in number, and also

penetrate the sand to a slight distance, that both the nitrification of
organic matter and the arrest of other microbes is e:ffected.

" Thus the longer a filter has been in use the more eflBcient it

becomes, provided, of course, that the surface layer has not acquired
such density as to interfere with the passage of the water ; and con-
sequently the recommendation which was commonly given in former
times, that a filter bed should be cleansed as often as possible, appears
to have been a mistake

;
cleaning by which the efficient superficial

membrane is removed should only be carried out when the filter

becomes unduly blocked.
" The sand layer should never be allowed to get below a certain

thickness—about 30 centimetres (12 inches), and it is also necessary that
the rate of flow through the layer should be a fixed one—about 100
millimetres (3"95 inches) in an hour."

" If a filter works satisfactorily in every respect, there will be found,
as experience shows, less than 100 germs capable of development in
1 cubic centimetre of filtered water, and this is independent of the amount
of bacteria contained in the natural water, whether such amount should
be 100,000 or only a few hundred in a cubic centimetre. But the slight-

est disturbances in the process of filtration, for instance, the quickening
of the pace of filtration to over 100 millimetres per hour, disturbances of
the surface mud, covering, etc., tend as a consequence to an immediate
increase of germs in the filtered water. Even the very best filtration

processes are not sufficient to keep back all mixed organisms, and,
according to all appearances, we have with the present processes reached
the limits of that which is practicable. Dr. Koch then shows that the
epidemic of cholera at Altona affords ample proof that we may be
satisfied in practice with these results."

The dire results of the non-filtration, or even the improper filtra-

tion, have been brought to light in numerous instances, but the experi-
ences of the inhabitants of Hamburg, Altona, and Wandsbeck, are I,

think, quite sufficient to show you how important and really necessary
the filtration of potable water-supplies is. You will remember, I have
no doubt, that I told you that filtration through sand was not only a
mechanical, but also a chemical, action, but you have now heard that
Professor Koch says that the problem of filtration is to purify water
from the matter held in suspension, and that matter which has been
dissolved passes through the filter with hardly any or no perceptible
change. In defence, therefore, of what I have told you I must refer
to the classic experiments on water filtration carried out by the State
Board of Health of Massachusetts. The experimental filter consisted
of sand of varying degrees of fineness, and held about 28 gallons of water

;

the experiment was continued for a whole year, and the weekly chemical
analyses showed that " the sum of ammonias of the filtered water for the
first six months was 63 per cent, of those of the unfiltered water, and in

E 2
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the last six months was 69 per cent, of those of the unfiltered water The

ammoBia orthe filtered water has for the year averaged 0-0010 parts

Tr 100,000, or two-thirds of that of the unfiltered
;

and the

arbuminoid ammonia has averaged 0-0086 parts, which is also two-

^'^f^V^ll^^^^^ — in the

^^^^:f^^SP^ as ifitzstp^^"^
frme treatment, removing about one-half of the colour and about one-

Cd of Te ammonias, Is it has done during the past six months.
^

'^"^iotest tlTe^fiect of exposing the water to more air whde passm^^

through the sand, the quantity of water was <i««^eased to one-half a

rnUlion eallons per acre, applied on six days m the week This

quaSy was contiLcd for'a month with the result that the Purificati-

was much more complete. The colour was reduced to one-third the

free ammonia to 30 per cent,, and the albummoid ammonia to 44 per

cent S tSt of the applied water. The nitrates were 22 per cent.

onlva Cchanical, but also a chemical, one. Ishallhave to refer to the

^p'ro^rdtnlts obtained by exposing the
^^f^^^^ZZ^^^

passing through the sand when explainmg to you the rules nnaer

wh^ph T consider filtration should be conducted. .

A filter bed consists of a watertight tank or reservoir containing a

nui^er of layers of the filtering material, with arrangements for

admitting wate^' on to the surface of the top layer, and_ or drawing t

ofi Xr^t has passed through the filtering material. Tlie walls

should be of sohd masonry, of a thickness that can safely with

stand the pressure of the earth backing and of the water m the filter

when either is removed, because in this country the earth hacking is

To Uabfe to shrink away from the masonry that cracks may he set up

near the foot ngs through which the water from inside or outside

can percolate The floor fhould he of brick-on-edge in good hydrau ic

Zrfer or Portland cement over 9 inches or 12 inches of concrete

Sutming down the centre of the filter bed a mam dram should be

PoXucted not less than 12 inches square towards which the floor

r e ther side should slope. On the floor at right angles to the mam

d?ain rows of bricks, either on edge or flat should belaid, so as to form

mssLes for the water, which has descended through the sand, to run

off ?nto the main drain. These passages should be covered over w h

"l^\^^^r.^ close together. Ve^main drain is most convem^^^^^

covered over with slabs of stone. Many engineers have advocated tne

making of the main drain impervious to water horn ^bove^ but this

has oSe drawback in this country, and that is that the main drain

rannot bo thoroughly cleaned when the filter is run dry, and T have seen

ITn dralns on^ masl of water weeds and green bU- which look

nhiectionablo, and moreover interfere with the purity of the water,

itrearfijiekng ma^ finesand;biit -^-ora.rtor^^^^

being wasbel away by the passage of water through it, it }^
necesba^

to intorposo same layers of materials of varying deg^'oe of coarsene s

between the bottom of the fine sand and the undcrdiams, so as to
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serve practically as a platform on which the fine sand rests. Three or
four_ inches of pebbles and three to six inches of the coarsest sand
obtainable serve this purpose very well.

Now, as regards the fineness of the sand in filter beds, I think I
cannot do better than again give you an extract from Sir E. Frankland's
report on the London water-supplies :

—

"I have also added a table intended to show the effect of the degree
of fineness of sand upon bacterial filtration. In the third column of
this table the size of the grains of sand is indicated by the percentage
which will pass through a copper gauze sieve of 1,600 meshes to the
square inch, the maximum diameter of grains capable of passing this
sieve being Just under 0-4 millimetre {^^ inch).

Degree offineness of sand.

Company.
Thickness

of

sand.

Percentage
of sand of

less than 0'4

m.m.
diameter.

Percentage
of organisms

left in.

Thames.
Chelsea
West Middlesex
Grand Junction

• • • t « •

4-0 feet

2 75 „
2-25

26-10

7819
28-70

60
2-5

8-9

Lee.
New Eiver
East London

1-8 „
20 „

60-26
33-12

22
31

' Neglecting the results obtained in June, which were altogether
abnormal, the comparison made in the above table strikingly exhibits
the enormous advantage of fine sand in securing efficient bacterial
filtration. Thus 1-8 foot of the fine sand of the New River Company
and 2-75 feet of that of the West Middlesex Company are respectively
more than twice as efficient as 4 feet of the coarser material used by
the Chelsea Company. It is true that the West Middlesex Company
filters somewhat more slowly than the Chelsea Company, but, on the
other band, the filtration rate of the New Eiver Company is consider-
ably greater than that of the Chelsea Company. Indeed, the rate of
filtration adopted by the New Eiver Company is considerably higher
than that of any other Metropolitan Company, and yet the bacterial
efficiency of this Company's filters surpasses that of all the others."

The considerations that guide us in determining the thickness of the
fine sand are the quantity that will be removed by scraping before the
sand can be washed or fresh sand brought in to replace that which has
been removed, and the minimum depth of fine eand necessary for
efficient filtration. In the extract from the Army Medical Eeoort that
i have just read out to you, it was stated that Professor Kocli" was of
opinion that the real filtering medium was not the sand itself, but the
gelatinous mass of protoplasm or bacteria which was unable to pass at
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•
i-^ 4-1,0 flnnd and which was therefore collected on the surface.

film of protoplasm, but tHs silt has a great deal to
J^*^^

Dnrins- the oold and hot seasons only about j ot sana neea ub
jjuring tne uuiu. cuuva

of the vear as much as'an inch has

1 riw b dafand thTsfrapings removed at tMs time o y^ar are

it has the great drawback in
*i'a;e

and therefore the cost of oonstruotion. The d^P™ »'
7.?, ^^^!^

the mter-beds of the London water-works va., between 1^8^
and 4 0

Si^oX——^^^^^^^ th^trSles that r^g^ate

J^rfroation Of ™^r by means
^^X-'i^^'^::tS^.^:t

aetually asoertamed. ,
1° \893 I fas d^^^ Dy «

^^^^^^^

wUh the wious forms of filters that were best calculated to suit the

important that as much as possible of the sand that
^.^^^fer-b I

Ss Bhould be washed and cleaned and then returned to tbeji^er-be^,
beds snoum

bringing in fresh sand. In the older water-
even if t co.ts more man 0 g

^ Burdwan, no provision

North-Westorn Provinces and Bengal this o^Bjesion has been Buppl.ed^

1 have given in Plate No. 6 a dosigo for a sand-washer which has been
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found to work very effectively. It consists of a masonry vat at the bottom
of which are ])laced a series of frames covered with zinc or iron sheets

full of small holes. Underneath these frames pipes connected with the

high pressure main are fixed. The sand to be washed is filled in on top

of the frames. The water is then turned on, and it forces its way up
through the sand, carrying with it the particles of silt mixed with the

dirty sand. The dirty water overflows into drains provided for the
purpose, and only the clean sand is left iu the vat. While the washing
is going on the sand should be continually stirred with long rakes or

bamboos, so as to loosen it up and allow the water to pass through it

freely. Several machines for washing s/ind have been devised, but
they are hardly suitable in a country where labour is so cheap.

Having thus explained to you the considerations that must guide
you in deciding on the design of the cross-section of a filter, we must
now go into the question of the area of filter-bed that will be required

for a given quantity of water. This must necessarily be decided by
the rate at which the water is to be filtered, which in the case of the
London water-works is as follows :

—

Rate in gallons Eate in inches
Company. per square foot vertical per

per hour. hour.

Chelsea 176 .
3-4

West Middlesex 1-25 2-4

Southwark and Vauxhall 1 50 29
Grand Junction 1-63 3 1
Lambeth ... ... 2-08 4-0

New Eiver 1-89 3-6

East London ... ... 1-33 2-6

Average 1-63 31

In the Berlin works the rate of filtration is 2-08 gallons per square
foot, or 4-0

_
inches vertical per hour, which is in accord with the

recommendations made in the Eeport of the Eoyal Commission on the
Metropolitan Water-supply.

In designing new works for this country I should feel inclined to
make^ the rate only 3 inches per hour, because this would then leave a
margin for increasing the supply without going to the expense of build-
ing additional filters and so obviate, what is frequently done, forcing the
filters as the demand increases. Now with regard to the number of
hours that filtration is to be carried on. Opinions are many and various
on this point : some contend that filtration should be continuous day and
night until the filter gets clogged, while, on the other hand, the experi-
ments of the State Board of Health of Massachusetts show, as I have
already explained to you, that chemical purification was much more
complete when the water was exposed to more air while passing through
the sand. In fact, it is another case of the intermittent versus the
constant system. In European countries, however, the supervision
is very perfect, • and the filters are carefully watched night and day ;
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in this country work done during the night is ^^^^y^^^'^^^^^^

less of an untrustworthy character. Filtration, as I have alreatty

observed is a very delicate process, and should therefore neTcr be le t

to tie care of itself. Consequently I am of opinion that for this

counW the intermittent system of filtration is the better
;

it has been

n ase'^ at all the water-'works in Bengal for the past three ye^^^^

I have never heard any complaints against the
^^^f

Produced by the filters. Sixteen hours out of the t>venty-tour, or

Sv from 5 a m until 9 p.m., appears to me to be the proper period

during wHrfiltration shUd be carried on and for the other eigU

hours the water is run out of the filter-beds and air rushes in and takes

Tts p ace We may therefore design our filters to pass 2o gaUons per

SQuare foot or 4b- vertical per woiking day, as against the 39 gallons

prsquare foot per working day of the London filters, t^e d^^^^^^^^^^

beina due to the length of time during which the filters are at

wo"k' At the CalcuttaVater-works the rate of fil^ratron vanes, ac^^^^^^^^

ins to the season, from 33 to 40 gallons per square foot per 24 hours

orMout the London rate. Now, having determmed the rate of

filtration per square foot per day, an algebraical .um will give the

'""-^^^S^ the cost of construction and that of woi^-

iTip. it has been found in England that 30,000 square feet is the best

u?'erficia are! for each filter-bed when a large quantity o
^^^^^^^^^^

be dealt with; and this area can most economically be sup pi ed by a filter

200 feet by 150 feet. At the Calcutta works the filters are all 200 x

100 and are 36 in number, of which 32 are in general use. At Howrah

four fflters 180 X 80 have been provided; with one under repair, this

'Xwanre^s hardly suffic^^^^ as^a rate
f^^^^^^lfl^^^^^^^

only gives 1,000,000 gallons per day, and 1,300,000 wiU evenraauy u

reouired This installation of filters, however, was designed before the3 results of intermittent filtration were fully ascertained and recog-S In the newly-designed works at Berhampore two filters tave

u nttrlP^ fiach measurmff 103 x 78, and these can each provide the

^rifZ? dischargT Xn ^^^^ at the rate I have recommended.

Tn smaKr^^^^^^^^^ BerhamVe perhaps it would have been

i?or?economical to provide three filters, each capable of delivermg half

Z IvCwy ; there would thus have been two filters at work and

""'The aitangetnente for dischargiDg water into and from the filter,

a, a?s"for veu.ilating the unWdraiBS, will be best understood

fro. the d^^ing w^^^^^^^

SgTtf'J woru'wiach 1 think I should explain The first one

„ regarding tl,e mtmug material: this consists of 1 ^ °*

UirS over 12" of oole-breoze; the reoson of the insertion of tliis latter

matfrir^i a water-works fllter-hcd is that it has been proved to bo so
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successful in purifying sewage, and the water of the Bhagirathi, whence

the supply for Berhampore is obtained, contains an unusual amount

of organic impurity when compared to other rivers, and so I considered

it desirable to at any rate make the experiment with coke; for even if it

is not a success, it can easily be removed and replaced by fine sand.

The second novelty is in regard to the method of discharging water on

to the filter. The usual arrangement is to have one bell-mouthed pipe

discharging on to the surface of the sand either in the centre oE the bed

or at one end ; two bell-mouths, or spreaders as they are called, have

been provided with a view to making the filtration at all parts of the

filter-bed more uniform. You will also observe that the spreaders are

provided with sheet-iron deflecting plates ; these are to prevent the water

going down the sides of the spreaders without first passing through the

sand. Instead of the usual pattern of dewatering-box, for running

water olf the surface of the sand when the filter becomes clogged, a

two-inch pipe has been run along the top of the main drain in continua-

tion of the pipe supplying the spreaders, and connected with the sludge

outlet of the filter well. If, then, it is required to dewater the surface

of the filters owing to their getting choked, the water can be run back

through the spreaders into the sludge drain. The filtered water outlet

pipe from the filtration well has been so fixed that the " filtration head,"

as the difference of level of the water in the filter-bed and that in the

filtration-well is called, can never exceed six inches ; I have found this a

very necessary precaution where water-works are frequently left to the

control of poorly-paid and ignorant men.
Having described the construction of filter-bods, I must now

explain to you how, in my opinion, they ought to be managed, and I

give below a copy of rules which I devised, and which have received

the approval of the Sanitary Board, Bengal :— .

EDLES FOE WOEKING- FILTER-BEDS OF WATEE-WORKS
IN BENGAL.

{Revised hy order of the Sanitary Board, Bengal, 26th May 1896.)

1. The depth of water above the surface of the sand in a filter-bed should

never be allowed t > exceed two feet ; care should be taken to always maintain

this depth of water as long as filtration is in progress, and for this purpose gauges

should be painted on the side walls of the filter-beds.
" 2. The water collecting in the drains of a filter-bed is usually discharged into

a small masonry
well called the
outletioell,ivom

whence it passes

through a sluice

into the clear-

water reservoir

;

the difference of

level between
the surface of

the water in the
filter-bed and
that in the
outlet-well is

,
,

called the filtra-

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
^^on head; the
rough sketch in

the margin explains tliis clearly. The filtration head should not under ordinary
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circumstances exceed six inches, but in cases of emergency ™ay be aUowed to

reach as mucb as twelve inches, full reasons for allowing the titration head to

exceed six inches should be recorded in the filter-bed log-book.

3 The interiors of outlet-wells should be pamted white, and gauges should

be painted on the side walls, so that the filtration head may be accurately

recorded.^^^^
of all gauges should be taken every two hours while the Altera

are at work, and recorded carefully in the log-book (Sanitary Engineer's Tor

m

No. 5) or in any other form approved by the Sanitary Engineer.

5. Filter-beds should not be worked continuously, but the surface of the

filtering material should be exposed to the air for at least eight hours out ot tUe

twenty-four, so as to enable the air to penetrate, and so oxidize any organic

matter deposited in the interstices of the filtering material by the unfiltered

water. Filter-beds should, preferably, be run dry at mght time only.

6 Filter-beds should not be charged from below or by admitting water

upwards on to the surface of the sand. When a filter-bed is to be brought into

work the outlet valve should be kept closed until the depth of water on top ot tHe

sand remains at the limit prescribed in rule l.i.e., two feet ; care should be taken

not to disturb the surface of the sand by admitting water too rapidly at tirst.

7. Sand that has been scraped from the surface of filter-beds should be lett

exposed to the air for six or stven days before it is washed and replaced m the

filte^r-beda^

fine sand in a filter-bed should never be reduced by craping to a

less depth than 12 inches. When sand washers are available, the fine sand should

be brought up to its correct thickness after every third scrapmg, so that the rate

of flow through the filtering material may be kept as uniform as possible.

9. The filtering material and brick drains should be entirely removed from

the filter basin once every four years. The pebbles or broken stone Mid the

coarse sand may be replaced, provided they have been thoroughly exposed to the

air whUe the brick drains are being laid; they should be spread out in thm

layers and turned over with spades at least once a day. The fine sand should be

entirely renewed. When a filter-bed has been reconstructed and charged, the

filtered water flowing from it should be allowed .to run to waste for at least

48 hours.

Sant. Enge.'s Foem No. 5.

Filter-bed Log for the

WATER-WOEKS.

of 189

Id

•2 •

I-
g

u5

CD

Old
M

NUMBEE OF
TUENB OPEN.

BiEUXBKB.

Superintendent.
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Notesfor Form No. 5.

1. All gauges should be read every two hours at least, and also, whenever it

is necessary, to opea, close or alter the inlet or outlet valves.

2. All levels to "be referred to the bottom of the filter-bed, i.e., the zero of
the gauge to be on the floor of the filter-bed.

3. In the column of remarks should be entered an account of repairs, etc.,

done to the filter-beds, such as scraping, or renewal of filtering medium, number
of cubic feet of sand removed from a filter-bed, and the quantity washed, etc., etc.

I ttink I should now explain the reason of each of these rules.

In European countries the depth of water on the top of the sand
has to be sufficient to prevent the latter from being disturbed by the
formation of ice in the winter. In the London water-works the depth
of water in the filters varies from 3 to 7 feet, the average being 4 feet

8 inches ; in the new Berlin filters it is 4 feet 3 inches. In this

country we are not bothered with low temperatures, and all that we
have to do is to give such a depih of water as will prevent the growth
of vegetable matter and algse on the surface of the sand. For filtra-

tion purposes ifc would be quite sufiBcient if we had a thin layer of
water, say 1 inch deep, just flowing over the sand, but the heat of the
sun quickly penetrates so small a depth of wat^r and at once causes the
vegetable germs and seeds to sprout. Experience has shown that a
depth of 2 feet is all that is necessary to prevent any growth on the
surface of the sand. I need hardly point out that the greater the
depth of water over the sand, the more costly the filters will be.
The filters should be designed for a depth of 2 feet of water, but
there is no reason why this depth of water should not be increased as
the sand is scraped away ; in fact, perhaps it is better to keep the surface
of the water always at the same level, because then the floating gauges
will always show the filtration head correctly. Marks should be made
on the walls of the filter-beds to show the normal water level.

The next rule (No . 2) is the most important of all, relating as it

does to the filtration head, and consequently to the rate of flow in the
filters. The first principle of all efficient filtration is that the flow
through the filters should be regular and at a constant rate. The
flow of water^ in a filter is produced by the difference of level
of the water in the filter and that in the outlet-well. As I have
already explained, filters get gradually clogged by the deposition
on and in the sand of the microbe slime and silt from the water

:

consequently, if the rate of filtration is to be constant, the filtration
head must gradually increase in order to overcome the resistance
offered by the slime and silt. The amount of head necessary to
force water through a clean filter depends entirely on the design,
for the head ia entirely absorbed in overcoming the friction between
the water and the grains of sand, and that between the water and
sides of the under and main drains. A large filter with long drains
and a great thickness of sand will therefore require a greater head to
produce a given quantity of water than would another with shorter
drains and a less thickness of sand. It is therefore very difficult to
lay down any rule as to the filtration head required to produce a
certain discharge. All that can be done is to fix a limit above which
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flifi fiUration head should not be allowed to go. Now, you will

Siderstand ^ there is a difference of level of the water xa the filter-

b^d and that in the outlet weU. there must be a pressure thrown on

^0 thetxrface of the sand equal to the weight of water of the same

area as the filter-bed and in depth equal to the filtratiou head If,

therefore the filtration head is 6 inches, the weight on ^ach ^quare foot of

fiS-bed will be 31-2 lbs. ; if it is a foot, the pressure will be 62-4 lbs.

This nressure naturally tends to consolidate the sand, and prevents the

natarrwatefthw it, and it also forces the microbe slime further

Fnto the poresof the sand. In order to prevent these things happening

as ?ar as^poiible, I have decided that the maximum filtration head

BhaU be only 6 inches. This has given very good results so far, and I

know at Present of no reason why it should be increased I have

known cases in which it has been increased, and the water produced by

the fiVer was not at all satisfactory. At the Calcutta works the

maximum head allowed is 12 inches, and in some of the European

water wSks It is allowed to go as far as 2' 6", but I am bound to sav

Tat irnnot see that any useful purpose is served by putting so much

ex^ra pressure on to the filters ; it may be possible to carry on filtration

r few days longer with these large heads, but it certainly means that

oreX thicknesses of sand have to be removed at each scrap ng

rbove all things, remember that the rate of filtration should be constant

throughout the time the filter is working.
_

Bules 3 and 4 do not require any explanation
fliw Vprl^

Eule 5 refers to the intermittent system of working the fiiter-teds

and explains the reasons. I have already referred to the patter and

Sd yon what caused me to arrive at the conclusion, that for this coun-

try intermittent filtration is preferable to the constant system.

^
in mTny of the older water-works the system of cnarging filters wa

to admit witer from the clear-water reservoir into the under-drains and

n?lnwTt to rise sradually through the sand, the idea being that this

sys^mWd pfev^^^ what are%alled " blow-holes" in the sand; for

some ySs pa^st Ihave charged filters from above, and I have never

W bothered with these, and I do not see how hey can be made if the

nnder drains are properl^ ventilated, as they are m all properly-designed

iT Xsonalfyl^^^^^ that this system of charging filters from

below is a relic of the days before ventilation from the under-drams

un throulthe side-walls were ever thought of By charging filter-KS the ton the air in tho interstices of the eand is gradually

tce^oS ttoS the drains, and they are therefore crated more

Wougily bv all the air from the sand above passing tlii'ou^ them than

they would be if the water were admitted from below. We all know

that microbes are ever-increasing quantities, and consequently that

Se wS in the clear-water reservoir contains more microbes than

that from the outlet well; if, then, filters are charged from below it

seems to me that we introduce microbes into the very places from which

w!wnrt to jret rid of them, namely, into tho under-drams.

r^ave already exploined to you why the fine sand that ha. already

been us7d fSi^fiStioS andafterLrds washedis --^^P^^^^^^^^^^^^^

fresh from a river-bed, and much more elective as a filtermg i^'^^rjai

by reasoTof the envelope of microbial matter in which each gram is
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enclosed. By exposing the sand to the air after it has been removed
from the filter-bed the microbes in the sand are given a fresh lease

of life as it were, and any organic matter that may have been deposited
in the sand is thoroughly oxidized and rendered innocuous. Unfortu-
nately air is not capable of destroying and removing the impalpable
silt with which the fine sand gets choked during the flood season, and
by about the end of four years this silt has penetrated right down to the
bottom of the tine sand, and more often than not into the coarse sand
and pebbles. The fine sand is generally so dirty that it costs a great

deal to thoroughly wash it, and very often consumes more filtered water
than the works can spare ; the only way then is to bring in an entirely

fresh supply of fine sand, wash it in filtered water, and then place

it in the filter-beds. Here I should remark that in constructing filter-

beds in the first instance only one bed should be filled up with filtering

material at first, and then the filtered water will be available for wash-
ing the filtering material for the other beds ; when these have been
completed all the material should be removed from the first bed and
thoroughly washed in the filtered water obtained from the other
filter-beds.

It has been found that water from a freshly constructed or

recently scraped filter-bed is never so pure as that from a filter that

has been in work for some days, the reason being that it takes some
little time for the scum or film of microbes to be deposited on the

surface of the sand. This will explain the last sentence of rule 9.

It is usual in water-supplies in India to arrange that half the daily

supply shall be delivered in four hours, but if the filters only deliver

the whole daily supply in lb hours, it follows that there must be some
arrangement for storing the water as it leaves the filters. This is

generally done in covered brick masonry structures which are known
as " clear-water reservoirs." The roof may be carried on pillars, but
the preferable arrangeroent is to have a series of walls running across

the reservoir and between which arches are turned. These walls serve

a double purpose, for not only do they carry the roof, but they cause

a constant circulation of the water inside. If half the daily supply
is discharged in four hours and the filters can only give the full

day's supply in 16 hours, a'simple arithmetical calculation will show
that the clear- water reservoir must contain at least a quarter of

a day's supply ; it is usual, however, to provide for not less than
half a day's supply, but if it can be managed it is desirable to provide

for a whole day's supply, more especially if the pumps that lift the

wafer from the river are not in duplicate. The clear-water reservoir

then acts as a storage reservoir also.

Plate No. 8 gives the design of the clear water reservoir for

Howiah, and in plate No. 7 is that for Berhampore. It will be
observed that the reservoir at Howrah is built with two compartments;
this is to enable one side to be closed for repairs without interfering

with the daily supply, but as a rule both compartments are in use at

the same time. This would have been done at Berhampore, but funds
were not available.

To give you some idea of the extent of the purification that is

effected by filtration through sand I must quote another extract from
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Sir E Frankland's report on the London water-supply for the year

1896-*97. The foUowing table is derived from that report :—

New Eiver Company.

Reduction of micro-organisms by filtration alone.

Obganisms pee cubic

centimetee

—

Percentage
of organisms

left in.
Month.

Before filtra

tion.

After filtra-

tion.

January
February
Marcb
April •••

May •••

June
July
August
September ...

October
November
December ...

1,040

1,580
1,820
500
300
420
480
340
660
820

4,880

7,480

26
24
12
4
12
24
20
4
12
12
162
266

2-5

1-5

0-7

0-8
4-0
5-7
4-2

1-2
1-8

1-5

3 3

31

Mean
2-6

The following table shows the maximum, minimum, and average

peroenLge o^ removed at the seven London water-works

where the water is purified by filtration :—

Peecentage'of miceobes ebmoted.

Company.
Maximum. Minimum. Average.

Chelsea
Weab Middlesex
Southwark and VauxJiall...

Grand Junction

Lambeth
New Eivor ...

East London ...

99-92
99-94

lOO-OO
99-98

99-97

100-00
99-93

99-63
91-48

84-33
84-03

96-45
77-14
97 -03

99-86
99-79
97-77
99-31

99-81

99-07

99-56

The samples of water submitted to bacterioscopic Germination were

ooUocted at the works of the respective oompames immediately after
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the water left the filters and before it was pumped into the distribu-
tary mains. It is of little use examining filtered water delivered from
the mains, not only because it is a mixture of the effluents from many
filters, but especially because the multiplication of ordinary river and
harmless microbes is so rapid, that the number is generally increased
many times over between the filtration works and the standpipes.
By the examination of the water as it issues from the filters the utmost
freedom from miorobes or maximum degree of sterility of each sample
of water is determined. This utmost freedom from bacterial life after
all sources of contamination have been passed is obviously the most
important moment in the history of the water, for the smaller the number
of microbes found in a given volume at that moment, the less is the pro-
bability of pathogenic organisms being present, and, although the
non-pathogenic may afterwards multiply indefinitely, this is of no
consequence in the initial absence of the pathogenic. The results given
in the above tables are, I think you must admit, most instructive

;
they

show us how very impure even unfiltered water in England is, and they
prove beyond all doubt how great are the benefits of careful filtration.

I think it will be desirable if I say a few words to you regarding the
methods of ascertaining the purification attained in large water-works
by filtration through sand. There are two methods employed, namely,
the chemical and the bacteriological, but the investigations of Miquel in
Paris, Koch in Berlin, and Angus Smith in England have shown that
the latter method is much more reliable in warning us of the purity or
otherwise of our drinking-water. It must not, however, be supposed "that
the bacteriological test in any way replaces or supplants the chemical
test

;
such is by no means the case. But the former is by far the

simplest test to carry out, and it has consequently become the more
popular, thanks to the method of plate cultivations in nutrient
gelatine propounded by Koch. By this method a small quantity
of the_ water to be examined is intimately mixed with fluid gelatine,
which is spread in a thin layer upon a glass plate, or it may be left in
the test tube which is laid in a nearly horizontal position ; the gelatine
is allowed to solidify and the germs or micro-organisms thus become
fixed and proceed to grow or form "colonies," each germ growing
separately in the gelatine wherever it may have lodged, and not
interfering with the development of the other germs. After a day
or two spots about the size of pin-heads begin to be visible in the
gelatine

: these are the colonies of germs ; and if they are counted,
the number will be that of the original germs in the sample which we
examined,

^
In this country Japanese isinglass or agaragar appears to

be more suitable than gelatine as the nutrient medium on account of its
being able to resist somewhat higher temperatures. The method
of mixing the water with the gelatine and the precautions to ba
observed are very clearly described in a small pamphlet written by
Mr. E. H. Hankin, Chemical Examiner and Bacteriologist to the
Government of the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, for the use
of Municipal Engineers and others interested in providing water for
drinking purposes ; the pamphlet is entitled " The Bacteriological Test
of the Purity of

_ Water." At some of the water-works in Bengal this
method of examination of the water-supply is being carried out by the
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Superintendents with very satisfactory results; but all large European

water-works have special laboratories, and entertain a special^ btafi ot

chemists and bacteriologists for the daily examination of tne water

^''^
Before I leave the subject of the purification of water, I think _I ought

to sav a word or two on domestic filters such as may be used "i your

own houls or in large public institutions, altl.ough 1 have said that

rd^noUntend to JerL any of the mechanical filters that are now

before the public, but those remarks were intended to apply only to the

n e of mechanic'al filters for public water-supplies. When water is

supplied by a municipality or any other public body it should be suffi-

cient!v purified, before distribution, as not to require any further filtra-

tion But the number of public water-supplies is very small, and most

of the water in this country is drunk in an unpurified condition. In

public institutions, such as barrack^, hospitals, jails etc., where a supply

?f pure water is aA absolute necessity, some form of domes ic filter must

be used The prespnt practice in jails m Bengal at present is, believe

to pass the water through ordinary small sand and cha^ coal filters and

+hPn boil it Boiling no doubt produces absolutely pure water as far

as microbes and bacteria are concerned, because the heat simply kills

them all off, or, as it is usually called, it stenbzes the water
;
^^^

YZf\
otn^r^vps all the a r <.ut of the water and renders it very flat and

insipid Ind consequently unpleasant to the taste. Many substance^ have

W used for the purposes of domestic filtration, and for a number of .

years animal charcoil held the leading place on the hst o filtering

rateriais Eecent experiments and researches have, however, shown that

SthouRh'it possesses considerable oxidising powers on organic impurities

™t in water, it does not sterilize it, but, on the contrary, favours

the development of microbes and bacteria iu the water. Water filtered

through animal charcoal rapidly deteriorates as the charcoal yields

UP Sui^ties to water, so tlat in many cases the water is more

SpuWter it has passed through the filter than it was originally^

On the whole, there is perhaps no material more unsuited or unsafe

to use as a fi tering medium for potable waters than animal charcoal.

This cannot be too^idely known, as it is still advocated m many

standard works as being the best filtering material, notwithstand-

ing the fact that recent investigations have shown it to be the very

''^Tmong other substances used for filtration, all of which have been

OTOved, like animal charcoal, to be open to some grave objection, are

sSed carbon, that is, fine silica impregnated with charcoal, haematite

and magnet i^on ores, the so-called magnetic carbide, spongy iron,

manganic oxide, flannel, wool, sponges, porous sandstones, etc., etc.

It wesSit the only filters that give filtrates practically free from

.ents Te earthenware filters on the Ohamberland-l^steur and

Sefeld principle. The following description is taken from Notter

nmlEirth's "Theory and Practice of Hygiene" :—
- The Chamberhoid-Pasteur is the best of all domestic fil ers Its

cfrniPfinn is veiv simple, for it merely consists of a cylinder ot

TgCd poVlMUgio^mado tan, a woll-b.*ed kaolin of a cort«,.

degree of porosity and hardness, closed above and lerminaUng bolou in
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an open nozzle. This cylinder is enclosed in a metal or glass jacket,
a space intervening between the two, above and at the sides, while
below they are fixed together by a screw tap, with an opening in the
centre for the passage of the nozzle. The outer cylinder is closed above,
except where it joins the water-pipe. The water passes through the
porcelain from without inwards and under a pressure of from 1 ^ to 2

J

atmospheres, such as is usually present in the pipes of a water service,
at the rate of about three quarts per hour. These filters can be easily
cleaned by brushing under a stream of hot water, and afterwards, if

deemed desirable, by submitting them to the action of steam, or by heat
applied direct from a spirit lamp or Bunsen burner. This filter acts
mechanically, and is most efficacious in removing the finest suspended
matters, and even micro-organisms are stopped by it. The Berkefeld
filter is on the same principle as the Chamberland-Pasteur ; it is made
of infusorial earth, which is somewhat soft and friable and liable to
fracture. This filter, however, possesses distinct sterilizing action,
inasmuch as it is capable of removing bacteria from samples of water and
other impure liquids passed through it. Its action is practically similar to
the Chamberland-Pasteur filters, but whether it possesses any superiority
over them is doubtful. On the contrary, the bougies are brittle and
liable to fracture when moist, and further experimental proof is required
to show whether or not the frequent cleansing of the filter by brushing
will not wear away the bougie too rapidly—a contingency which we
know in the case of the Chamberland-Pasteur filter does not exist."

Where a larger quantity of water than three quarts per hour is
required, a larger number of candles or bougies must be used, and if they
are working under pressure they must be enclosed in a screwed-down
iron case. In the ordinary domestic filter of 4 or 6 candles the action
is syphonic, and is therefore due to the pressure of the atmosphere
alone

; the candles can therefore be placed in any receptacle. As regards
the cleaning of the candles of the ordinary domestic filter, I have
found the simplest way is to disconnect them from the rubber tubing
and then boil them for half an hour in an ordinary saucepan. These
filters are no doubt most successful in large institutions where they can
be properly looked after, but they are out of the question for town
water-supplies. I have heard it argued that, if you have a 100 filters in
100 difEerent houses, these houses can be equally well supplied with
water if the 100 filters were all collected under one roof. Theoretically
this is a correct argument no doubt, but it is quite certain that it is not
a practical one, as has been shown in the case of a town in which these
filters have been installed to deal with the whole water-supply. At this
installation 8,750 candles contained in 33 cast-iron cases have been
supplied, and a recent bacterioscopic examination of the unfiltered and
filtered water has shown that the latter contains more microbes than the
former. The reason of this probably is that the microbes have grown
^'^J'ough the pores of the candles, for the cleansing is accomplished by
rubbing the outsides of the candles, which are for this purpose removed
from the cases, with ordinary soap, and then soaking them for 12 hours
in chloride of lime solution. This process of cleansing is evidently
not efiicient, for the chloride of lime will not act on microbes growing
in the pores of the filter walls.
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The Eaising of Water.

This will I think, gentlemen be a fitting opportunity to introduce

in von hT t^biect of the means of raising water whose level is too low
to youtue sUDject ui

^^v gravitation. In the ordinary

equally too it snouia com« ^ .^^ therefore compromise

it now after the former and before we reach the latter, iakmg tne

methods indigenous to this country, we have—

(1) baling, which is universal all over India,

(2) the Persian wheel of the Punjab,

(3) the L&t or Paecottah of Bengal,
_

4 the Mot of the North-Western Provinces

;

and placed in the above order, they give the relative ^fficie^^y

in ;ega^d to the quantity of water raised per rupee, the jf ^h^

in itB sides. The mot "MfM 1« Mea to. r g

"n'reg^Jrit^^^^ pumps. I propose dW^;!^-
j^^,

'™

aiTWom-(l) those that are worked by hand, and (2) those which are

SL4bszs -;ar~ttPS
iZ sure ruYaTe abready learned to distmgnish between a buok t

raising water.
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I do not suppose it has ever occurred to you, or that you have

noticed for yourselves, that the actual drawers of water for a family are

the women and children; it is the same in all countries, because the

women are the house-keepers, while the men have to go forth to heavier

labours to earn the daily bread. It is therefore necessary that the

power required to work a pump should be within the strength of the

users, namely, the women and children. The next desideratum in a

hand-pump is that it should have as few moving parts as possible, and
should be absolutely simple in construction and with as few bolts and
nuts as will keep it together in working order; in fine, that it should

be a perfectly simple machine, such as an ordinary village mistry can

take to pieces, repair and put together again wbeu it gets out of order.

And, lastly, the pump should be worked by a rotary motion in

preference to a lever, because with the latter it is so seldom that a full

stroke is made, and consequently it takes so much longer and such a

much greater effort to get the quantity of water required. The only
pump that I know that fulfils all these requirements is what is known
as the rotary pump, which consists of a pair of very coarse toothed-

wheels geared into each other and with their sides fitting against the

outer casing of the pump. As the teeth of these wheels revolve past the

inlet-pipe they produce a partial vacuum which is filled with water, and
as the revolution of the wheels is continued the water is pushed out of

the discharge-pipe. The capacity of rotary pumps with suction pipes

varying between 1^ inches to 2 inches is from 14 to 36 gallons per
minute per 100 revolutions, but they cannot be used when the water
level is more than 20 feet below the pump.

And this leads me to say a few more words regarding suction pipes.

As you are aware, water is drawn up a pipe by exhausting the air at

the top of the pipe, the pressure of the atmosphere on the water
in which the pipe is immersed causing the motion. Theoretically the
atmospheric pressure will support a column of water 32 feet high,

and consequently it should be possible to lift water 32 feet by suction

alone; hut even with the most delicate and perfect air-pump it is

impossible to get an absolute vacuum, and it is naturally all the more
difficult when we are dealing with comparatively coarsely-made tools

hke water-pumps. In actual practice it has seldom been found possible

to get any pump that will draw water regularly and smoothly from
a greater depth than 20 feet, or at the very outside 25 feet, but
in the latter case the suction pipe must be exceedingly short and the
number of joints in the pipe very few, that is to say, the pump valves
must practically be vertically above the water. I should strongly
advise you never to fry and lift water more than 20 feet by means
of an ordinary lift, or rotary pamp. When the depth of water is greater
thau this, the pump buckets will have to be separated from the driving
gear, so that they can be lowered down to within 20 feet of the water
while the driving gear remains at ground level. This class of pump,
however, has to bo provided with many complicated b< Its and bearings,
and, moreover, it is too heavy to be worked by women and children.

If the wells are deep and a pump has to be used, then I should
recommend that a small reservoir be provided which can be kept filled

by men working the pumps
;

ordinarily, however, a lat or even iron

F 2
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v„nV^f<, Tallied UP by means of a pulley or an ordinary wooden roller

"noK^^^^^^^^ think, preferibleland more suitable to the wants

and nookets of the users than a complicated heavy pump. How^^^r

fn thoWaoes where the cost of working a hand-pump can be borne

bv users^ of the weU or tank or whatever else is the source of water,

vou should always remember that a rotary pump is always preferable to

Tlever pump, bit beyond this I do not think 1 have any recommend-

at ols toZke ; there are so many difierent patterns of pumps to be had,

nlTL far as my experience goes, one pattern is as good as another.

VLre watl^as^o be raLd'from a well into a vat or reservoir

for flushing drains or watering roads, and the depth of the water s

Greater thfn 20 feet below the top of the well, a very useful pump is

ats known as the chain-pump. This consists of an en^ess cham

Irrvins- a series of discs and passing over a wheel above ground ihe

dS deiend nto the water with the chain, and on their upward ^owc-

nev pSs thron^^^ a tube, carrying with them a considerable quantity

Kter. Owragtothei^ extreme simplicity these pumps are paxii.

fullTy well suited for rough usage; they can be readily repaired and

S J 7^L\i different deaths. Although not economical m action for
altered to smt d^fterent ^ep^^^^^ ^ g

^ apparatus

rbemove^it s"^^^^^^^
withaliftof 50 or 60 feet bu

i do nTthik 1 would recommend it for depths over, say, 35 feet at the

vprv outside and for this two coolies at least will be required. If it

were noTforVe simplicity of construction, it would no doubt be more

Tonomtal in the matter of labour to use, in cases there the water is

overTo feet below the surface, one of the numerous patterns of lift

'"^WrnCgeW-B of water are required the pumps are generally

actuated by Bteam engines, although, when plenty of water is available,

Lte tm of turbine or' water-engine may be used with advantag.

With the perfecting of electrical motors, we are even reading of the m-

cV.ll«tinm of electrically driven pumps. Steam-pumps, however, are likely

fnWd^he fieS^^^ c^me yet on account of their compara-

Sve ILmy afd r^g^^^^^^^ of working. The art of designing pumps

fnd steam-Tngines to drive them, is a special branch of the proiession of

mecWal engineering, so that should you ever have anything to do

with the P^chasing oi steam-pumps, I should s rongly advise you to

•limply state what yL requiren?ents are, which will be so many gallons

pS hour lifted so many feet, and then ask some ot the leading manu-

Facturers to submit tenders or proposals. In stating your requirements

for The information of manufacturers, you should also explain with

IpvpIs the position of the engine-house with regard to the source

of slpply of the w^ter, giving, of course, the lowes known level

of Z water ; this information is required to enable the manu-

facturers t fix the position of the pump-valve chamber, because if

the sSon pipe is a very long one, a certain amount of pressure will be

IbLiSTn oveicoming the friction of the water m the P^pe. and the

Wof wrter producing this pressure will have to be deducted from

?r ill JtaHo lift I have already explained why small pumps

tul^nlf
b'^

Tr; th^n^^^ abU \he water level, and the.

remarl s apply equally to steam-pumps ;
consequently if, say, ^ teet
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of head is absorbed in overcoming the friction in the suction pipe, the
pump-valves must be placed only 20—2= 18 feet above the water level.

The principal item of cost in maintaining and running steam-
pumps is the cost of coal ; manufacturers should therefore be called
upon to state in their tenders the duty" which they are prepared to
guarantee. I daresay most of you remember, from your lectures on
the steam-engine, that the word <' duty " means the amount of work
done in foot-pounds per cwt. of coal per hour, and it is usually
calculated from the indicator-diagrams aud the quantity of coal actually
consumed; in pumping engines, however, the duty is usually cal-
culated, not from the indicator-diagrams, but from the actual work
done by the pumps, that is, the product of the actual weight of
water delivered and the height to which the water is lifted. The duty
of small pumping plants cannot be compared with that of large ones
for the reason that their mechanical efficiency is not so high, aud
on account of the external losses from radiation and leakage being
obviously larger in proportion to the steam used. Again, as regards
the boilers, the coal used for " lighting-up " and "bankiug" also bears a
larger proportion to the total coal burnt in small installations than
it does in large ones. Thus, for the small engines at Berhampore,
which are designed to raise 25,000 gallons per hour to a height
of 124 feet, a duty of only 28 millions of foot-fjounds per 112 lbs. of
best Welsh coal is guaranteed ; whereas at the West Middlesex Water-
works, with an engine raising 1^ million gallons per hour to a
height of 51 feet, the ascertained duty was 101 millions of foot-pounds
per cwt. of coal. In a batch of tenders, therefore, all other things being
equal, you will accept that one in which the pumps give the highest duty,
or, in other words, burn the least coal, and here 1 should observe that
the heating power of Indian coal is only about two-thirds that of good
Welsh coal, and so you will never get quite as good a duty with pumping
engines out in this country as you do in England. The most satisfactory
pumping engines are triple or compound, direct-acting, non-rotary, duplex
engines, working with high-pressure steam of something over 100 lbs.,
and fitted with surface oondensers. It ie, I take it, quite unneces-
sary for me to explain themeanings of the words triple or compound, but
the other expressions used in the above description may require a little

explanation. A direct acting pump is one in which the pump rod
is a continuation of the piston rod ; it is in direct action with the
steam end of the pump. Non-rotary engines are those that have no
fly-wheels in order to maintain continuous molion or get over dead-
centres

; cranks and eccentrics therefore are not necessary. Duplex
engines, as the name implies, are two separate engines placed side
by side, but so arranged that the steam-valves of one are actuated
frorn the piston rods of the other, and consequently there is alwaj's
continuity of motion, as in the case oF single fly-wheel or rotary engines

;

and the action of the valves is so designed that one pump commences
its stroke before the other finishes, so that the motion of water in the
suction and delivery pipes is very regular. Surface condensers are
preferable to jet-ccndensers in water-pumping machinery, because tl e
water can pass through a condenser of the former pattern without ifs
quality baing interfered with, whereas with the latter a certain quantity
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valves do. , , „„^„:fif, Ur^e air-vessels on the filtered

n ha. hitherto Wns^t^^^^^^^^^^ shook

nrfllTiarV lOCOmOUve luuii'iuii.'^"^"'-
,

?o^tJi installatioBS of pumping mac

The cost of steam-pumpmg Lw^ to calculate,

necessary auxiliary feed-water e^-™^^^ the

because with engines less
^J^^^^^^^^^^^^^

for engines over that

cost increases as the power de^^^^j^^altuo g
^^^^^

i 1- .' 1 ^/I-rr voforrfifl to :—

ElTective or pump horsc-i'ower. 30 25 20 16 10 B 2t

Coat per horsepower hori?ontal eiiKinos...

Ditto, verticil! ao. ...

£

48
Bl

£

55
68

£

05
70

£

75
80

£

100
110

£

130
140

£

170
180
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I should here observe that although vertical engines are more costly

in the first instance, they cost much less in repairs than horizontal

engines.

I have seen many cases of beautiful engines and pumps being
allowed to get into such thorough bad order through carelessness or, more
often than not, ignorance on the part of the Superintendent in charge,

that I think it will be very desirable if I give you some idea of how
the machinery of a water-works pumping station should be looked
aiter, and what constant attention it always requires. Now, first and
foremost, no installation of machinery is complete unless an Indicator
has been provided and it is used regularly, say not less than once a
month, to ascertain the power developed by the engine, and therefore

the quantity of coal consumed per indicated horse-power. Time will not
permit me to tell you all the information about an engine that an
Indicator will give you, and I must refer you to some book on the
subject like " Indicator Diagrams and Engine and Boiler Testing," by
Charles Day. Every set of Indicator diagrams should be accompanied
by a form giving the following information ;

—

DETAILS OP DIAGRAM.

Name of stntinn

Date wiien taken
.

DistinguisMng letter of engine .

Cut off
.

Diameter of cylinder—.
.

Diameter of piston rod^

Nett area of piston

Length of stroke
.

Bevolutions or double strokes per Tninnte

Pressure by steam gauge—

Temperature of condenser

Vacuum on gauge^

Pressure on pumps.

Indicated H.-P., high-
.

» „ low . .
,

Total Indicated H.-P., :

Consumption of coal per hour

„ „ per Indicated H.-P., per hour^

Name of coal used

Quality of ditto

Scale of Indicator

Actual work done in ft. -lbs. per minute

and then if they are submitted regularly, your employers will be able to
judge whether your engines are being kept in good order, that is,

whether the actual amount of work done represents a fair percentage
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of the power developed ; and whether the consumption of poal is appro-

priate to the size of the plant. Engines require watching daily and

hourly, and as soon as the slightest defect is discovered, it must be

attended to ; and above all things pay special attention to leaks m the

8team-pipes and glauds : nothing looks so had as the steam hlowing oli

in all directions in an engine-room.
. , . • i +t,^

The next form that I shall put before you is wbat is known as the

engine-room log :

—

. WATEE-WOEE.S.

Engine-room Log.

at

work.

HOTJES
WOBKED.

r

when

en-

tar

ted.

r

when

en-

topped.

revolutions Peessurb
ON PUMPS.

Average

pressure

on

pumps.
I

gallons

pump-

work

in

foot-

ns.

E
in

foot-pounds

minute.

boilbrb at
work;.

QQ
•a
a
i
a
o

m
M

a<s
CIJ 09

Engin prom To Oounl

gme
Couni

gine
Total

mad

Hour. Peet. O a;

EH

Worl
per

1 2 3 Goal

A.

B.

i

C.

Superintendent.

Dated

From this you will see that another necessary adjunct of your engines

are ttie counters showing the number of strokes made by the pumps

Without couZs it is quite impossible to say with any accuracy whai

quantity of water is being dealt with by the engines, because m the

case of the unfiltered water dimensions of the settlmg-tanks wiH nofc

give us accurate information as to the quantity of water that has

fpfnallv been pumped up, as no exact allowance can be made for loss by

evap^^^^^^^
in the case of the filtered water-engines

Sers Tre necessary, because filtration is going on at the same time

as pumping, and consequently water is flowing m ^^d out of the clear-

water reservoir. The counters should be checked periodically to find tho

rmount of « slip
" due to the full contents of the plunger not leaving

and entering the pump-chamber at each stroke; this can be done by

closing the inlet of the clear-water reservoir and pumpmjf out a certam

depth of water, the quantity of which wiH be therefore known The slip

amounts as a rule to from 5 to 10 per cent. As regards the li t thi8

be taken as the actual height of the pump-va yes above the level o£

Se water in the reservoir, be it tank river, or well, p^.sthe pres^^^^^^^^^^^^

feet shown bv a pressure gauge fixed on the pump-chamber th s latter

figure represents the actual height of the hydranlio gradient at the

pump end of the main. Jf the suoLion pipe is very long, a toot or
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two will possibly have to be added for friction in that. The lift must
be observed and recorded every hour, and an average struck at the end
of the day's pumping. The total work in foot-gallons will then be the

total quantity of water pumped during the day, midtiplied by the

average lift ; and from this figure the total work done in foot-pounds

per minute is easily deducible, a gallon of water weighing 10 lbs.

The following form of inspection report will perhaps show you
what points will attract the attention of the inspecting officer, and you
should have your pumping plant in such order that he can only give

favourable replies to all the queries contained in the report :

—

jReport on an examination of the Boilers, Engines, and Pumps of the

Water-works made hy

on the

BOILEES.

1. Description of boilers, giving maker's name
and date of erection.

Give grate area and calculated horse-power.

2. When and by whom last examined

—

(a) If examined by an Inspector of Stea-n-
boilers under Act III ( B.C.) of 1879, give
name of Inspector and number and date
of last certificate.

(6) Note working pressures previous to last

examination; and, if any reduction in
pressure was made by ttie Inspector,
state how much, and why such reduc-
tion was made.

Note.—Jy' tJie boilers are working under certificates granted by an Inspector under Act III
fB.C.J of 1879, questions 3, 4, 6, and 6 need not be answered.

3. Have you examined the boilers internally
and externally; if so, with what results? Give
thickness of scale, if any, and state whether you
had it removed.

, 4. Did yon test the boileis by hydraulic pres-
sure; if so, up to what pressure P

Did you ascertain that the steam-gauges were
correct, and that the steam relief-valves were in
working order, and not overweighted, before ap-
plying the hydraulic test?

5. What working pressures do you now recom-
mend ?

6. Have you examined all the boiler-fittings,
such as safety-valves, feed water-pipe, blow-off
cocks, steam and water-gaupes, &c., &c. ? State if

tliey are all in Kood working order, and if not,
what is required to make them so P

Note.— Tfte safety-valves should not be weight-
ed to more thati 10 lbs. {preferably B lbs.J above
the working pressure.

7. Are the boilers blown out regnlarly, and safety-
valves lifted to ensure the'r not sticking ; and is a
record kept of the dates on which this has been
done since the last inspection?
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BOILBRS—concluded.

8. Is the floor of the boiler-house kept dry and

in good order f

(a) Where are the ashes slaked f

(6) When was soot last removed from the

(c) AreThe flues free from moisture during the

rainy season ?

9. State which of the following are available

lor filling the boiler, ana wnicn is genoiaiijr uov-"

(a) Peed-pump on engine.

(6) Donkey-pump.

Id) o"old-water pressure from the maing.

10 State average fuel consumption since last

repoVt. gMog the percentage 01 ashes and kind of

^"ff^coai be used, give name of colliery whence

obtained.

11. General Eemarks.

Note -Any repairs that have been done in the

IM^r houfe since last inspection should be re-

corded here.

ENGINES.

19 Description of engines noting also maker's

namV.Tte ol erection, diameters of cyhnders.

and length of stroke.

13. When and by whom last eiamined.

U Did you examine the interiors of the cylin-

ders', and if so. with what result?

15. Did you examine the steam-valves, and it

so. with what result?

16 Did you take any indicator diagrams ? If so,

atta^^h to this report, a set worked out, with full

particulars noted—
Rfote whether you consider the valves are

properTy set for the most economical

working of the engine.

ih\ Rtflte whether you considered the indicator
^''^

diagrams are^ satisfactory .
or not and

whether any difference in them is

rpparent. If so, what, in your opinion,

has caused the difference ?

17 Are all stufflng boxes and s}"'"'!* J°P*
properly packed, and stoam-pipes free from leaks ?

18. What vacuum is generally maintained ?

19. Is the air-pump in good order ?

Give touiporature of its discharges.

Vote—The temperature should not exceed 11^.
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ENGINES—concZuderf.

20. Are the lubricants in use ol good and
suitable quality, and is a sufflciemly large supply
of all stores kept iu hand (

21. General Remarks.

Note.—All repairs, however slight, that have
been carried out since last report, should be
mentioned here.

PUMPS.

22. Description of pumpa, noting also dia-

meters of buckets or plungers, length of stroke,

number and size of valves.

23. Did you examine all buckets and plungers,

and if so, with what result ?

24. What do you consider is the percentage of

"slip-f

(a) What do you Gnd the mechanical effl-

oiency of the engines ?

25. Were the pumps working smoothly, evenly

and without noise, or banging of valves 'i

86. Are the air-vessels kept properly charged

with air f

(a) State means of doing bo.

27. General Remarks.

Note.—All repairs that have teen carried out

since last report should be mentioned here.

GENBBAL.

28. Is the staff at the pumping-station suffi-

cient, and the health of the employes generally

good ?

29. General Remarks.

Signed

Date Sank

A daily record of the receipts and issues of coal and engine-room

stores should be maintained ; and in this connection I should point out

that the cost of the latter should never exceed between 9 and 10 per

cent, of the former.
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Hitherto I have only described to you what I might term perma-

nent pumping installations, and being permanent they have to he

capable of running for a number of years with the mmimum
expenditure of money in repairs, and of coal m raising and supplying

steam It may, however, so happen that you may require only a

temporary installation of pumping machinery, say for supplying

water to coolies building a bridge, or for dewatermg a tank, m which

case a pulsometer or a centrifugal pump comes in very useful.

The pulsometer consists, briefly, of two pear-shaped vessels cast

together, the necks terminating in one chamber m which two valve-

softs are arranged, with one ball-valve which oscillates between

them Air-chambers, suction and delivery valves are also fitted.

When the pump is charged with water steam is admitted, and pressing

on the surface of water in one chamber forces it through the dehvery

valve into the delivery pipe. When the steam reaches the opemng

leadinff to the discharge it comes in contact with the water m
the pipes and is immediately condensed, forming a vacuum m the

chamber iust emptied of water. This vacuum draws the valve-ball

over to the seat opposite to that which it previously occupied and

prevents for the time being a further admission of steam iohllthe

vacuum formed water rises through the suotion-pipe and fills the empty

chamber: this operation is repeated again and agam, and with such

raniditv that a nearly continuous stream of water is forced through the

deliverv pipe. There being practically no moving parts m this pump,

wealTs^reduced to a minimum. The ^^^ig^ of suction varies some-

what according to the size of the pulsometer, but it should be from 6 ^
Trfeet with the small sizes that you will have to deal with; but the

actual total lift depends on the pressure of steam supplied
;
thus for lifts

from 20 to 40 feet the pressure of stenm should not be less than from

2oTo 30 lbs. per square inch, and for lifts from 40 to 80 feet not less

than 30 to 50 lbs. The pulsometer is well suited for raising water

from out-of-the-way places, as it occupies but little space ;
one that will

discharge 2,000 gallons per hour being only 23 inches high.

•rKentrifugal pump consists, as I dare say you know, of a series

of curved blades mounted on a spindle and made to revolve very

rapidly in a cast-iron case. The revolution of these blades produces

vacuum in the case, which, aided by the pressure of the atmos-

pheie brhigs np the water. For lifting a large quantity of water to a

Locate hSght the centrifugal pump is unsurpassed, but it has this

drawback as far as we are concerned ; it requires a b earn-engine to work

?t wSs the pulsometer only requires a steam-boiler. The design of

cenSngal pumps has been so greatly improved withm late years that

Zy will draw water from a depth of 25 f^et. and force it another 50

RO Lf • and if they are placed in series it is understood that water

can be forced up to 500 feet. I have not had any experience with such

pumps but I have seen here in Calcutta a series that is guaranteed by

''''r^^::::iZZ:iue ll^ti pumps always on the market and

no doubt it will cause you a great deal of confusion and—^^^^Jj
ascertain the best pump. The only advice I can givo you is firs and

foremost, avoid all patent motions of valves, cylinders, pumps, etc.
,

at
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present the best forms are those that have not been patented or whose
patents have expired. In the second place, take the engine which is

guaranteed to have the highest duty, and therefore the least coal con-
sumption. And, thirdly, do not take a pump by an unknown maker or
by a firm that will make you anything from a pin to a steam-hammer,
for pump-designing and manufacture is a speciality.

The Distkibution of Wateb.

We now come to what I consider to be the most important part of
these lectures, in so far as they deal with water-supply, and that is the
distribution of the water which gives us so much trouble to collect
-and purify And it will, 1 trust, be an interesting section of my
lectures, because many of you no doubt have got your daily supply of
water by one or other of the methods which I am proceeding to
describe

; ^
you have an example of one system in the water-supply that

is now laid on to this College.

All through these lectures you will have perhaps noticed that the
subjects could^ be divided into two classes—intermittent and constant.
I have explained to you the intermittent and constant systems of
purification, and you have seen how even the rainfall is intermittent
in 1;ropical countries and constant in temperate climates, and so it
is with the question of the distribution of water. In wells, tanks, and
rivers the supply is a constant one, because it can be drawn upon at any
time, but in large town supplies we can have either a constant supply
or an intermittent one

: in the former case the water is always available,
whereas in the latter the water is obtainable only at certain hours'
that is, while the pumps are at work. You have examples of the two
systems close at hand : in Calcutta water is only to be had for certain
hours in the morning, and again for a few hours during the afternoon,
whereas here in Howrah you can obtain water at any hour of the
day or night. When water-supply systems were first installedm England it was thought that less water would be used if it were
only made available at certain hours of the day. In supplies that were
pumped this, no doubt, was a convenience, because it prevented the
engines being kept under steam continuously, and it therefore saved
money for coal

; but the matter was carried still further, for even with
gravitation supplies from reservoirs the sluices were actuallv closed down
during certain hours of the day and night to prevent the water reaching
the consumers. But it never occurred to the projectors of these works
that it would tM suit the convenience of every consumer to take water
at the same hour, and the result was that tanks of cisterns had to be
constructed in every house which could be filled during the hours of
supply and then kept for drawing on at the convenience of the
mmatea. Tanks and cisterns are not things of beauty, and the result
was tnat they were erected in all sorts of odd places and corners,
and when the water-carriage system of removing sewaffe came into
vogue, the cisterns were made to serve a double purpose—that of sup-
plymg drinking and washing water and that of supplying water-closets
The result of this was the most insanitary practice of connecting
water-closets directly with the cisterns. This system of private cisterns
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or vats prevails in Calcutta, although care is taken that they shall not

?e conneotld with closets or la,trines. The experience of recent years

in Sand has amply proved that with a constant service of water

n conSon with a proper installation of what are known as waste-

water r^ete^ and to a careful and regular system of inspection

of honsTfittings. such as taps, etc., the consumption of water can

he reduced to^ne-half what it -^-.^^^^^l^^-X1^ th?ton!
nnrl with an uudouhted improvement in the health ot the oon-

BuLr Under the^ system taps are left constantly open

and as soon as the pumping engines cease working pressure is

reduced and the air rushes hack through the taps into the mains to

supply the plaxje of the water-air coming perhaps from a cistern

connected with a water-closet, or, as in many instances m Calcutta,

r coming from near a filthy house drain, the contents of which are

ever gT^ing oTh the foetid gases of putrefact^n. In this country

an intermittent system has another ohjeotion Many, m fact, I may

sav most of the consumers are poor people living^ m ^^^^^s

STab e to afford the cost of a cistern or vat m which to store

watr and a supply of water has to be kept in earthen

roiild tCmeaSe supply of water, hy some mishap, he lost, the hard-

trM^g man coS^^^ to his home after the hours when water is supphed

has to fes^rt to the nearest tank or well for the water necessary for his

eveninrmeal Nocareis taken as a rule of tanks or weUs in towns

where th^re are water-supplies, and e^^^^q^^^^ly
^^f.^^^L

L S it is not quite as bad as that,, they are
'^^^f L Z

'"tSt now explain how it is possiUe t, have «

without keeping th^e pumps couBUnay at w^rl. «Q-'^J^th" "^J'e

"° ^utrtCtrof ttericSi*TuppffwouV he loss than

£ ™ cost o! keeping the engines working agaiust a varying

^^^^^^^^

r^n\T:a\ traet»LyjH|iJ
?t'.°ra^Tr:nTanT: e^^^^^^^^

4-hes the
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masimura speed the better. But the conditions of demand of water
revent this completely, because the demand for water varies at different

ours of the day. As a rule, the greatest demand for water occurs for
four or five hours in the morning and again for three or four hours in the
afternoon or evening ; but water is required in between these periods,
and if we had io depend on engines alone, we should have to make
them work at full speed in the morning, at half or quarter speed during
the day, then full speed again in the afternoon, and then half or quarter
speed during the evening, and perhaps dead slow during the night.
Pumping would therefore have to be continuous throughout the twenty-
four hours, which would entail a very large engine-room staff, and the
consumption of coal would be out of all proportion to the power
developed, for the reasons that I have already stated, namely, that a
pumping engine only gives the most economical results when it is

being worked with a full load. I believe in some cases two different
sets of engines have been provided—one set to meet the heaviest
demand during the morning and afternoon, and the other to meet the
small demand; this is an economical arrangement as far as the working
of the engines goes, but it necessitates a very large initial outlay, which,
in this country at any rate, is a thing to be avoided. In the case of
the supply being derived from large tanks or reservoirs, no such arrange-
ment is necessary, for the supply, being due to gravitation, is necessarily
constant. It is not, however, always possible, more especially in this
country, to get natural or semi-natural reservoirs at such an elevation
as will enable us to make use of gravitation to force the water through
the distribution pipes, and so we have to design our works, at any rate
in the plains, so that the water shall be pumped up into an entirely
artificial reservoir, and then allow it to gravitate into the pipes from
which it can be drawn_ off by the consumer. Plate No. 9 gives the
style of reservoir that is usually designed for this purpose : it consists
of a circular wrought-iron covered tank supported on rolled joists resting
on a brick masonry pedestal. The reservoirs are usually calculated to
hold from one-third to half day's supply, but in my own practice
I prefer the larger size. In many of the reservoirs of this design brick
arches are substituted for the rolled joists to carry the bottom of the
tank, but unless the two annular rings settle exactly the same amount
these arches are likely to crack open, and, moreover, they are very
difficulty to bund. Instead of a flat bottom a spherical one is sometimes
provided for these tanks, and such a bottom requiring neither internal
stays nor supporting girders may be supported on a single row of
columns or piers or upon a tower. The only example of this design
that I know of in India is the one that was constructed some two
years ago at Umballa to hold 220,000 gallons ; it is 58 feet diameter,
and has a maximum depth of 19' 6* of water at the centre and 9' 6"
at the sides. The cost was Rs. 48,738. Although this reservoir has
been perfectly successful and has never given any trouble, I do not
think that it is a suitable design for this country on account of the
great care that has to be taken in getting all the plates of the spherical
bottom propeily bent to their correct shape, and further the weight
on the foundations is probably greater than would be safe in this part
of Bengal at any rate.
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Yet another design are the water4ower8 that have been recently

erected at Meerut, which consist of cyhndrical shells of W. I. plate

25' in diameTer and 34' high, supported on a masonry platform nsmg

onlv 5 feS above ground level. Meerut City is built on an artificial

S^und the h ghe^t part being some 40 feet above the general level of

Se country. The soil is so bad that it was impossible to bmld an ordinary

Sised Svoir in the City ; to have built one large enough to meet tae

mTxTmum demand with the pumps working continuously and only

deUvering the mean supply, -ould have, I ^ -f--ed
^-^'''J^^

or a lakh. Two towers, each holding lOO.OUU gallons, oniy cobu

Bs 30,000 so this desigu has at any rate the mer^ of cheapness and

simnlicitY but, I am afraid, it cannot be considered beautiful.

''l:S'service.reservoirs' are kept supplied
..^Ys^ntal

IZl' bi it is not aTarrangement that I favour much myself, because

?heTe is no room for the expansion of the works hereafter, and a com-

Srativ ly largeT^ ^«
^i^'^^^^'^^f ''l^ioh [he

Ces as mafy men as would be necessary for a system m which the

"'llhi'rl'ThfwS be aTappropriate opportunity for me to explain to

vou the Methods usually adopted for calculating the discharges through

J?nes bu^ in do n- so I am going to assume that you already know all

^T l f^! ?l.Pnrv°of the flow of water in pipes, what is the meaning of

W lost in f^ c^^^^^^^^^ boT the discharg? Fs affected by the hydrauhc

mean Tradien There are numerous formul^ ^^"^VYmean
f j generally accepted now that the Darcy

for cle': and incrustfd pipes'are th^ most reliable, because the

coTfficfent of discharge varies with the diameter and the roughness of

?L inTernal su^^^^^^ the pipe. The co-efficient is expressed m the

following terms, using English measures:—

Q __ — for clean pipes ... W

and Cr = ,

rusted pipes ... (ii)

-'^ottSrn^^^^^^^^^^^ ^ \e taken a mean

betweeronetoTand four .feet the average co-effioient bo^

yield results within the limits of sensible accuracy. The formula toi

the velocity of flow then becomes—

For clean pipes F = 55 y t
••• v^w

„ rusted „ F = 39 ^TT - (^^)

i being the slope of the hydraulic mean gradient.
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I have seen it stated that with the comparatively soft water of

Bengal it is never necessary to make any allowance for incrusted or
rusted pipes. I find, however, that the water supplied to Howrah and
that which will be supplied to Berhampore is every bit as hard as that
of London water. By using the formulae for rusted pipes you also make
allowances for losses of head at bends, elbows, etc., and for any unfore-
seen increase in the population, and in this latter connection I recently
had a conversation with that eminent hydraulic engineer, Professor W.
Cawthorne Unwin, on the subject, and he strongly advised the use of
the formulae for rusted pipes, and you cannot do better than follow that
advice. For all pipes under twelve inches diameter a separate co-
efficient must be used in the formula :

—

v= j/Ai

or if Q = the discharge in cubic feet per second,
h = loss of head in frictioD in feet,

/ = the length of the pipe in feet.

Then Q = 0-39 \/
1 m

and h =

where Or has the following values :

—

0-l5C«
T

... (v)

... (vi)

Diameter. Diameter. Diameter. Diameter.

Inches.

1
3
3
4

1

46-18

62 41
5657
59-64

61-98

Inches.

•••4

2

2\

2f

63-83
65-33
66-68
67-61
68-50

1

Inches.

3
4'

6
6

;7

69-29

71-57
73-03
74-08
74-84

Inches.

8

9
10
11

75-43
75-90
76-28
76-60

For pipes ranging between 1 foot and 4 feet the equations giving
the discharge and the head lost in friction will be

—

Q = 30 l/^ ... (vii)

... (viii)

These are the formulae that I always use, and I have always found
them very accurate

; for instance, on two occasions the observed
discharges of the 4-inoh main supplying the town of Darjeeling, which
IS upwards of 4 miles long, were 6,988 and 6,088 gallons per hour
respectively, and the discharge calculated by the above formulae is
5,962 gallons per hour. On another occasion the observed discharge of a
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pipe was 4,084 gallons per hour as against 4,118 gallons calculated

X^mT^Sum velocity of flow in the largest class of pipes^^^^JH*

threefeerper second, but unless there is plenty of power a^ailahle xt xs

tnree lee^ t" '
iQ„i|;y exceeds two ieet per second, wnen

::lrt BureM I&m^s you ^'^^ ^-^^f^^^^-^^IIZTZ
^^7tL mama suBplyino- tlie serv oe ressrvoirs it will be cheaper to

We » Ze mS of large diameter and a smaU engine, or a large

tave a pipe °" '
j » j^^, lormulie have teen proposed for

engine and a small main ,
Taiious i

ciroumBtaoces
the most economical arrangement, Irat there are so many t-ii

„,t„al

to bHonsidered that the only way to solve the problem is by actual

"°wfnowtve°to consider the metbod of distributing the water »1-

to their houses. Then it may so ^^PP/.^.^^^J^^f ^Hle at others

Btandposts and taps are discharging at the same tip^^,
J^l"^

•

friction. The minimum diameter of oast-iron piping
'J^^_,»»"fj

^

Wt Xstribution systems is 3 inches; for Xr^b^^^^

'''"Nol'i'nThe'tse of a oonstaQt service anotber element ha».to be

intrSed Sto our calculation,, and tbat is the maximum beigbt to

IS a reservoir can safely be built As far as fP»'7 8°^^^™

TAX: rer'irto^rdelivered at ^^^^tf.^^'Zt
from the reservoir or the pumps,

Jthe floo? of the

through the distribution piping will bo the height ot tne nooi
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reservoir above ground level less 10 feet, and this height divided by
the length of the distribution main (omitting the branches) will give
you the hydraulic mean gradient of the distribution main ; if this is

less than 2 or 3 per 1,000 in pipes below 6", and 4 or 5 per 1,0UU in
pipes above, then a second reservoir must be provided. A very ready
method of designing pipe lines for approximate estimates is given below.
The total length of distribution piping is scaled off the plan, and
from this we can ascertain the discharge per 1,000 feet of the distribu-
tion piping. Then measure the length of the main distribution pipe
as before from the map, and you will be able to ascertain the hydraulic
mean gradient. The statement given below should be carefully worked
out with the map of pipe lines given in plate No. 10 :

—

BHADEESWAE. Eeseevoib No. 6.

South Disteict.

Fopulation = 10,000, 'Daily supply per head Total length of distribution piping
= 10 'gallons. = 20,295 feet.

Half daily supply in 4 hours = ''"'^^V"
Discharge of distribution piping

= 12,500 gallons per P^^ ^'000 feet = §^=616 gal-

hour. Ions per hour.
Mean hydraulic gradient = 3'5

per 1,000.

Name of Street. Main, Branch. Discharge in gallons
per hour.

Diameter •"

of
pipe.

Grand Trunk Boad
Ditto

1,800
260

1,109
1.109 + 160 = 1,269

3"
4"

Sirkar Sagan Lane 660 407 3"

Grand Trunk Koad 2S0 1,269 + 407 + 154 = 1,830 .„. 4"

Majherpara Lane 300 185 3"

Grand Trunk Boad ...

Ditto
600

1,840

1,830 + 185 + 370 = 2,385 ...

2,385 + 825 = 3,210

4"
5"

Station Boad
Hhattacharjeepara Lane ...

Bsissyapara Lane
Ditto

680
1,120
150
680

358
353 + 690 = 1,048
1,048 + 92 = 1,140
1,140 + 419 = 1,559

8"
8"
3"
4"

Grand Trunk Boad , 2,360 3,210 + 1,559 + 1,454 =6,223 6"

Shitola Lane
Baruipara Lane
Brahmanpara Lane ,

Nuotan Bati Lane
Patrapara Lane

• ••

870
1,280
160
830
660

228
228 + 788 = 1,016
1,016 + 99 = 1,115
1,115 + 511 = 1,626
1,6S!6 + 407 = 2,033 ...

8"
3"
3"
4"
4"

Grand Trunk Road ,.

Total

400 6,223 + 2,033 + 246 = 8,602 7"

7,010 6,790

Head lost in friction = 3'5 x 7'01 = 24*5 feet.

a 8
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NoETH DiSTEICT*

Name of Street. Main. Branch.
DiBchar(?es in gallong

per hour.

X/iain <3 iiDi

of
pipe.

Kamarpara Lane ... ...

Ditto ditto

Ditto ditto

B80
1.250
2,050
1,900

357
357 + 770 = 1,127

1,127 + 1,263 = 2,390

2,390 + 1,170 = 3,560

3"
3'
4"
5"

Grand Trunk Road
540

j
333

3"

Grand Trunk Road
Ditto

Total

590
1,730

3,560 + 3.33 + 3«3 =4,256 ...

4,256 + 450 = 4,706

5"
6" .

7.100 540

Head lost in Iriction = S'5 x 7-1 = 24-85 feet.

The pipe lines have been divided into two ^istnots and it jill be

seen that the pipe running along the Grand Trunk Road m the district

«n!ini of the reservoir is the longest, and therefore should be taken as

^mSn Th b7drauHog 3'5per 1,000, and the discharge of a

"pipe with tL gradient is 1,136 gaUons per hour, but the dischar^^^

of the distribution piping is 616 gallons per hour per I'^^O feet so t^a^

1125 wiUbe the length of 3-inch pipe that can be laid ;
the rest of the road up

to\he junction with Sirkar Bagan Lane mustbe laid with a 4-mch pipe

The length of this lane is only 660 feet, and so only gallons per

imir is required for the supply of this lane, and a 3-inch pipe is quite big

enough Sing back again' to the Grand Trunk Road, the pipe now

has to carry 1,269 + 407= 1,676 gallons per hour, plus an a owance of

616 X 250 __ 3^54 gallofls per hour for its own length, or 1,830 gallons in all.

7&oh pipe with an hydraulic mean gradient of
_

3-5 per 1,000 will

^9 ^.4 srallons per hour, and so a pipe of this size will suit. And so

'
Jnn'^fofgradually working up to the reservoir. Strictly speaking.

rhlmefhorisTot absolutely co^e^tfor branches, and it makes the pipes

rn he^ too large, because no allowance is made for the gradual rise on the

hvdSut^S gradient towards the reservoir. The true hydrauhc mean
^ ^^W ^n Sirkar Bagan Lane is the head in the mam at the point of
gradient in oir^ai j^tiguu

., i. . 2.o6ox 3-6xi.ooo _ in-Q

function divided by the length of the lane, that is, -rmim- -

r^pr 1 000 Similarly, for the branch beginning ia Shitola Lane, tlie

P ' ' J- i. •„ 6.010 X 3T, X i.ouo _ 7.A 1.000. and conse-
hvdraulic mean gradient is

i.ooo x 3,300 - ^ 0 per auu u

,onfW 500 feet 3-inch piping might have been substituted for the

"1 iL^thof 4-inch piping But the method I have shown you 13

'T« neaf enough or^ Approximate estimates. When the detailed

Smates come to^be made out you would have to calculate out carefully

+>ifl hvdraulic mean gradient of each mam and branch.
,

*
Vou will observe on tlie plan that the full lines which maicate the

plpe'li^erwhoso sizes and discharges have been calculated ui the manner
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I have just explained to you are joined together in many cases by
dotted lines

; these dotted lines indicate the extra piping that should
be laid down so as to promote the circulation of the water through the
system, and thus avoid what are known as " dead ends," that is to
say, the ends of pipe lines in which the water is dead or has no flow.
Water that collects in "dead ends" is liable to become very unwhole-
some, and so they should be avoided as far as possible. If the end of.

the pipe-line is in a populous quarter, a standpost may be provided so
that the water may be drawn off through it. If a stand-post can-
not be erected, or if erected, remains unused, what is known as a
scour-valve must be provided, so as to discharge a small quantity of
the water at least every other day into the nearest drain or nala. The
best plan of all, though, is to connect the " dead end" of one line of
piping with that of another ; it adds slightly to the cost of the pipes,
but it is by far the most satisfactory way of getting over the difficulty.

In the matter of designing extensions for existing water-supply-
systems, you must first of all ascertain, by means of a pressure-gauge,
the average pressure during the hours of greatest demand in the
distribution main from which the extension is required ; this is usually
done by screwing the pressure-gauge on to the stand-post nearest to the
proposed extension. From the average observed pressure you must
deduct 10 feet for the residual head, which is always desirable, and the
remainder^ will be the pressure available for forcing the water through
the extension.

Now, as regards the thickness of the cast-iron pipes, you will find in
all the text-books on the subject formulae from which you can, if you
have the time, calculate out the thickness of the pipes, and conse-
quently their weights. But this takes time, and unless you have plenty
to spare I should advise you to refer to the makers' catalogues and find
what sizes and weights of pipes are to be had to withstand certain
pressures, which are usually double the working pressures. Cast-iron
pipes can now be had varying by -g'j inch in thickness. Pipes from
3 inches to 12 inches in length are usually 9 feet long, exclusive of the
socket, and from 1 2 inches upwards, 12 feet long. For ordinary pipe lines
pipes with turned and bored joints have been found to be about the most
convenient, but for suction pipes flanged pipes must be used, so
that one pipe can be disconnected from the rest whenever necessary.
In the former class of joints it is usual to make every tenth joint with
lead, but every one of the latter has to be most carefully made with
lead wire.

For turning round corners in the pipe line " bends " are provided,
designated as a " quarter," "eighth" or sixteenth" "bends, " according
to whether its circumference passes through the quarter, eighth or sixteenth
of a circle. With pipes of small diameters, say up to 12 inches, all bends
must be carefully leaded, but for pipes above that diameter, not only
must the joints of the bends be leaded, but the bends themselves should
be set m concrete, so as to prevent the thrust of the water, due to the
change in direction of the motion, drawing the bend out of its joint.
With very large pipes the thrust is so great that in addition to the
concrete the pipes have to be anchored with large wrought-iron bolts
on to the straight portions of the pipe line. For branches taking oif
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at rlRht angles to the pipe line -special '' pipes are made, ordinarily

known as T pieces, their name explaining their shape.

Thfl Loessories of a system of distribution pipes are (1) the sluice or

stop valver 2 Te s^^^^^^^ (3) the air-valves, (4) the relief-valves

fsUhe reflux-valves, but the time at my disposal wil not permit me to

Ixplain these details' I must refer you to te.t-books on water-works

"""^Now ""fs regards the standposts from which the water is actually

dra^ there a^'e numerous patterns to be ^^ad .^^^ ^ have come to the

conclusion that the Glenfield pattern is by far the best. In t^i^ pattern,

in order to cause the water to flow, a knob must be
^^f^J^ JJ,

^^^^^

turned until sufficient water is drawn, because if it is let go a balance-

Sft insiL t^ standpost causes the spindle to revolve, and so shut

off the wateT The push-cock pattern of tap is not very satisfactory,

because piece" of bamboo can be^edged in between the push and th

casino thus causing the tap to run continuously, or it can be kept

onen by tying a pie?e of string round the post with a small stone ]«st

TtoD of tKsh. As a rule the tap should not be more than \ moh& with heavy pressures ^1^^ water comes out o t^^^^^^^^

volume from a tap of larger diameter, or, m the case o± low pressure, ii

tL^nlLarl possible to the water-vessel, and it further prevents people

'""^ten'tle'owt of . house desire, to b-e"r laid ou to

"T'Ti iLirrcSrrtrdiSt^; 7it .Aiti
r Lwed Xo tChoL The water is takenlrom the main, m

ferrule IS Boreweclmron^^
galvanized or coated with a special prepara-mmmmi
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be placed as close to the outside of the premises as possible, so that the

supply may be turned off whenever necessary. In my opinion all

water for house-connections should be sold by meter, that is to say, only
.

the actual quantity of water taken should be paid for, at so much per

1,000 gallons.

I think perhaps it may be of assistance to you if I give you a sample

form of general specifications for the works that I have described to

you. I have made use of the following specifications, modified, of

course, to suit various conditions, for some years now, and they have

always been the means of producing satisfactory work :

—

GENEEAL SPECIFICATIONS.

1. All materials supplied and all works executed under this contract will

be subject to the approval of the Engineer.

2. The sites of the head-works and the elevated reservoir will be handed

over to the contractor as they stand, and the cost of clearing the ground for

building operations must be borne by the contractor. The cost of all tempo-

rary land required for stacking materials, cutting earth, etc., etc., will be borne

by the contractor. When the worts are completed, the contractor will clear

away all surplus and unused materials, brick, rubbish, etc., free of cost. The

tender to include a kutcha-pucka wall with lime pointing, lime plaster coping,

and one pair of iron entrance gates, round the site of the pumping-station.

3. TJnless otherwise specified, all materials are to be of the best quality :—

Bricks—To be sound, hard, well-burnt, of good shape and uniform colour,

and to measure 10" X 5" X 3".

Lime—To be obtained by burning clean kunkur in properly constructed

kilns at the site of the work. All lime to be ground in a patent

pulveriser. No lime that has been burnt for more than 14 days

is to be used in the works.

SurM—To be made from well-burnt but not vitrified brick-bats, and to be

perfectly clean and free from foreign matter. The brick-bats

to be broken to pass through a ring 1^ inch in diameter, and

to be ground up in a steam mortar-mill.

Sand—To be sharp, clean, river sand, rather coarse than fine, perfectly

free from all admixture of earth or other matter.

Shoa—To be made frora good sound hard brickbats and to pass through

a ring 1| inch in diameter ; on no account are vitrified brickbata

to be used for this purpose.

Portland Cement—Only the best English Portland cement to be used,

and the contractor must state the name of the maker and the

date of importation into India, but no cement that has been

landed in India more than three months will be allowed to be

used.

4. All concrete in these works to be composed of 100 parts of khoa, 20

parts of lime, and 40 parts of surki, of the qualities specified in paragraph 3

;

the khoa to be soaked in water for at least four hours before mixing. All the

materials composing the concrete are to be thoroughly mixed in the dry state,

and are to be turned over at least three times. Only sufficient water is to be

used as will suffice to keep the materials damp. The concrete to be laid m
courses of not more than six inches in thickness, and each course to be well

rammed and consolidated with rammers weighing not less than 12 lbs. ;
while

the concrete is being rammed, it should be sprinkled with water and kept

constantly damp. .

5. Lime mortar to consist of one part of lime and two parts of surki, ot the

qualities specified in paragraph 3. All lime mortar to be ground and mixed in

steam mortar mill.
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6. Cement mortar to consist of one part of Portland cement aiid two parts

of sand, of the qualities specified in paragraph 3.
^ c t •

,

7 Unless otherwise specified, all brick masonry is to consist of bricks, as

STJecified in paragraph 3, laid in lime mortar, as specified m paragraph 5. Iho

boDd used shall be English, and no more half-bricks or brick-bats shall be used

than are necessary to complete the bond. In wal s more than three feet thick

20 per cent, of half and three-quarter bricks may be used. No bricks to be used

until they have been thoroughly soaked in clear water for at least two hours, and

all masonry in progress is to be kept constantly moist.
^ , ^ .„

8. Cement plaster is to consist of one part of Portland cement and two parts

of sand, as specified in paragraph 3.
-g a • „>o^i, q

9 Sand plaster to consist of lime and sand as specified in paragraph d,

in the propurtions of one and-a-half parts of lime and two of sand.

10. All pointing is to be rule pointing, unless otherwise specified
;
the

ioints to be raked out to a depth of half an inch and filled flush with lime

mortar, consisting of equal parts of lime and surki, carefully ground and strained

-11. All reduced levels shown on the drawings are referred to a datum which

is feet above mean sea-level. The contractor will fix a permanent bench-

mark at the head-works, so as to enable any Engineer, deputed to inspect or

•supervise the work, to easily check the levels ot work m progress.

I-^. Tke intake.-The intake is to be built strictly in accordance with tl.e

drawing. The river end of the pipe is to be provided with a cast-iron strainer

the aggregate area of the holes in which must be at least three times the area of

the pipe. Where the pipe passes thi-ough the sides of the pump well or of the

manholes, relieving arches must be built round it in order to take off as much

pressure as possible. Step irons to be provided in the manholes to facilitate

descent
''^^^^'g^^"*'

^^^^^ _TKese are to le constructed strictly in accordance wi1^

the drawings. All trees and jungle and their roots must be entirely removed

from the site of the tanks, and the ground on which t^^e.^^fl" „f«
*°

.^tructed is to be thoroughly dug up and examined for a depth of two P.d

all roots of trees, remains of brick buildings, etc., etc., entirely removed. Before

?he new bnnks a^e constructed, this loosened earth must be thoroughly rammed

and flooded with water to a depth of six inches for at least 24 hours. The earth

for the embankments to be thrown up in layers not exceeding six mches m
JSckness and each layer is to be thoroughly consol:dated with -ron rammers or

-heavy rollers; every alternate layer is to be thoroughly well flooded with wat^r

to a depth of at least six inches for not less than 24 honrs. Care shou d be

taken that all clods and large pieces of earth «re entirely broken up. l^e slopes

where not covered with masonry to be carefully dressed and turfed with good

"^^thTwirs are to be built strictly in accordance with the drawing; the

foundation pits are to be dug with vertical sides, ot the exact dimensions of the

concrete ; before the concrete work is commenced, the foundation to be carefully

examined with a crow-bar for soft places.
, , , i,- i

The water will be drawn off fi-om each tank through a wrought-iron reyolv-

ingpipe; the end of the elbow-pipe and the inner surface of the gland to be

fafed with gun-metal. The centre piece or trunmon to be cast on the elbow-pipe

and to™ in a cast-iron plummer block with gun-metal bearing il^e mouth

of the pipe to be covered with a galvanized-wire strainer. 5 meshes to an inch A
£llow fl?at of galvanized sheet-iron, made watertight with all arms aad a tach-

meX for suspending the mouth of the pipe at the required depth to be

^""^'t^ilter.heds and oleavwater reservoir.-The filter-beds and the clear-

water reservoir aretobo constructed strictly m accordance with the drawings. The

foundation trenches to be cut to the exact size of the concrete, and before any con-

Crete is laid in the trenches they must be carefully exammed for soft places with

a crow bar All concrete, brick masonry and other kinds of work to be earned

out al s .ecified Tn paragraphs 4 to 10. The floor of the clear-water reservoir

.s not trbe construl^ted'until the centres carrying
f'- -^^t^^/^t^X flr

struck and the earth-filling completed, but spaces mu^t be left so that the^floor

may be bonded into the side walls; similarly, the floors of the filter-beds are
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not to be constructed until the side walls ol the filter-beds are entirely completed
and bonded into those of the clear-water reservoir, and the floors must be
bonded into the side walls.

The inside of the main drain to be plastered with ^" cement plaster as specified

in paragraph 8. The brick drains are to be constructed in the usual manner,
and a special projection or fillet is to be built near the foot of the side walls, so

as to provide an air passage beteen the ends of the drains and the ventilators.

The filtering material will consist of

—

3" pebbles averaging |'' diameter.
6" coarse sand similar to Magra sand.

24'' fine sand.

The filtering material to be thoroughly washed in filtered water before being
placed finally in the filters.

Eelieving arches are to be built over all pipes passing through the walls, and
the pipes are not to be fixed in position until the main body of the masonry is

completed. The inside faces of the side walls and of the filter-beds and the
interiors of the filtration wells to be sand-plastered, as specified in paragraph 9.

The interior faces of the walls, the floor, and all sluices and pipes in the filtra-

tion wells to be painted with white silicate paint.

Gauges having their zeros at the floors of the filter-beds to be painted on
the walls of the filter-beds and filtration wells. Moating gauges to be provided
for the filtration wells, so that the filtration bead may be observed without
removing the cast-iron covers of the wells ; a floating gauge is also to be provid-
ed for the clear-water reservoir.

The four manholes provided in the clear-water reservoir to be lined with
white Eaniganj glazed tiles or bricks, and they are to be covered with stone
slabs set in lime mortar.

The earth-filling over the clear-water reservoir to be carefully dressed and
turfed with dkub grass, and sufficient slope is to be given to the surface to
prevent rain-water lodging or draining into the filter-beds.

16. Sand-ioashing pit.—The sand-wasbing pit is to be constructed strictly
in accordance with the drawing and of the materials, and in the manner specified
in paragraphs 3 to 10.

16. Elevated reservoir.—The elevated reservoir is to be built strictly in
accordance with the drawings. The pedestal is to be constructed of the materials
and in the manner specified in paragraphs 3 to 10. All wrought-iron in the
structure to be well and cleanly rolled to the full sections shown in the drawings,
and free from scales, blisters, laminations, cracked edges and defects of every
sort. The shell of the reservoir is to be the best boiler-work. Eivet-holes may
be drilled or punched at the option of the contractor, and the sizes and pitches
of the rivets are to be those recommended by Unwin in " Machine Design,"
pages 117-118. For the sides of the tank, all joints are to be butt-jointed
with double cover-plates, the horizontal joints to be single-riretted, and the
vertical joints double-rivetted. The iron plates in the roof and ventilator to be
lap-jointed and single-rivetted.

Where the ironwork of the shell is supported on masonry, asphalte |" in
thickness is to be laid between the masoniy and the iroawork.

Sufficient slope is to be given to the floor of the reservoir, so that water will
flow readily towards the sludge-pipe.

The interior of the tank to be coated with two coats of Dr. Angus- Smith's
composition, applied hot. All exterior ironwork to be carefully painted with
two coats of stone-colour paint, laid over a coat of boiling linseed oil and a coat
of priming, but before any ironwork is painted, it must be thoroughly cleaned
and scrubbed with wire brushes, so as to remove all rust. A floating gauge,
showing on an exterior gauge the depth of water in the reservoir, to be provided,
as also an exterior staircase, and the necessary wrought-iron ladders for obtain-
ing an entrance to the interior of the reservoir.

The spaces between the outside row of pillars to be filled with an ornamental
wrought or cast-iron railing four feet high. A marble memorial tablet, with a
suitable inscription recording the name of the donor of the water- works, etc.
to be provided and Bxcd in a suitable position on the pedestal.
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17 maines, pumps and boilers.-The undltered water has to be Ufted

i£ pip w'StuffiL'^e^s.|4o,|rfIsetUmg tonus. P.
,J j the «ii?me.house. The lender for the

plopgmg IS
;„°i,,j„ the suction pipe in diameter mtli the

^°»YS'.in« Inr'rwrVSSntarresi'^ to carry the .notion pipe,

usual •, „ouBht-iron ladders to enable the suction pipe, fump.
pnmp-Talves, etc., ana ."""BS?,'' |„„.,t t-o™ water-level in the riTcr is

anrfte crets of ti^^^^^^^

the unfiltered wal«r-ongu.o is r»V>''«J '» t£Teyel o£ thi pump.valTes mast

«br*''°thtrd°=;lti^1%itSeo^^^^^ ^
feet^aho^e the lowest

^I'^Sana the A""' *-S%YubVL dnpliSr—h he capable
The filtered

"•''"f
S'^"/?;

'''"hours agaSst a Lai h^ad, including suction,

"J^nS» The su«efr^ Z^'XST'tX^r. T^S
SetiTat;'rServ^? .t""'" aCe diutU a. before noted, the Hoor of the

sipply and dram .mngements , fl^.y a^^^
ieel.plates fl«d ^ith hrass

srrat?fc»apd Z^^^^

-'S'li'gines to t::irS'anTS|!°Sl' SfothS'fiSts
eators, indicators mth ^'^ Ĵf^rS
that are necessary and usually P»™«' I .prided for worWng both the

of engines. Separate ^efi-Vfe i^nserto be of efficient type, and all steam

air aJd boiler f'^i-f^f'P'-
.

'J.'SS^s^l^^^^ same to be properly arranged.

itZ^Sf^^^ri^^^t^S^'^rfS^S of water

obtain.'a by the plant in
hoth the suction and delivery.sides.

^e'^lteS«^\ o
£1^^^^^^^^^

suction-pipes inside
fjf ^^'li^ the vacuum-vessels to be provided

ratus for keeping up ^^PP'?
^^^^^^^^^ be provided for the suction-pipes Pres.

with sniftmg valves, ^^eaniejectors w u
deliverv-pipes, and a Bristol s

Ture-gaugesSo be P--f ^^^^^^ the filtered water

Eecording Pressure-Gauge to be provmea
f^r access to the pump-

xnain delivery-pipe. ^3^%^^^^^^^^^^ to ensure their making

IhlL'fun'^trXTd Wer^^
^^^^^ate travel of the

;ScSSnoUhe number of s^ ,,,traetor

^ ftoT Tfa^Vovti ntS -d wear. The price of

may consider to be a
tf^^J^j' ^^^i/^^^ that of the engines.

^^^TlKpTrnside'th^^n^
part of the contract. A suitable

clock for the enpine-room to be pr"^^^^^^
ongine-room maclunery,

20. A traveller, capable of h^^^^^^^
^^1^^, A detailed

^winrrtMSSd^ rthft li::
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21. The finish o£ the engines and pumps must be the best of its kind, all

working parts being accurately machined, fair, square, and in line. Each part of

the engines and pumps must be centred or have its exact position defined by-

turned ''grummets or planed edges, and not be dependent on the fixing bolts or on

steady pins for that purpose. The engine shall be a bright engine in every

respect, having all parts exposed to view, got up " bright," which are usually

BO finished by the best makers of water-works engines, and those parts not

finished bright shall be carefully rubbed smooth and painted with two coats of

good oil before shipment, and after erection painted with three coats of good oil-

paint of an approved colour and two coats of copal varnish.

22. The boilers to be made of mild steel and tested according to the English

Board of Trade Eules, allowing a factor of safety of 5. The boilers to be two

in number, but each boiler to be capable of supplying sufficient steam for

working the unfiltered and one filtered water-engine. The furnaces to be of

dimensions suitable for burning Indian coal, which may be taken as two-thirds the

efficiency of good Newcastle coal. The main steam-pipes to_ be carefully covered

with, non-conducting material and provided with expansion joints and the neces-

sary stop-valves. Tenderers to state the height and area of chimney they

consider necessary for the boilers.
^

23. Tenders to include delivery and erection at the site oi the pumping

svation and maintenance for twelve months from the date of pumping water into

the town ; the cost of maintenance, which should be shown separately, to include

the cost of coal, stores and labour necessary to run the engines, and it should be

shown separately from the cost of the plant. The Engineer will also expect a

guarantee against breakdowns in ordinary working for three years from the

termination of the period of maintenance. Each tender to be accompanied by

a fuU detailed specification and drawings, sufficiently illustrating the same. One
set of exact tracings on cloth of all the working drawines to be supplied to

the Engineer.

24. Payment for the engmes and boilers will be made thus :

—

Sixty per cent, on the engines, etc., etc., being delivered at site of works.

Thirty per cent, after erection and being worked satisfactorily under steam

for eight hours continuously.

Ten per cent, at the close of the period of maintenance referred to in

paragraph 23.

25. Pipet and sluices.—The pipes are fo have turned and bored joints,

with a taper of 1 in 40, universally applicable tp all pipes of the same size.

Provision to be made in all pipes for an external lead joint, and a groove is to be

cast in each socket to prevent the lead coming out ; lead joints, however, only

to be used in bad ground and in curves in the pipe lines.

All the straight pipes mentioned in the above schedule must be cast in

England or Scotland ; bends, specials and irregular castings may be cast in

India, but in either case the name of the maker must be quoted in the tender.

The pipes to be cast vertically in diy sand-moulds with the sockets down-

wards. They are to be of uniform thickness of metal throughout, free from

scoriae, sand- holes, air bubbles, cold-shuts, laps, washes and other imperfections

of casting, and shall be truly cylindrical in the base, straight in the axis, smooth

within and without, internally of the full specified diameter, and they shall have

their inner and outer surfaces perfectly concentric.

The metal shall be made from mine-pig, without the admixture of cinder-iron

or other inferior metal, and shall be stout, tough, close-grained, and shall be

re-melted in the cupola-

Bends, specials and other irregular castings must not be of greater thickness

than the straight pipes
;
every care to be talien that these pipes shall make a

perfect joint with the straight pipes and other castings with which they may be

intended to connect.

When the radius of a curve in the pipe line is less than 480 feet, special

bend pipes must be used. On the main between the pumping station and the

elevated reservoir, when special bend-pipes have to be used, they must be

anchored in blocks of concrete, and in the case of quarter bends, anchor bolts

must also be used.
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All pipes to bo careM)/ coated internally and externally witli anti-corrosive

composition, according to Dr. R. Angus-Smith's process. The coating to be

applied to the pipes wliile they are at a proper heat, and as scon as possible ahter

they are cast, and before any rust sets in,
, 2. t f ^„+„„

All pipes to be tested by hydi'ostatic pressure, equal to a column of water

^00 feet in height, and whilst subject to such pressure, to be repeatedly struck

all over with a hammer 5 lbs in weight, to discover whether there be any defects

in them. The testing to be done at the foundry at the contractor a expense.

Each pipe, bend, special, and irregular casting to have cast upon it the

letters and the figures 1897 in Roman letters and numerals H inches high; also

the thickness of the pipe in numerals 1 inch high; all letters and numerals to be

i inch projection. . . ,

The permitted deviation in weight and dimensions is 2 per cent.

The total lengths of pipes given in the report are Delieved to be correct,

but the Engineer can accept no responsibility in respect of this.

The tops of pipes not, to be less than 2' 6" below the road surface and

before the pipes are laid the spigots and sockets must be cleaned with iron bushes

""*26^"siuice-valves to be of the most approved manufacture, with gun-metal

spindles, nuts and faces. Each sluice-valve to be tested by hydrostatic pressure,

equal to a column of water 300 feet high. In testing the double-faced valves,

each side to be tested.
_ •.v „„ „

Stop-valves are to be provided at all depressions in the pipe hues with scour-

valves on each side of them; the necessary branches for carrying off the water

into the nearest di-ainage channel to be provided. Air-valves to be fixed at all

summits of the pipe Unes and provided with air-pipes where necessary.

All valves to be right handed, that is to say, the lever or arm is to follow the

hands of a watch when the sluice is being closed.

The reflux-valves to be fitted with a number of small fiap-valyes, tbe

aggregate area of which must be H times that of the main pipe on which the

reflux-valve is fitted. Ample manhole area to be provided for the proper

examino lion of the flap-valves.
t . u 1. „

27 All street stand-posts to be of approved pattern ; all cocks to be strong

and self-closing, no brass work is to be used externally, and no la.d wo,k mter-

nallv Two pressure gauues to be provided tor takmg pressures at stand-posts.

Stand-posts to be fixed on masonry platforms, and proper provision is to be made

for draining the platform and contiguous road and foot-path.

28. The water-meters on the main pipe Hues to be provided m duplicate

with the necessary sluices, bye-pass and mud-boxes.

2« The pipe lines, &c., to be maintained, and all defects made good at the

expense of the contractor, for a period of twelve months, dating from the time

water is pumped into the mains by the new engines.
^ , ^ , ,,

30 The sludge drain to be of Ranigajij pipes of the diameters shown on tho

site-p^an and laid on concrete ; the pipes to have cement ]omts. Suitable manholes

with cast-iron gratings to be provided at all changes of direction and diameter.

81. Housfs for %stablishmont.-These are to be built strictly m accordance

with the drawings and with the specifications m force in the Public Works

^^"^st^The contractor whose tender is accepted will be required to maintain the

works in running order for a period of twelvemonths, commencing from the date

the engines first pump water continuously into the elevated reservoir
;
the con-

tractor will supply all labour and material necessary to maintain tho works,

and the cost of this maintenance to be shown separately from the cost of the works

in the tender.
^^^^ ^^^^ drawings, showing the works as acLually executed,

to be provided by the contractor, whose tender is accepted, before the final pay-

ment is made.

And now, gentlemen, as far as time has permitted, I think I have

brought to your notice most of the points of water-supply that

demand your attention. I have taken you to its original source, the
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sea ; then we have come and found it as it appears on the land again

as rain, and issues from the earth in the form of springs and rivers.

Then I have shown you how it has to be examined for quality and

quantity, and if these enquiries prove satisfactory, how it can be

collected, purified, and then distributed to the consumer. This one

subject of water-supply has taken up a great deal of our time, but this

is not a matter of regret, seeing what an absolute necessity for the

welfare of the human race good water is. This course of lectures

is now drawing to a conclusion, and I have still to address you on

three other subjects, which, however, are of a much simpler character

than the one that has now been brought to a conclusion. 1 find that

in Mr. Jones' book on sanitary engineering 200 pages are devoted to

water-supply, 8 to surface drainage, 38 to conservancy, and 10 to

roads, or, in other words, water-supply takes four times as long to

explain as all other subjects put together.

DEAINAGE.

I explained to you in my first lecture the reasons I had for consider-

ing that a wholesome water-supply was of great importance for the

welfare of the community, and I pointed out that we cannot sleep and
live either in damp houses, or in dry houses with damp surroundings,

without our healths being impaired, and that therefore an efficient

drainage system must form part of our sanitary scheme. In most, in

fact I may say in all, text-books on the subject, the word drainage is

used with reference to the conveyance and removal of rain-water, and
the liquid wastes of houses by means of underground pipes or channels,

a drain being defined in the English Public Health Act, 1875, as
" any drain of, and used for the drainage of, one building only, or pre-

mises within the same curtilage, and made merely for the purpose of

communicating therefrom with a cesspool or other like receptacle for

drainage; or with a sewer into which the drainage of two or more
buildings or premises occupied by different persons is conveyed."

In this country, however, where sewered cities are the exception,

drainage means practically the removal of liquids, whether resulting

from rain or household wastes, in channels cut or laid nearly on
the surface of the ground ; these channels are called surface-drains,

but generally drains for short. It is on this Indian interpretation

of the word drain that I shall base my remarks, because time will not

permit of my addressing you on the somewhat intricate subject of

sewerage, and moreover questions of surface drainage will have to be

decided wherever your work may take you, whereas you are only

likely to have to deal with underground sewers in the Presidency

towns like Calcutta, Bombay, or Madras. For all questions of house-

drainage and sewerage, I must refer jou to such a book as " Sanitary

Engineering" by Colonel C. E. S. Moore, b.e. ; it has only just been

published, and will no doubt supply a long-felt want, as Mr. Baldwin
Latham^s classical work on the same subject has long been out of print

and unobtainable.
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Now let US consider for a minute the necessity and evolution of

surface drains in a town or village. The question of the drainage of

large tracts of country or agricultural drainage need not enter into our

calculations at all, for it is based on entirely different data. In small

villages or collections of huts no special arrangements have to be made

for carrying ofi the rain that falls, because most of it soaks into the

ground, while the balance goes off_ as quickly as may be to help to

swell the volume of the main dramage channel of the district, ihe

inhabitants of a village thrive and prosper, and the necessity for addi-

tional houses springs up. Now m all villages m the plams the village

road or as it Bometimes is merely a footpath, is generally to be found on

the highest land, for the simple reason that the users like to walk dry-

shod for as long as possible during the rainy season Owners of houses

and shops find it more convenient and lucrative to be close to a road or

path that is much frequented, and consequentl^y the additional houses

Required by the increasing population wiU be built by the sides of the

most frequented road. A town or village whose houses are built along

Wo or three or more short and perhaps parallel road is mfimtely more

convenient than one with houses along one long road only, and conse-

Lently houses will spring up on the next b^gj^est ndge or footpath at

Home little distance perhaps from the mam road. We thus have two or

move rMges, very often running parallel to each other upon which

TaS falls^aud from which it runs off, and consequently between these

ridges there are always lines of lowest levels into which the rain-water

Somthe surrounding roads finds its way ; these are what we may ca^l

the natural drainage channels as opposed to the artificial channels

which are usuaUy the excavations at the sides of the roads from which

Tarth is obtained to replace the material washed and blown off the

roads We have thus two sets of drains-those running at the edges of

loX and those running at some distance off and receiving the dramage

Lorn t^e roadside drains. There is yet a third class of^ram connected

ZA^h +hP drainage of a town or village—the main outfall dram—mto

whSh an tl^^^^^^^^^ faUs and%y which it is carried right away

mUratsTa town had to deal with the rainfall only, they would

even then get sll?ed up, and the water would not flow off qmckly and

efficiently, and the town Would remain damp longer than it should; it is

tWore necessary to construct our drains in some methodical manner

anfon som^^^^^^^^
determined plon, and see that they are properly

Wn^ained In European countries, before systems of under-ground

Zei were introduced^he side drains were ak^ used as the receptacles

fo^ all The liquid, and in many cases the solid wastes of houses
;
and

it is the same in this country now, and the result is that if arrangements

are not Zde for a proper' drainage system these are left putrefymg

by the Bides of the roads, thus rendering the surrounding air most

^'Xrro- ttJ^^^ l^ydraulics you have learnt tbat of two

channelT of the same section and slope, the one with masonry, and per-

haps cement plastered sides and bed, wiU carry a much greater discharge

S anothe? which has been, only cut in the ground, and is even

obstructed with trees and their roots, etc. :
consequently for tue same
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quantity of water a masonry channel can be made smaller than an
earthen one. All land at the sides of roads is very valuable, and very
often also that inside the blocks, as the land bounded on- all sides by
roads may be called, and so, if only on this account, surface drains
must in most oases be constructed of masonry. But there is another
much more important reason : even in the rains the liquids carried

by the drains of a town are of a very foul and impure character, and
they are of course ten times more so during the dry weather; we
must therefore endeavour to carry away these offensive products
from the neighbourhood of inhabited houses as quickly as possible.

I have frequently been asked whether earthen drains have not the
advantage over masonry drains in having the surrounding earth to

be brought into play as a deodoriser and absorbent; in my opinion
such a contention is based on the most erroneous and vague ideas as

to the principles by which organic matter, such as is found in roadside
drains, can be dealt with by earth and purified, and you yourselves
have only got to look at the filthy and offensive state of many of the
earthen drains in Howrah to be convinced that there is evidently
something inefficient in such drains, and that the surrounding earth
acts neither as a deodorant nor an absorbent. In towns whose water-
supply is derived from wells, this filtered liquid filth must eventually
find its way into the sub-soil water in the neighbourhood of the wells,

and thus pollute it to most serious extent. There is yet another reason
against this perpetual pollution of the soil with organic matter, for
the recent experiments of Drs. Sydney Marsden and Eobertson have
clearly shown that it is one of the chief factors in the prevalence
and the spread of typhoid fever. These observers found that, by taking
certain soils containing a certain amount of organic matter, that is to
say, organically polluted soils, the typhoid fever organism, when
introduced into the soil, lived for 456 days; whereas in soil con-
taining no organic matter it could only live for from 14 to 25 days.
I am most decidedly of opinion that all drains within xirban limits
should be quite impervious, and should be so constructed and maintained
that they can carry off, with the least possible delay, all the liquid
wastes to a place where they can bo neither a nuisance to the senses
nor a danger to the public health.

Before going into the details of the design and construction of a
drainage system, I think I should poiut out to you wherein such a scheme
differs from that for a water-supply from a financial point of view.
You will have understood from what I have told you about water-supply
that the whole scheme must be carried out in its entirety before water is

obtainable from the standposts, or, in other words, it cannot be con-
structed piece-meal. Now, with a drainage scheme the state of affairs

is quite the^ reverse, and there is no necessity at all to carry out the
whole scheme at once; having got your scheme prepared and sanc-
tioned, it is quite possible, you will see for yourselves, to construct as
many drains each year as your finances will permit, remembering
always that the drains at the lowest levels should be constructed
first, so as to be 'ready to receive water coming from a higher level.

There is still another point of difference between these two most import-
ant sanitary systems, and that is that a water-supply system is capable
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of oonferrioff very taugible benefits ontlie population served, and it caa

earn money by taxation for benefits received ; but the immediate advan-

tages of a drainage system are not brought so prominently to our notice,

and further it can earn no money under the existing municipal

machinery, the cost of construction and maintenance having to be met

from the general fund. j ,„

For designing a drainage scheme it is necessary to have a map drawn

to a laree scale, on which can be shown the levels of existing roads

and drafns, but the majority of the municipalities in Bengal appear

tot unable to afford even a little extra expenditure on this account,

alttugh the cost only amounts to Es. 300 or Es. 400 per square mile.

In the absence of an accurate map the only thing to be done towards

the improvement of the drainage of small impecunious municipalities is

to eSoy gangs of coolies during the rains to remove obstructions to the

free flow of tater. Municipal Commissioners individually could do

much good in this direction, because each of them couki take charge

S one Ir more gangs and supervise their work. This system of gang

clearance was tried with a ^eat degree of success in Alipore some

five or sTx years aeo, and I believe myself that it is the only one apph-

^^'YorS^Tu&d what information should be shown on

surveys required for the preparation of projects for
_

surface drainage

by a perusal of the following instructions which I issue to surveyors

engaged on works of this sort :

—

Instructions to Surveyors engaged in making surveys for drainage

works.

In ordinary cases, if a detail map of the municipality is not avail-

able, a prismatic compass survey is sufficient The survey need not

show aU houses in detail, but thickly populated parts should be roughly

surveyed in, also any large or important buildings, and all houses or

hnts Suttlng on to the roadside, especially if they are m a oontinuous

line It will be sufficient to only just survey m the front of such

houses without the exact depth or width.
. • -

2 The width of the roads, drains, etc., can be ascertamea from

the chain line by offsets, and it is very necessary that the chainage

should be accurately and carefully done and the points of intersection

of all roads carefully noted in the field book.
j j

3. The levels should, in all cases, show road, ground, dram and

sluice floor levels. It is enough to take the level of the centre of

iTdrains a note being made in the level book of its top a-d bottom

widths. These levels should ordinarily be taken every 200 feet but

^termediate levels may be necessary according to the nature of the

^'"T'^'Oross.seotions are needed showing the actual width of road,

drain and position of houses, if there are any, on the ^^dside. These

sections shiuld be continued as far as possible msido ^^stees «nd the

land lying between the roads, so as to show the general level of the

cTuntry If it is not possible to continue the cross-sections at right

angle to the road o.viig to the existence of houses, a deviation should
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be made or intermediate sections run, where openings occur, so as to get
some interior levels. Cross sections that extend into the interior may-
be taken 400 feet apart. Ordinarily the cross sections should bo
taken every 200 feet unless the land has a uniform slope or is fairly
level, in which case sections at every 400 feet would be sufficient,

5. All low land lying between roads to be carefully levelled and
noted, and houses on it to be surveyed in, and position noted, so that
it may be seen if it is possible to run a drainage channel there if such
is necessary.

6. Sizes of all culverts to be carefully noted and entered on the
plan. The width of the opening should be placed first, and height
generally taken to springing of arch.

7. All existing drainage channels should be carefully surveyed,
levelled over, and cross sections taken. Main outlet channels should
be surveyed and levelled over to their outfall into some drainage khal,
river, or low-ljing jheel away from the town.

8. Levels of any low land on the outskirts of the town in which it

is likely a main outlet channel may be made, if one is not already
existing, should be carefully taken and a survey made of it.

9. Al] work to be carefully done, and main line of levels checked
by releveiling over the line, unless it can be checked by means of fixed
and trustworthy bench-marks. Subsidiary level lines to be checked by
checking on to bench-marks on the main line.

10. No erasures on any account to be made in the level books, and
all such books used to be submitted for inspection of a superior officer.

Entries to be made directly into the books in the field. The reduced
levels may be deduced afterwards to avoid waste of time.

If any large difference is found in the levels after a check has been
m'ade, the work must be done over again till the mistake is found and
rectified.

11. Plans to be plotted to a scale of 16 inches to a mile. Sections
to a. vertical scale of ID feet to an inch. Horizontal scale 16 inches to a
mile. Cross sections to a natural scale of 10 feet to an inch.

As soon as the map has been plotted and the levels marked on it,

the next step is to divide up the whole area into drainage blocks,
that is, into small areas, the water from each of which falls into a
separate drain or channel. This can be done roughly from the levels
marked On the map, but it is a far better plan to go over the ground
with the map in your hand and mark down, from local enquiry, the
lines of highest levels which, you will understand, form the boundaries
or water-sheds of each drainage area. As a rule, the roads being on
the highest ridges, the roadside drains will be of the smallest siz'3

compatible with ease in cleansing, and they will discharge into the
larger channels lying inside the blocks, as I have already described.
In many of the older cities of Bengal, such as Patna, Dacca, etc., this
state of things has been rather reversed, and the water from the interior
of the block flows into the roadside drains; this condition of affairs
has been brought about, first, by the raising of the ground for building
purposes

;
secondly, by the collection of earthy matter, or filth heaps

which become earthy matter, near houses, and very often by the falb! no-

down of mud huts which are not rebuilt again for some years.
°

H
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Having BGttled the boundaries of the drainage blocks, we must

now determine what quantity of water has to be removed. A surface

SrLate system is generally designed with a view to carrying off the

rirniLr only, but in towns unprovided with sewers they carry off

ITood deal mor^ than this, namely, the liquid wastes of a house, e ...

; wif fir and kitchen or cooHng water. However, these liquid

Ses a e ^t a frai^^^^^^^^ of the%ainfall, and so they may be

le^ected as far as the desiging of the si.e of%"bj—
If all drains had to be made large enough to carry off all the ^^in di ecuy

it fell or in other words, if the rain over a town or district fell direct

^ thrsarae 4oT)e but one made of cement and the other of

'il^ th "^.a^^^^^^ °^^^'r^ r
fe Seater ^n quantity than that from the latter, because cement is

^ri^-^oal^v imnervious when compared with grass or turf. Similarly

in Bengal :

—

Table showing normal annual rainfall in each district in Benyal.

District,

Jjackergunge
Balasore
Bankura
Bhiu?alpur
Birbhum
B9gra
Burdwan
Calcutta
Champaran
Chittagons
Cuttack
Dacca

P4

District.

S3

83-46
60 -OD

50-10
51'63
57-12

C-l'?!)

54,- 15

Gl-49
55-10

111-34
60-50

71-!)G

Darbhanga
Darjeeling
Dinaipur
Fariapur
Gaya
Hazaribagh
Hooghly
Howiah
Jalpaiguri
JesBore
Khulna
Lohardaga

District. "3 District.
"a

49-74
137-07
62-611

65-80
42-09
53-23
57 -29

67-15
120-79
59-70
65-30
53-00

Malda
Manbhura
Mldnapore
Mongliyr
Murshidabad
Muzallarpur
Mymcnsingh
Nadia
Noakhali
Pabna
Palainau
Patua

56-S8
63-11
59-64
47 --46

53-72
45-86
85-70
57-24
115-14
01-18
49-00
44-52

Puri
Purnea
Rajshahi
Rangpur
Sarau
Shaliabad
Singhbliiim
Snnlliai Parganas
Tippera
24-Targanas

Average lor Pro-

vince.

58-14
71-63
66-20
82-27
44-94
42-52
54-07
52-71
75-42
02-33

03-94

The above table has been compiled from the report of the Sanitary

Commissioner for Bengal for 1897.
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The average rainfall, you thus see, varies frora a minimum of 42 09
inelies per annum at Gaya to 137-07 inches in Darjeeling, while the
average for the whole province was 63-94 inches. You will notice that
the average rainfall becomes gradually less the further west of the
Bay of Bengal the district is ; and also that districts near the Himalayas
have greater rainfalls than those more remote.

At Patna and MuzaflFarpur, where the annual rainfall is less than
that of Calcutta,_an allowance of only |th inch per hour has been made
for fixing the sizes of the drains; but many of the drains in the urban
area of Patna have been found to be too small, and have had consequently
to be enlarged; at Muzaffarpur the allowance of Jth inch appears to
be ample, but there are many large tanks in the town area which act
as moderators or regulators of the rainfall, which is not the case at
Patna.

In the surface drainage of the suburban area of Calcutta an allow-
ance of I" per hour has been provided for, but it must be remembered
that 20 per cent, of the area consists of tanks, and further that the area is

semi-rural. Speaking generally, I should be inclined to recommend
that for all towns lying west of Burdwan the allowance of rainfall to
be removed by surface drains should be I" in urban, and ^'^ in rural,
areas, while for those towns to the east of Burdwan, and including the
district of Purnea, I think double the above quantities should be
calculated for.

As regards the best form of channel for urban areas, we must
remember that during the rainy reason the drains will be running very
often quite full, whereas during the dry season of the year there will be
merely a trickle of water running down them. If a drain or channel
is to be clean and inoffensive, the velocity of flow of all water in it

must be such that it will scour away and carry off all impurities and
filth that may be deposited therein. Prom your lectures on hy-
draulics you will have learnt that a circular channel or pipe has to be
more than half full for the maximum velocity to obtain, and further
that when it is less than half full the mean velocity diminishes very
rapidly. In a rectangular channel the differences in velocity are still

greater. The only form of channel that will give a fairly constant
velocity, whether it is quite fixll or only, say, a quarter full, is

that known as Jackson's Peg-top section. I give on Plate No. 11
a series of drains of this pattern which were designed for the
Patna drainage scheme. They have acted remarkably well, and they
also have the advantage of being cheap. Tou see that each consists of
a bed of concrete and two sloping side walls, the whole inside surface
being plastered with cement. In making the smaller sizes of drain
the first three inches of concrete is first laid and consolidated, a row
of flat bricks is then laid along the centre line of the drain, and the
rest of the concrete is rammed in position ; the bricks are then removed,
and a recess is left in the concrete, which can be easily formed to the
required circular section by means of a little concrete and plaster. For
the side waUs it is necessary to have cut bricks, but this is rather an
advantage than otherwise, because it gives a good rough surface for the
cement plaster to adhere to. The discharge of these channels can be

H 2
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convenien

LECTURES.

conveniently calculated, without any appreciable error from Bazln's

formuTa (Tjpe 2, for cut stone, brickwork, planking mortar)-

|/ 0-0000579
• + 0-23

^bera rands are the hydraulic mean radius slope respectW^^^^^

Gutter's formula with a coefficient of n = 0 012 may be usea

preferred. . ^ -^^3^ rectangular or
Themaprxtyoft^^^^^^^^ The former siction is

trapezoidal, and they are generau^
the sharp corners

a particularly difficult one to keep FoP^riy ,

narrow.
caLot be cleaned more

^^^P^^f -^^^^^.^.tTe hape?it is certainly

The saucer-shaped dram
f„f the rectangular or

more easily and effectually
.f̂ ^J.^'^^^j^'^^i^ ^Ken it only has a

'^TflSwSint , .

outfall earthen channel is well remoyed
^^^^yXdecomposing or-

duiing the ^^yr'^u^Zi hr^ lindr^^^ a nuisan!e is

ganic matter is brought down
for the earthen

Lre often than quickly

channel being Pervious absorbs tne
.

^ unoffensive in-

earth) may be used, thus

[/ 0-00008534
> + 4"1

a/ r. 8.

channels carxymg ""jK' tV^t-XYe Zmuir Eomombsr that 'it is

that is the value of s in the
f'^"™ 'f'S j the bed „f the chamcl.

the slope of the water jy' ^J^x that I think I must

' '^^'Zrrut^r St 'a rpfcrarreteenofto janctiens. of drains

warn you about it-_ i-i^

• the water in major drams, when
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You should therefore design your drains so that the fall in the water
surface will give this mean velocity. If the slope of the bed of a drain
is such that the drain, when running full, i.e., when the slope of the
bed is the same as the slope of the water surface, will give a mean
velocity greater than 3 feet per second, it is advisable to raise the bed
by means of concrete, for no advantage is gained by having a higher
mean velocity than 3 feet per second, and there is the disadvantage of
the water surface towards the end of the drain falling lower than is

actually necessary.

It will be many years yet before any of the mufassal municipalitieg
in Bengal wHl be able to afford a system of underground drains
and sewers such as we have in Calcutta, and that being so, it is very
necessary that the surface drains such as I have described to you
should be kept as open drains and not allowed to be gradually con-
verted into covered drains by the encroachment of roadside buildings.
No surface drains can be kept properly clean unless they are open to
inspection and examination throughout their length. You all know
how these encroachments begin just with a wooden plank for the
owners of houses to walk over, then perhaps a series of planks which
cover up the drain ; the planks are exchanged for a wooden platform,
and this in its turn makes way for a masonry cMboiitra or verandah.
In one town that I know of, the encroachments had been so extensive
that the old original roadside drains were discovered running under
the inner rooms of the row of houses which now form the boundary
of the street. In my opinion a flight of steps, three feet wide, is

suflScient for all requirements of ingress and egress, and not one inch
more should be allowed. At Monghyr, where the encroachments on
the drains have been notorious for years past, the owaers have been
compelled to break down the solid fronts of the verandahs and substitute
a series of arches so that the drain is practically an open one

Another objection to the covering over of surface drains is that they
become the receptacle for the street sweepings which the conservancy
establishment are perhaps too lazy to remove ; often and often have
I seen the road culverts practically filled up with this offensive matter.
It is therefore equally necessary that all road culverts should be of
ample size to permit the passage of a man or boy right through
them. Eaniganj pipes are hardly suitable for the culverts of town
surface drains, unless they are of large size, and then they become
very expensive. If thero is sufficient depth below the roadway, brick
arch culverts can be constructed to carry the drainage across roads, but in
the majority of cases such is not the case, and then it becomes necessary
to use stone slabs : these should not be set in mortar, for then it will be
possible to lift them periodically and examine the inside of the culvert.

In designing culverts and crossings under roads you should always
assume that the slope of the water surface will have to be twice what
it is iu a straight open drain, so as to allbw for the head lost in
changing the direction of the water. In any large culverts or bridges
that may have to be built over the main outfall channel, it will pro-
bably be more economical to contract the area and increase the
discharge, but you must remember that increased velocity means
increased head or hydraulic mean slope, or, in other words, the water
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must be slightly headed up in order to produce the increased velocity.

rheadins up of 3" will not as a rule cause any inconvenience and this

t «nffic ent give a theoretical velocity of 4-00 feet per second.

' SSence^ has shown that in all towns where masonry drains have

been and are being constructed, it is very necessary to make some

!vi«5nn for their daily flushing, otherwise they become very offensive

Treason of the amount of filth that is thrown out of the houses into

tC Tt?Bed7itseemstome,tobe supposed that a drainage system

inTtown was much the same as an agricultural dramage system and

that ts Snly function was to carry off rain-water quickly, but as a

rnattei'of fa^ct I really believe that the surface drains carry off through-

Tt tL year much more liquid in the shape of urme and sullage

water than tLrdo rain-water^ It seems, too, to be quite impossible

fn remotTparts of the town or in the back streets or gullies, to prevent

he dmins being used for promiscuous defoecation, so that m many cases

the sSe Ss are really nothing more or less than open sewers

carrySg off the strongest possible sewage, and much stronger than one

fivfir sees in England or other European countries, instead of being, as

thevwe?eor^S^^^
^ir irie^eiL, the drains are to be kept clean and wholesome

They must be thoroughly flushed daily;
^^-J-.^'Slei'to;^

the drain, followed by sweepers raismg clouds of filth with then brooms

from the drain, are of no good, and to my mind are sheer waste
irom tne aram, a &

^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^.^e

intXTibs of sariOO or/50 feet, according to whether it has a steep

or flat floPG by me^ of pieces of board fitted into grooves cut m the

of the drain The first length should be filled with water as high

^a^ ^s^M^^a^^^^^^^ if the boarlis -ddenly r^oved the impounded

water will go forward with a rush and carry off m tiont ot it aii ou

rertionlble matter that has been deposited in the dram. The second

leS can ^e filled from water from the first length and treated in

tKme way! When the flushing boards are lifted sweepers with a

SepeXys 7em rather to enjoy work of this W. Spe^^^^^^^

generally, two such flushes in the day are ample, but t is d^^^^^^

that thev should be sent down one after the other—the hist one to

carry off the^'teavier matter, and the -eond to take away what ha

been left behind by the first flush. You will naturally ask where is

afl the water to come from in towns that have no ^fy-^PPj^^/^^^
no doubt is a difficulty, but it ean be surmounted m this w^^

Eastern Bengal the towns have numerous tanks from which ^ater can

be rXed Tnfo water-carts holding, say, 300 gal ons each, or if there

a river at hand, water can be taken from it; the car s can be taken

0 the summftror highest points of the drains and half the contents

nsed fo each flush, 'in the^owns of Bihar -lis are frequent^ found

at the roadsides, and if small masonry vats are provided these can be

filled bv any ol the means that I have already descnbed, ana tnen ii

the wat^er isUdenly released, it will flush down the fii-st reach of the
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drain. A system similar to this is now in use at Patna, and is answer-

ing admirably, so much so that if the drains are not flushed regularly ,

every day, petitions are put in at once to the Chairman, reporting the

neglect of duty on part of the Inspectors and sweepers. The benefit

of having drains flushed daily has been so completely recognized in

Patna that it has been found necessary to lay down a system of

cast-iron pipes and erect a small pumping engine to flush the drains

in those localities where wells are not available. This scheme is the

first of its kind in Bengal, and is more or less on its trial, and so

I will not give you the details of it
;

' if you should ever have

to design a scheme of this kind, you will know where to go to see

one in operation, although I am hoping that this small scheme is

only a temporary arrangement, only to be used until the introduction

of a water-supply to the whole town for all purposes, but still when
that much-to-be desired time comes, I have no doubt the flushing of

the drains will be conducted in the same manner. The flushing water

from drains is of high manurial value, and a demand for it is rapidly

arising in Patna for the irrigation of vegetable gardens, and you vail

hear, from what I have to say to you on the subject of conservancy,

that there is no better method of disposing of this water than letting

flow over cultivated land where it is quickly absorbed and decomposed

into innocuous matter.

C0N8ERYANCY.

The most unpleasant, but at the same time a very necessary, part

of a Municipal Engineer's duties, is supervising the removal of the

solid and liquid refuse and wastes of a town. I explained to you in

my flrst lecture how these objectionable matters were, in villages,

generally deposited in the surrounding flelds and were then disposed of

and rendered innocuous in a perfectly natural manner, that is, by the

action of the air, the sun and the soil ; but how that in a town or

large collection of people special arrangements had to be made for

their removal as soon as possible after they had been produced,

and for their destruction in a cheap and effective manner. In large

towns like Calcutta or Bombay this branch of municipal work
is generally in charge of a Health OfiScer, who is a medical man, that

is to say, as far as the collection is concerned, while the Engineer ia

responsible for its conveyance and disposal. In small towns, such as

wehave here in Bengal, the work is supervised by the Engineer or

Overseers.

The wastes that I have referred to above may be divided into

three classes

—

{a) Street-sweepings, which will include stable litter and the

droppings of horses, cows, and other animals
;
vegetable

refuse, such as plantain stalks and skins, decaying fruit

and vegetables ; leaves of trees and plants ; and ashes

and cinders.

(b) Liquid wastes of a household., such as urine and cook-room
and ablution water,

(c) Solid wastes or nightsoil.
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The system in vogue in most towns in Bengal for the removal of

street sweepings is for tbem to be collected in heaps on the road, and

then bullock-carts come round and collect them. The garbage and

house-refuse are generally kept in the houses all day, and then thrown

out on the roads in the early morning. In some municipalitiea

corruo-ated iron dust-bins standing on small masonry platforms are

used°ani it is intended that householders shall bring their

refuse and deposit it in them; theoretically this is a very perfect

method but in actual practice it is very difficult to get the house-

holders' to do their duty, and they much prefer to throw the refuse on

to the road outside their doors, and further, the dust-bins themselves

become centres of offensive smells unless they are kept scrupulously

clean and this is a most difficult matter where water is scarce. And so

at present we must, I think, put up with the present system until the

people themselves begin to understand the elements of sanitation, ihe

ordmary country-cart, even when it has a speciaRy made bos on it, is,

to my mind, hardly suitable for this sort of work, because street sweepings

are very light, and consequently it is not possible to get a full load tor

a pair of buUocks; in my opinion it is always more economical to have

specially constructed carts, such as one sees m Calcutta, of a capacity

lare-e enough to give a fair load to one bullock. In some municipalities

I have seen very large carts of this pattern drawn by two buUocks, bi^

this is not conducive to quick removal, for with a smgle cart and

a pair of bullocks you can work from one end of the beat only,

whereas with two carts with one bullock each you can work from both

ends It is not possible, of course, to get the bullock-oarts into all the alleys

and sullies of a town, and for the cleansing away of the sweepings of the

houses situated in such localities I would recommend the use of galvan-

ized iron hand-barrows ;
they are cheap, and if strongly made and the

sweepers are made to take care of them, they last a long time and cost

but little for repairs, which when they become necessary can be executed

bv the ordinary ?w?:s^n- that is found in mufassal towns. These barrows

afe alsoCy useful for the collection of the filthy solid matter that

fiTifla its way into roadside drains. As a rule the sweepers who are

cleaning the drains just simply lift up this filth and throw it m heaps

on the road, where it is promptly scattered by dogs or birds on

the look-out for garbage, and also by passing carts and carriages,

and the result is that it is trodden into the road instead of being

properly removed. It is a common thing in most mumcipalities to see a

Ss of small lumps along the edges ol the drams which look like

earth but which are in reality the remains of scrapmgs from the drains

that have been thrown on the roadway and there allowed to remain.

Sweepers cleaning drains should invariably be accompamed by another

sXepCwith a barrow. On no account should the scrapings from the

drains be thrown anywhere else- except into the barrow.^

The best method of disposing of street sweepings is to utilize them

m fillinp- UP tanks and hollows where water accumulates during the rains.

T^, -Fmrlank they are burnt in what are known as incmerators. The

heafso generat^^^^ is used to raise steam for driving electric lighting and

other machinery; this method of disposal is, however, unsuited to

iSn condition , because the street sweepings m this ceuniry contain

such very niucb Urger quantities of green vegetable matter and very
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much less quantifies of cinders, so that the heat that is generated is
absorhed in driving off the watery constituents of the vegetable matter
until practically none is left for heating the boilers. Vegetable matter is
produced from the soil, and consequently its natural method of disposal
is to return it to the earth, where it will again form soil for the o-rowth
of more vegetable matter. Now, if the sweepings are used for*'filling
up tanks, care must be taken that the water in that part of the tank
which is to be filled is baled or pumped out, because if sweepings
are thrown into water, they become a most intolerable nuisance. It is
therefore best to fill up tanks and hollows in the urban districts of a
town during the diy season only; during the rains the sweepings
should, I consider, be deposited in rural areas only, where they will
cause less nuisance. It is an easy matter to calculate how many
cart-loads of sweepings are required to fill a given tank, and if it takes
more than are available during the dry season, the tank should be
divided into two portions by an earthen *' band "

; the water need
only be baled out from the portion to be filled with sweepings, and the
rest of the tank can remain over until the next season. If the quantity
of water to be baled out is not very great, the whole tank may be
dewatered, and then earth for the "band" can be obtained from the bed
of that portion of the tank that is not being filled in, and then it will only
be necessary to build up a comparatively thin " band" of sufficient thick-
ness to retam the sweepingsin position, and also to protect them as far
as possible from the water that will rise in the unfilled portion of the tank
during the rains. If plenty of earth is available, a good plan is to cover
each day's deposits, which will of course be generally made in the morn-
ing, with a thin layer of earth, as it greatly assists the decomposition of
the vegetable matter, and further acts as a deodorant. If but little
earth is available, then the best plan is to bring small portions of the
area to be filled up to full level at once, and then cover them with a thin
layer of earth and plant them with gourds, which are very quick-growin o-

plants and require little or no cultivation; after gourds Indian-corn
may be sown with advantage during the rains. In any case, whether
earth 13 to be had or not, seeds of some sort should always be
sown on the fresh deposits, as they hasten the decomposition of the

- vegetable organic matter in the street-sweepings. Tanks which have
been filled with street-sweepings must not be built on for at least seven
years.

The liquid wastes of a municipality consist, as I have said, of urine
and the cooking and ablution water of households, and roughly speaking-
they amount m quantity to the daily water consumption. In towns that
are provided with a water supply the quantity is easily ascertained butm towns not so provided it is very difficult to give any exact figures
more^ especially es so much of the liquid wastes are allowed to either
soak into the ground in the vicinity of the houses or else run into the
cesspools m the couityards or compounds. In Europe the quantity of
urinary discharge is estimated at 40 ounces, or 2 pints per head • in
tropical climates, however, I am inclined to think that this is rather' toohigh an estimate; for although perhaps the consumption of water is
higher than it is m temperate climates, larger quantities of liquid
are discharged from the body in the form of perspiration,
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Tt is the duty of every body of Municipal Commissioners to provide

a certain numbe? of pubiio urinals, althougb I am much afraid they

Le bu Httle used ;
they should, however, be provided, because then he

mblic have no ^alid excuse for promiscuous unnation. All that is

Cu led is a small brick platform with a receptacle undernea h it for

cXctin^ the urine; the platform should be suri-ounded on three sides

Tv s eets of c^^^^^^^ say three feet high, for the sake of

decency As regard's the receptacle, this should be of metal (a kerosine

oiTtkiTand provided with two handles, so that it can be easily moved.

trivXeVrses the urine is sometimes run into the vat or cesspool

eontSnS the cook-room and ablution water, or else it is mixed with

Z nSso 1 or fteces, but more often than not it s aUowed to flow

l^-^Wht Sher liquid wastes into the nearest public dram or water-
with the omer nquia w^si-

receptacles

n^^^to he tSlnR Iround and Umed-at least they are supposed
out to the

1^^^ ^0 ti^i^k that a very small proportion is

me to be no reabuu wuj i
-nmppss is so simple and

nP tnwrm in India in the same way. ine piocess is 6u biiu^.

tank is opened, and the ^Pf^^^^^^r'^^V cont^^^ any antiseptics

nala or stream. If the liquid waste
'J,^

^^^^^^ virine, it

fto present ^^^^^^^l^^—S^ll St, shX -actly h,w the

k:^:^T«rr:trr^^^^^^^^ t.e -E^t
Methods of Sewage Disposal in

f
^g'ana-
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these that must ever claim the earnest attention of any one connected
with sanitation of a town, whether he is a medical officer, an engineer, or
even a private individual. Now, the nightsoil of towns that are not
provided with sewers is, as you are all probably aware, deposited in the
first instance in public latrines or in private privies, whence it is col-

lected in nightsoil carts and taken outside the town, where it is usually
buried in trenches.

As regards public latrines, these can be easily controlled, and if they
are of a good pattern, well ventilated and carefully cleaned every day,
they need never be a source of nuisance or danger to the public health.
Until within the last few years these municipal institutions have
not received the care and attention they demand, and the result is

that in most towns in Bengal the public latrines cons'st of evil-
smelling, badly-built structures thrust away in dark and confined comers
where they are a nuisance to everybody, with the result that the people
will not use them willingly. The mistake had always been made of
allowing both the urine and the solid fseces to fall into one receptacle,
and further of making the latrines much too large. Thanks to the
inventions of Mr. Donaldson, we are now able to obtain a pattern of
separation latrine which is eminently satisfactory, and I am of opinion
that for India this pattern of seat is the only correct and truly sanitary
one. Plate No. 12 shows the latest design for a one-seated latrine

;

the foot-rest, you will observe, is made of stoneware, but cast iron does
equally well if kept well tarred, and is possibly cheaper

;
glazed stone-

ware, however, is practically impervious, and should therefore be used
if

_

possible. Under the foot-rest are two receptacles—one for the
urine, end the other for the solid fseces. Experiments are now
going on as to whether it would not be possible to arrange for
the urine to be voided on to a small bed of cinders, so as to
deodorize and purify it

_
sufficiently to allow it to be run off into

the nearest nala or drain; but they have not been going on quite
long enough for me to say authoritatively that the receptacles for
urine can be done away with. Now, as regards the number of
seats that should be provided in public latrines in crowded quarters,
I consider that a latrine with a large number of seats is a great
mistake; it means that the people have to come greater distances to use it,

and so may be tempted, or may even find it necessary, to deposit their
nightsoil m places not intended for the purpose, and further, that a
large latrine must be greater nuisance than a small one by reason of
the greater quantity of deposits. I would much prefer to see two five-
seated latrines than one ten-seated one, for I am sure they would be
much more convenient to the users and quite as easily kept clean.
Separate latrines must of course be provided for males and females

;

for the latter I alvrays recommend that the partitions be of such size
that the users can see- each other, otherwise it is very diflScult to get
females to use public latrines. The floors of all latrines should consist
of

_
brick masonry smoothly plastered

; they can then be kept clean by
being: flushed with water every day.

With the actual building of privies you will, as a public official, have
nothing to do, but you may often be called upon either to design or to
give an opinion on a proposed privy, and what I have said about public
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latrines above will also apply to privies in private liouses._ I have recently

framed a set of model bye-laws for the construction of privies wmch I will

no^v read to you, as perhaps you may find them useful hereafter:—

BULES AS TO PUIVATE PrIVIES AND UrINALS.

See Section 850c. {B.C.), Act III Of 18SU.

1. {!) No privy shall be placed in the space

Sec. 241. required by this Act to be left at the back of a

(Municipal Act.)
loTiilding—

(«) unless the total height of the privy does not exceed eleven

(6) unless^there is a space of at least four feet between the nearest

waU and the service aperture of the privy,

(g) No privy situated in, or adjacent to, a building shaU be placed

at a distance of less than—

(i) six feet from any other building which is a public build-

ln\ fouTFe'erfrom any other buildmg which is, or is likely to be,
tour ieet

^ J.^ ^^^^^ , pl.ee m which any person

is, or is intended to be, employed m any manufacture, trade

or business.

2 No privy shall be placed on any upper floor of a ^^^ij^ing.

S m If there is no convenient access from a street o any pnvy,
3. [1) iime

Commissioners may, if they thmK fit, by

Provision of access to ^,4tten notice, require the owner ot the privy

service privy from street. ^^^^ ^ passage giving accoss to the pnvy trom

the street. ^n^^pv snb-rule (t) must require that such

(g) Every
^t7ol^^^^^ ^ot less four feet wide, and be

passage be formed at gro^^^^^^^^^
.^^^^^^ ^^.^ ^^^^^

Sr the ^atge ^^at ^r'optlon, be either open to the sky or

covered in.
t™„ ^ims of privies and urinals, approved by the

4. Models and tjge^lans.ol^p^
estimates of the cost ot

Model, .ndlype-piao'- constructing privies and urinals m. accoraance

wUh Bhall be kept in the Muiicipal office, fand sha 1 be open to

i:^:^li'r^2li C^anlfZ s|^fb/cSucted in accord-

S the other rales contamod^.n tb. Scbedulo.
^^^^

Drain, -nrivy and every urinal.
_ , ^

m Such drain mLt be constructed of some impervious material

and must connect the floor of the privy or urmal-
.

(r/) with a drain communicating with a municipal dram or

sewer, or
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(b) if permitted by the Commissioners, with an impervious cesspool,

the contents of which can be removed either by hand, or
by flow, after filtration.

Floor. 6. (7) The floor of every privy and urinal

—

(a) must, if the Commissioners in any case so direct, be made of
one of the following materials to be selected by the owner
of the privy or urinal, that is to say, glazed tiles, artifioial

stone or cement, or

{b) if no such direction is given, must be made of thoroughly well-
burnt earthen tiles or bricks plastered, and not merely
pointed, with cement, and

(c) must be in every part at a height of not less than six inches
above the level of the surface of the ground adjoining the
privy or urinal.

(S) The floor of every privy and every urinal must have a fall or
inclination of at least half an inch to the foot towards the drain
prescribed by rule 5.

7. The walls and the roof (if any) of every privy and urinal shall

Walls and roof.
^^^^ materials as may be approved by

the Commissioners

;

Provided that

—

(a) in the case of privies, the entire surface of the walls below the
platform shall either be rendered in cement or be made as
prescribed in clause («) or clause (b) of rule 6,

8. The platform of every privy must either be plastered with

Platform
Cement or be made of some watertight non-
absorbent material as prescribed in rule 6.

9. Every privy situated in, or adjacent to, a building must have
Ventilation of privies an opening, of not less than three square feet in

in, or adjacent to, build- area, in One of the waUs of the privy, as near the... *op of the wall as may be practicable and com-
municating directly with the open air.

10. Every privy must be constructed in accordance with the
Eeceptacles for sewage. following provisions—

(ft) the platform must be provided with two apertures so arranged
that solid and liquid excreta can fall into separate rec^ep-
tacles placed underneath, as provided in the foilowino-
paragraphs :

°

(b) the space beneath the platform of the privy must be of such
dimensions as to admit of two mopeable receptacles for
sohd and liquid excreta, each of a capacity not exceeding
one cubic foot, being placed and fitted beneath the platformm such manner and position as will effectually prevent the
deposit, otherwise than in such receptacle, of uny sewajre
falling or thrown through the apertures of the platform •

(c) the privy must be so constructed as to afford adequate access
to the said space for the purposes of cleansing such spaceand of placing therein, and removing therefrom, proper
receptacles for sewage ;

' i- f
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(d) the said receptacles must be watertight, and must be made of

metal if the caiDacity is over half a cubic foot or of weil-

tarred earthenware or glazed stoneware if the capacity is

less than half a cubic foot ;
, ^ ^, ^ , ,

le) the door for the insertion and removal of the receptacles must

be made so as to completely cover the aperture.

11 (1) If any privy or urinal erected or re-erected after the

^ ' passmg of these rules is so constructed as to con-

Enforcement of the fore-
, the provisions of this Schedule, the

fut^e^S S urr' Commissioners may, by a written notice, whether

or not the offender be prosecuted under the Municipal Act before a

Magistrate, require—
, . , . . ,

(a) the occupier of the building to which the privy or urinal

belonas, or
, , , t -it \

(b) (if the privy or urinal does not belong to a buildmg) the

owner of the land on which the privy or urinal stands,

fo make such alterations as may be specified in the ?otice with

Ihe object of bringing the privy or urmal into conformity with the

said provisions.

Nic^htsoil is collected from latrines and privies la either earthen
rJigHtsoii IS cui

.

laiickets, hand-carts, or bullock-carts,
chattm wooden

''IJ^I^^'I^^J^^^ ^y. Earthen chatties are most
depending on

f^/ ^^^^J^^^V be pe^^^^^^^ as receptacles in privies
objectionable, and ^^^^^^ •

^,,6 model bye-laws above, because,
tmder the circumstances g ^en m the

^^^^^f ^^^^s into them,
firstly, ^^%:"r very W^^^^ anT Hable l\e broken with

. thev are tm open to^ the latter ob ection. In my opinion

W far the^ b st means of collecting nightsoil from privies is in

t)y tar tne wbu
frustum of a cone and fitted

wooden
t^er

'
they are well tarred inside and out. they

with a wooden top or
'^^^^^^ stand the hard wear and tear to

are qui e inoffensive,
, a bucket made of iron. The

which they
S^^^^ffof^ is that they can be

only reason J ^^mf and can thus be carried on the shoulder

made with rounded bottoms
^j^^^ a dhome or sweeper will

instead of ^
not carry nightsoil hucketso^^^^^^

, ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ carry the

caste prejudice should be overcome oy
^ Calcutta. For the

two buckets by means ofj. ba^, as ^o^^^
^^^^^^ ^^^^^

K£ m^unfd on
^f^^:^^\;\:^ c^n^ be^ The^efo1

,y a couple 0 me^ and as

fs Ifally co^^^^^^^^ iron bullock-

to a depot or hxecl point i

^^^^^^ ^^.^^
cart carrymg eight o^J^^^ °; \ ^ ^he sweeper to wheel his full-

All that has to be done the^^^^^''.^
for an empty bucket for use

ticket to the depo w^ as it has

"funE is taken off to the trenching-ground, where other
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Land-barrows are waiting to receive the buckets and wheel them o£E to
the trenches. In broad roads in which a bnllock-carfc can travel-the
night-soil can be taken from the privies or latrines and deposited direct
into an iron cart, and so taken off to the trenching-ground. The best
pattern of cart is what is known as the revolving cart, one in which
the body revolves round the axles, and thns tips its contents straight
into the trench. Plate No. 12 shows the cart that is found to work
best in Calcutta ; the shafts should be made of wood ; shafts of rod
iron have been tried, but there is too much spring in them, and they
are apt to gall the bullocks. Each cart holds about 90 gallons.
Care should be taken that the carts are thoroughly washed inside and
out daily, and this remark applies to all receptacles used for the
carriage of nightsoil ; for unless this is done, they not only become a
nuisance, but the acid in the decomposing faeces corrodes the iron. If
iron carts are kept properly washed, they are found in Calcutta to last
three years without requiring any repairs whatever.

Now, as regards the methods of disposal of the nightsoil that has
been collected. The universal system, I think I may say, in Bengal, is

by burying in trenches or pits. In Calcutta, Bombay and Madras,
cities provided with underground sewers, the sewage and nightsoil are
discharged into rivers and thus carried out to sea ; in some up-country
cantonments the nightsoil is burnt in incinerators; but, taken as a
whole, I

_
think burying in trenches is the system that is most suited

to_ municipalities in Bengal, where the income is so small compared
with the amount of work that has to be done. It is only within the
last few years that the trenching of nightsoil has been carried on, on
what I may call, scientific princples ; the idea seemed to be in old days
that as long as you buried the nightsoil in pits, however deep, nature
would do the rest, but the science of bacteriology has shown us that
the natural earth is only capable of rendering nightsoil innocuous
within the top three feet at the most, and further that it cannot
decompose and break down into innocuous compounds an unlimited
quantity of nightsoil in a short time. The trenches should never be
cut deeper than eighteen inches at the very outside, and they
should never be filled with more than six inches of nightsoil. If these
dimensions arc adhered to, the cultivation of the trenching ground can
be proceeded with almost immediately, and this above all things assists
in the destruction of the nightsoil. In Bengal the advantages of
cultivating trencbing-grounds are only now beginning to be universally
appreciated, and in many municipalities quite a large income is being
derived from the leasing out of those grounds, and I am quite sure that
Id the near future the incomes will be very materially increased. I
must say one word in regard to the selection of the sets for trenching-
ground

; it is a somewhat diGScult matter, because the chief considerations
are that the distance that the nightsoil has to be carried is not too great,
and that the ground should be remote from habitations to which the
process of trenching would be a nuisance. There is, however, one much
more important point, and that is that the ground must not be subject to
inundation during the rainy season ; in fact, it must be at least five feet
above highest known flood level ; the reason of this is that nature's
process of destruction cannot go on in water or in very damp ground.
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ThereFore if no such land is available, the sites must be
j

raised

artificially. The time at my disposal for these lectures will not

Permit me to explain to you the recent discoveries m the methods

It sewage disposal that have been made wxthm the last two or

three years in England, but I may tell you that experiments are

now beLg carried" out' by the Government of Bengal with a view

of ascertaining whether these methods cannot be applied to tne

conditions that exist in India, and if these are successful much of

the trouble and expense of the satisfactory and safe disposal of

night oil of municipalities will be done away with. 1 must agam referS of you who wish for further information on the subjecr- to my

pamphlet on the subject of sewage disposal.

EOADS.

•We have now arrived at the last item on the iist of subjects that

I told yon 1 should try and deal with in these lectures, and that is the

Bubiect of the construction of new roads and the repair of existmg

ones Ab a Municipal Engineer or Overseer you will be called upon

not to align or lay out roads in new country, but merely to repair and

kfep in order existing roads, improve and widen existmg lanes and

vllZ metal what are known in this country as kutcha roads; and you

S of course, be responsible for keeping existing bridges in good order

Ld very often to build new bridges or rebuild old ones, but this is a

subiJct on which you have already received mstruction, and so I need

not refer to it in these lectures. In order to give you some idea of

The materials that are used for the repair and maintenance of roads

with which you will have to deal in these provinces, I asked the

Siairmea of^the various municipalities in Bengal to inform me

what each of them used for the purpose, and from the rep les I

We received I find that the following are used-(l) stone metal (2)

laTerite (3) kan^ (4) ^^ick khoa, and (o) quartz and laterite

gravel
;'

I propose to say a few words on the properties of, and the

"^T^ t:t''^«"/Ctad-metd is one that is compact, durable,

and tough! but it must not be too hard, or it will probably be oo brit-

will thus be quickly worn away by traffic. The basaltic trap

^Jf%re'r^il il undoubtedly^ ^^^^^
+^ -nao -fnr rnad-metalling pm^oses on this side ot India, it is tae

onTthl'tSrlnn CafcuV-^^ of no better^

-^f--
Btone At seaport towns it is very often possible to get the stone

from shk^ coming from Bombay or Mauritius in ballast and this

asTride makes a most excellent stone for road metal; but unfor-

f fhA TuioDlies are not regular and continuous, otherwise

ro\:"UdaUor ll^ZlA^l^U of broken

J^mfZrouffh a ring 24 inches diameter, tat for the upper .orking

UyrLe pis shoul! hi small enough to pass through a ring on.y
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Ik inch diameter. The etone metalling on a road ahould never be
less than 4| inches in thickness, but where the traffic is very heavy,
it must be at least 6 inches in thickness,

Laterite is a soft argillaceous stone of a red colour, and it makes
excellent roads for light traffic, but it is rather too soft for heavy
bullook-oart traffic to wear well

; however, it is largely used in the districts
where it is found, as it is easily quarried and easily consolidated. For
a_ new road a thickness of 5 inches of pieces from l^o 2^ inches in
diameter is generally laid. The variety known as nodular laterite
should not be used, as it does not bind well.

Kankar or ghooting is a material that is well known to you, and so
needs no description by me. It makes an excellent road, and should be
laid down in two layers, each 4^ inches thick. The upper layer should
be carefully washed and screened, so as to free it as far as possible of
the yellow clay which is always found with kankar, but which is of no
good for road-metalKng purposes.

Brick khoa or broken brick is used in by far the greater number of
municipalities in Bengal, because in most places it is obtainable locally.
Nothing but well burnt bricks should be used for its manufacture

;

vitrified ov jhama bricks may be used in small proportions, but on no
account should unburnt or pila bricks be allowed, because, being soft,
they are easily worn away, and the road quickly becomes uneven.
The bricks should be broken up so as to pass through a 2^" ring, and
should be laid in two layers of 3 inches each.

Quariz and laierite gravel are used mosliy in towns in Chota
Nagpur. I have not had any experience of the wearing qualities of
these materials, but quartz is a very brittle substance, and therefore
not at all suitable for roads

; however, it is very hard, and, being obtain-
able close at hand, is probably the cheapest

;
for, although it may not

last long, large supplies are obtainable, and the road-metalling can
easily be renewed.

Now, as regards the making of a new road of the materials I have
described above, the first step is to make the formation level ; this
should not be made level transversely, as is so often done, but should be
shaped so as to allow any water that percolates 'through the road
metal to run off at the edges. A slope of 1 inch in 3 feet both
ways from the centre of the road will be found to be sufficient
for this purpose. On the formation level one or two layers of
whole bricks laid flat should be provided, according to whether it
is a road with light or heavy traffic; if two layers are provided,
the top layer should break joint with the lower layer ; if blocks of
stone are available they may be laid flat, that is with the lines
at stratification horizontal. The metalling is then layed on this
soling in thicknesses that I have already described, and then it
should be rolled or rammed, but preferably the former. After
the rollmg has been completed,—and here I should say that
every part of the metalling should be gone over at least three
times—a layer of binding material, such as sand, sifted old building
materials, laterite gravel or kankar, not more than one-quarter of an
inch thick, should be laid

; as much water should be poured on as to
cause a small sea of mud in front of the roller, and then the whole

I
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BWd be thorougUy rolled again. To my mind, a great mistake is

made in this country in not putting on enough water when the
made m j

^^^^^^ ^^^^ the binding material,

• ^firfof snS into the interstices of the metal, simply clings to

rexoJler pullb| up it bits of the metal,. and thus disturbing the

roa'dwav As so much water is required for metalling roads,

Tt foCs t£ tti work should be only carried out during the

rainv season, the metal being collected during the dry seasons of the

Cr - from what I have seen, however, of municipalities m Bengal,

fh?s very important point does not receive sufficient atteation and it is a

trJZlZn thing to see metalling being laid and consolidated at the

I^7nf tWains and the beginning of the cold weather, when the ramfall

L diminiS or lias practically ceased; difficulties then arise in

nrocS sufficient water, and if the metal is consolidated with little or

To wX The result of this delay in beginnmg the making or repairs

?o a road is that the road breaks up and requires repairs so much

sooner ?hai if it had been done in the proper season. Before deciding

^S-wT road is to have a new coat of metal or is only to be patch-

^^died it sW^^^^^^ down to the soling at intervals and the

frltLt'dlth of metal actually measured. If the dep n of metalling

rfordtobeless than 3 to 4 inches, a fresh coat ng is required but

fbfnractice of piling up coats of metal as soon as the surface begins to

shonfgnrof wear^s^bjectionabl^ because it gradual y raises the

See of the road above the level of the court-yards of tbe house

and thus interferes with the sm-face-draiuage. Before new metal is

Sd on the top of old, the latter must invariably be broken up with a

pTct^xe to a^epth'of at least 1| inch, otherwise the new metal

^^tdX!ge— ^ to the end of the objects on wU^h

lould none of you enter the service of Municipal Commissioners
even should ^^ne oi y

^^^^ ^^^^ of

Lw\e info^^^^^^^^^
placed before you iu other walks of

r matew may be your future career, you can preserve yonr own

h aithr due attention to the ordinary laws of hygiene and samtation

;

above all you can help others to the greater enjoymen o± life.

To those of you who become municipal engineers, I would say-

never use the^v^ord kal (to-morrow); for ^l^^t^er sanitary work

S L be done must be done at once ; no evil arising from the

^^%
nf atteSnrBanitarylaws, which are, after all. Nature's kws,

, 1 allowed to continue for one second longer than can be helped.

Zd further do not attempt to please everybody,, for it ^s an impos-

^vr/v where the sanitation of a municipality is concerned, there are

:S^onrcting i" ^^^^^^^^ best^o attend to the rules of
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sanitation honestly and straightforwardly, and never allow any one
man's interests or personal comfort to interfere with the health and
well-being of the community. To one and all of you I would say

—

assist and help Nature all you can, and never resist Her unalterable laws

:

resistance means sickness and an early death, while assistance will
bring its reward in a healthy and long life.
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